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FEDERAL REINSURANCE. OP PRIVATE PENSION
PLANS

MONDAY, AUGUST 15, 1966

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,-Washington, D.

The committee met., pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room 2221,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Smathers, Anderson, Gore, McCarthy,
Hartke, Williams, Carlson, and Curtis.

The CHAIRMAN. Today's hearing was called to receive testimony
on S. 1575.

(The bill, S. 1575, follows:)
(8. 1576, 89th Cong., 1st sense )

A BILL To establish a self-supporting Federal reinsurance program to protect employees
in the enjoyment of certain rights under private pension plans

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hotse of Representatlves of the United States
of Am erica in (ongre8s assem bled,

SHORT TITLE

SEcTIoN. 1. This Act may be cited as the "Federal Ileinsurance of Private
Pension Plans Act".

DEFINITIONS

SEe. 2. As used in this Act-
(a) The term "pension fund" means a trust, pension plan, or other program

under which an employer undertakes to proVide, or assist In providing, retire-
ment benefits for the exclusive benefit of his employees or their beneficiaries.
Such term does not include any plan or program established by a self-employed
individual for his own benefit or for the benefit of his survivors or established
by one or more owner-employees exclusively for his or their benefit, or for the
benefit of his or their survivors.

(b) The term "eligible pension fund" means a pension fund which meets the
requirements set forth in section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 with
respect to qualified pension plans.

(c) (1) The term "insured pension fund" means an eligible pension fund which
has been in operation for not less than three years and, for each of such years,
has met the requirements set forth in subsection (b) and has beeu insured under
the program established under this Act.

(2) Any addition to, or amendment of, an insured pension fund shall, if such
addition or amendment involves a siginficant increase (as determined by the
Secretary) in the unfunded liability of such pension fund, be regarded as a new
and distinct pension fund which can become an "insured pension fund" only
upon compliance with the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection.

ESTABLISHMENT OF INSURANCE PROGRAM

SEc. 8. There is hereby established in the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare a program to be known as the Federal insurance program for private
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pension plans (hereinafter referred to as the "program"). The program shall be
.administered by, or under the direction and control of, the Secretary.

COTIN ENCIES INSURED AGAINST UNDER PROGRAM

SEo. 4. (a) The program shall insure (to the extent provided in subsection
'(b)) beneficiaries of an insured pension' fund against loss of benefits to which
they are entitled under such pension fund arising from--

(1) failure of the amounts c6itributed to such fund to provide benefits
anticipated at the time such fund was established, if such failure is attributa.
ble to cessation of one or more of the operations carried on by him in one
or more facilities of such employer; or

(2) losses realized upon the sale of investmetits of such fund if the salo
is required to provide benefits payable by such fund.

(b) The rights of beneficiaries of an insured pension fund shall only be
insured under the program to the extent that such rights do not exceed-

(1) in the case of a right to a monthly retirement or disability benefit
for the employee himself, the lesser of 50 per centum of his average monthly
wage in the five-year period for which his earnings were the greatest, or $500
per month;

(2) in the case of a right on the part of one or more dependents, or
members of the family, of the employee, or in the case of a right to a lump-
sum survivor benefit on account of the death of an employee, an amount found
by the Secretary to be reasonably related to the amount determined under
subparagraph (1).

In the case of a periodic benefit which is paid on other than a monthly basis,
the monthly equivalent of such benefit shall be regarded as the amount of the
monthly benefit for purposes of clauses (1) and (2) of the preceding sentence.

(c) If an eligible pension fund has not been insured under the program for
each of at least the three years preceding the time when there occurs the con-
tingency insured against, the rights of beneficiaries shall not be insured and
in lieu thereof the contributions made on behalf of such pension fund during
such period shall be returned to the pension fund.

PREMIUM FOB PARTICIPATION IN PROGRAM

SEC. 5. (a) Each eligible pension fund may, upon application therefor, obtain
insurance under the program upon payment of such annual premium as may be
,established by the Secretary. The Secretary shall establish separate premium
rates for insurance against each of the contingencies described in section 4 (a) (1)
and section 4(a) (2). In establishing such premium rates for insurance against
the contingency described in section 4 (a) (2), the Secretary shall provide that the
rate shall vary, to whatever extent is appropriate, for different classes of invest-
ments. Premium rates established under this section shall be uniform for all
pension funds insured by the program and shall be applied to the amount of the
unfunded obligations and assets or class of assets, respectively, of each insured
pension fund. The premium rates may be changed from year to year by the
Secretary, when the Secretary determines changes to be necessary or desirable
to give effect to the purposes of this Act; but in no event shall the premium rate
established for the contingency described in section 4 (a) (1) exceed I per centum
for each dollar of unfunded obligations, nor shall the aggregate preniiun payable
by any insured pension fund for the contingency described in section 4(a) (2)
exceed one-quarter of 1 per centum of the assets of such fund.

(b) The Secretary, in determining premium rates, and in establishing formulas
for determining unfunded obligations and assets of pension funds, shall consult
with. and ,be guided by the advice of, the Advisory Council (established by
section 8).

(c) If the Secretary (after consulting with the Advisory Council) determines
that, because of the limitation on rate of premium established under sub-
section (a) or for other reasons, it is not feasible to insure against loss of rights
of all beneficiaries of insured pension funds, then the Secretary shall insure the
rights of beneficiaries in accordance with the following order of priorities-

First: individuals who, at the time when there occurs the contingency
insure& against, are receiving benefits under the pension fund, and Indi-
viduals who have attained normal retirement age or if no normal retirement
age Is fixed have reached the age when an unreduced old-age benefit is
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payable under title II of ,the Social -Security Act, as amended, and who
are eligible, upon retirement, for retirement benefits under the pension fund;

SeCond: individuals who, at such time, have attained the age for early
retirement and who ire entitled, upon early retirement, to early retirement
benefits under the pension fund; or, if the pension fund plan does not
provide for early retirement, individuals who, at such thine, have attained
age sixty and who, under such pension fund, are eligible for benefits upon
retirement;

Third: individuals who, at such time, have attained age forty-five;
Fourth: individuals who, at such time, have attained age forty; and
Fifth: in addition to Individuals described in the above priorities, such

other individuls as the Secretary, after consulting with the Advisory Coun-
cil, shall prescribe.

(d) Participation in the program by a pension fund shall be terminated by the
Secretary upon failure, after such reasonable period as the Secretary shall pre-
scribe, of such pension fund to make payment of premiums due for participation
In the program. Participation by any pension fund in the program may 1e ter-
minated by such fund at any time by giving not less than sixty days' notice of
termination to the Secretary.

REVOLVING FUND

SEc. 0. (a) In carrying out his duties under this Act, the Secretary shall estab-
lish a revolving fund into which all amounts paid Into the program as premiums
shall be deposited and from which all liabilities incurred under the program
shall be paid.

(b) The Secretary is authorized to borrow from the 'lrasury such amounts
as may be necessary, for deposit into the revolving fund, to net the liabilities of
the program. Moneys borrowed from the Treasury shall bear a rate of Interest
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury to be equal to the average rate on
outstanding marketable obligations of the United States as of the period such
moneys are borrowed. Such moneys shall be repaid by the Secretary from pre-
miums paid into the revolving fund.

(c) Moneys ,i* the revolving fund not required for current operations shall be
Invested In obligations of, or guaranteed as to principal and interest by, the
United States.

AMENDMENT TO INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

SEe. 7. (a) Section 401(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to
definition of qualified pension and other similar plans) Is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(11) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of' this subsection, no
pension fund which, for any taxable year is Insurable under the Federal
Reinsurance of Private Pension Plans Act, shall be a qualified pension plan
under this section if such fund Is not insured.for such year under the pro-
gram established under such Act."

(b) Section 404(a) (2) of such Code (relating to deductibility of contributions
to employees' annuities) is amended by striking out "section 401(a) (9) and
(10)" and inserting In lieu thereof "section 401(a) (9), (10), and (11)".

(c) The amendments made by this section shall be effective with respect to
taxable years which begin niot less than six months after the date of enactment
of this Act.

ADVISORY COUNCIL

SEC. 8. (a) There3 Is hereby created a Federal Advisory Council for Insurance
of Employees' Penfdon Funds (hereinafter referred to as the "Advisory Coun-
cil"), which shall consist of nine members, to be appointed by the President,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. he President shall select,
for appointment to the Council, individuals who arc, by reason of training or
experience, or both, familiar with and competent to deal with, problems Involv-
ing employees' pension funds and problems relating to the insurance of such funds.
Members of the CO)uncil shall be appointed for a term of two years.

(b) Members shall be compensated at the rate t f $100 per day for each day
they are engaged in the duties of the Advisory Council and shall b,, entitled
to reimbursement for traveling expenses incurred In attendance at meetings
of the Council. Tie Advisory Council shall meet at Washington, District of
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Ci1dnibia, upon'call of the Secretary who shall serve as Chairman of the Council.
Ieetings shall be called by such Chairman not less often than-twice Rach year.
.. (e) It shall 1e the: duty of the Advisory Council to consult with and advise

the Secretary with respect to the administration of this-Act.

(Departmental comments on . 67f6 6w:) 64'
BUREAU OF THEBUI ET,

Augut 11e, 1966.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNGO,
Chairman, Oommittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Yew Senate Oflce Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEARt Ma. CHAMMAN': This is in response to your request of March 29, 1965,
for the views of the Bureau of the Budget on S. 1575, a bill "To establish a self.
supporting Federal reinsurance program to protect employees in the enjoyment
of certain rights under private pension plans."

The report of the President's Committee on Corporate Pension Funds and
Other Private Retirement and Welfare Programs Issued January 15, 1965, made
it clear that the public interest in private pension plans is great because of their
role in providing economic security to millions of Americans and because of their
impact on labor mobility and manpower policy.

The President's Committee, which included representatives from the Bureau
of the Budget, identified as in need of attention and improvement the areas of
safeguarding and funding of benefits, vesting benefits, and transferring bene-
fits. Among these areas the Committee discussed several possible types of
insurance and specifically noted (pp. 57-58) the problems which arise when
terminated pension plans leave workers unprotected.

S. 1575 would establish a system of insurance for pension plans as a condition
for continued favorable tax t.-.eatment. The beneficiaries of a pension plan would
be insured against loss of benefits caused by cessation of some of the operations
of the employers, and losses incurred upon the sale of pension fund Investments.

The anual premium rates for the above contingencies would be limited to
maximums of 1% and 14 of 1% respectively. If the premiums were inadequate
to cover losses, then the benefits would be limited to various priority groups and
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare could also borrow from the
Treasury to meet these liabilities.

The development of an insurance approach to pool risks among all pension
plans would appear to merit exploration as part of the broader effort to
strengthen the protection afforded by pensions. However, S. 1575 raises a num-
ber of problems or questions for which there do not appear to be available at
present adequate answers or solutions. Among these are the following:

1. What risks are appropriate to cover through insurance and which ones are
intended to be insured under the present bill? The bill conceivably would re-
quire the Government to pay losses incurred because of poor management, changes
In corporate structure, etc.

2. Should not premiums be structured by different degrees of risk? The bill
prevents adjusting the premium rate, except biow 1%. Thus, the prewium pro-
visions do not provide an incentive for plan managers to correct situations which
would result in defaults.

3. Would limiting the premium to only 1% lead companies with better funded
plans to reduce their contributions to them and thus reduce the level of their
funding? This could happen because the reinsurance at a low premium ratt
would remove the pressure to build up reserves against future liabilities in
pension funds. Protected by reinsurance at a low rate, these funds might be
Invested in other ways.

4. What alternative solutions, such as standards for funding, for discharge
of fiduciary obligations or for Investment of funds might accomplish some of the
same objectives?

5. Is it not unusual to design a reinsurance system and fund which apparently
contemplates the failure to cover the system's liabilities? Might not the in-
clusion of borrowing authority from the Treasury lead to demands for outright
subsidy of the pension plans?

Many of the problems in the private pension field, especially the question of
insurance, are difficult of solution, because of the dearth of statistical informa-
tion on pension programs. Nor are the data available to provide a basis for
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setting premiums accurately. There are thus not available at this time the
basic data necesarytoproperly evaluate reinsurance proposals. The executive
branch Is now working tQ fill some of these gaps. . , - I .I

The Bureau of the.Budget believes that exploration of insurance protection
for private pensions s desirable. However, for the reasons Indicated above,
we recommend that action on S. 1575 be deferred until the necessary Information
can be developed and evaluation of related alternatives completed.

Sincerely yours,
WxulBED H. RomM EL,

Aenitant Director for LegIsla give Reference.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
August 17, 1960.

Hon. RUSSE:LL B. LONG,
Ohairm an, Gommittteo on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D..

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This letter is in response to your request of April 12,
1966, for a report on S. 1575--"'To establish a self-supporting Federal reinsur-
ance program to protect employees in the enjoyment of certain rights under
private pension plans."

Under this bill, in order to receive continued favorable tax treatment a quali-
fied pension plan would be required to pay reinsurance premiums. The bene-
ficiaries of such a pension plan would, after three years,, be' insured up'to a
specified limit against loss of pension benefits to which they are entitled, if such
losses are attributable to insufficient plan resources resulting from either of
the following two contingencies:

A. Cessation of one or more of the operations in one or more facilities of the
employer.

B. Losses incurred upon the sale of pension fund investments If the sale is
required to provide benefits payable.

Annual premium rates could not exceed one percent of an "insured pension
fund's" unfunded obligations for contingency (A), and could not exceed one-
fourth of one percent of a pension fund's assets for contingency (B). If the
premiums are Inadequate to pay all losses, then the insurance would be limited
to beneficiaries in the upper priority groups established by the bill.

The reinsurance program would be administered by, or under the direction
and control of, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare. The Secretary,
along with an Advisory Council (appointed by the President), would be specifi-
cally responsible for (1) establishing formulas for determining unfunded obliga-
tions and assets of private pension funds; (2) establishing separate premium
rates for each contingency insured against; and (3) establishing a revolving
fund into which all premium Income will be paid and from which benefit dis-
bursements will be made.

Notification of persons eligible for reinsurance benefits would presumably
be accomplished through coordination of the program with social security rec-
ords, although the bill is not explicit on this point.

While it is generally agreed that the intent of the proposed bill has consider-
able merit, a number of technical uncertainties concerning specific provisions of
the bill remain unresolved. Moreover, in Its present form the bill contains a
number of shortcomings, especially with regard to controls, the calculation and
assessment of premium rates, and the indefinite nature of the protection provided.
Any workable Insurance system must contain provisions that precisely define
the risk or risks covered, the financing arrangements and their relationship to
the protection provided, and the controls necessary to provide safeguards against
imprudent operation and manipulation.

We would suggest that the following questions raised by the bill be given
further study:
(1) To what extent arc the types of risks covered in the bill insirablo? With

respect to contingency (A), since the operations of a business can cease for a
variety of reasons, it may be desirable to differentiate among the causes of termi-
nation. For example, the risks covered by the bill, as now written, include events
that may be subject to control by the employer, such as sales or mergers. The
risk covered by contingency (B) involves a high degree of individual selection--
that Involved in choice of Investments and timing of liquidation. Even if such
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a risk is considered ,inturable, 'It is' possible to' provide duclie in6uMai&'e without
imposing investment and funding standards additional 'to those very- limited
standards now imposed? Further, what would be the effects of more stringent
standards on the future development of private pensisn§p I IInh

(2) Is it feasible to calodlate premiums under the formulas, fSe4 in the bill?
With respect to contingency (A) , the bill uses as a' basis for lalefilating preftiunms
the unfunded liability. Generally, the size.of an tmnfunded- liability can vary
according to the actuarial funding formulas and the actuarial assumptions em.
ployed in calculating It 'It is questionable whether the unfunded liability, by
itself, is a reasonable and feasible basis for calculating premiums since there
are many variables that Influence the risk of business failure. With respect to
contingency (B), the bill provides for calculation of premium rates in relation
to a pension fund's assets. The latter,, however, vary according to the quality
of the portfolio and the amount of equities owned. It would be very difficult to
calculate a premium that would accurately reflect'the soundness of different types
of investment.

(3) What alternative solutions are there to the problent of pension fund losses,
particularly losses due to the risk of bns Ines8 failure? For example, what are the
possibilities of some kind of pooling of the risk. perhaps on an assessment basis,
either in conjunction with reinsurance or other methods?

Questions of this nature will be' discussed:iin a series of meetings that the
Executive Branch through an interagency task force on private pension plans
is holding this summer and fall with nongovernment technicians. At these
meetings, a number of closely-related public policy issues, such as those dealing
with vesting and funding standards, will be discussed. These issues should be
considered concurrently with the question of reinsurance.

We think that It would also be useful to have additional information, now being
collected, on such matters as the experience of terminated plans and the extent
to which plans are funded, before action is taken on S. 1575.

We. therefore, recommend deferral of action on S. 1575 until there has been an
opportunity to analyze the results of these discussions and studies.

We are advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there Is no objection to the
presentation of this report from the standpoint of the Administration's program.

Sincerely,
WILBUR J. COHEN,

Under Secretary.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
Washington, August 4f, 1966.

Hon. RusSELL B. LONG,
Ohairman, CJommittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN: This is in response to your request for a report on S.
1575, the "Federal Reinsurance of Private Pension Plans Act."

Millions of workers and their dependents now rely on private pension plans
to help meet the financial needs of their later years. Unfortunately, each
year a number of these plans are unable to meet their obligations. S. 1575
reflects a constructive attempt to provide limited protections for the bene-
ficiaries of certain pension funds through a system of reinsurance. There may
be other approaches. This bill provides your Committee with a useful op-
portunity to consider the problem areas and the means for arriving at a solution.

The Department of Labor strongly supports the efforts being made by your
Committee to deal with the many difficulties in this area. As you know, the
President's Committee on Corporate Pension Funds and Other Private Retire-
ment and Welfare Programs has also been considering reinsurance and other
proposals looking towards the improvement of private pension plans. In its
1965 report, the Committee suggested that further study be given to various
aspects of reinsurance proposals.

Among those matters which should be considered are: (1) reasons for termi-
nation of plans (2)types of risks to be covered under a reinsurance program (3)
equitable methods of calculating premiums to insure such risks (4) possible
funding and in 'estment standards which should be applicable to covered
plans in order to assure a minimum of risk to the integrity of reinsurance pro-
grams (5) other means besides reinsurance to protect pension plan beneficiaries.

Studies are already under way in some of tese areas. The Department of
Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Internal Revenue Service are now
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conducting a tudy of the reasons for the termination of pension plans and the
number" of plaip~artiipants" in'vIlved lh such terminations. ' : In 'addition, an
interagency tqS.k force is in the process ifuiecting with representatives of various
groui QUtside the Governn~ent to examine a brad' range of problems related to
the sound adinintstrati6n of private pension plans, including the matter of
reinsurance. Other studies will be necessary.

This Department believes that the development of adequate legislation as-
suring protection to thq beneficiaries of private pension plans is essential. We
Will provide the fullet' degree df cooperation and' assistance to your Committee
in working out some of ti6 difficulties in this'area.

The Bureau of the Budget adflsies that there is no objection from the stand-
point of the Administration's program to the submission of this report.

Sincerely,
W. WILLARD WIflTZ,

Secretary of Labor.

,TMR&SURY DEPARTMENT,
Wa8hingto;, D.C., August 12, 1966.

Hon. RUSBELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washngton. D.C.

I)EAF M1. CHAIRMAN: This is in response to your request for the views of the
Treasury Department on S. 1575, "A BILL To establish a self-supporting Federal
reinsurance program to protect employees in the enjoyment of certain rights
under private pension plans."

Generally speaking, the bill would establish an insurance program to protect
beneficiaries of private pension plans against certain types of risks. Adininis-
tered by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the program is to be
financed by contributions by the member pension plans. The premium rates are
(subject to specified maximum limits) to be set by the Secretary of the Depart-
inent of Health, Education, and Welfare with the advice of an advisory council
to be established under provisions of the bill. The program is to insure the
beneficiaries of pension plans against loss of plan benefits arising from: (1)
failure of the amounts contributed to the plan to provide anticipated benefits due
to the cessation of one or more of the operations in one or more facilities of tha
employer; or (2) losses realized upon the sale of investments If the sale is
required to provide benefits payable by the plan.

The bill provides that benefits will be Insured only to the extent of the lesser
of $500 per month or 50 percent of the beneficiary's average monthly wage it the
five-year period for which his earnings were the greatest. In the event that the
fund's resources are not sufficient to meet all claims against it, the resources
available are to be applied to the discharge of obligations in accordance with a
schedule of priorities set out in the bill, based chiefly on the age of the
beneficiaries.

To encourage participation in the insurance program, the bill would deny tax
qualification under section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code to nivy penslovi plan
which is not Insured under the program.

The Treasury Department supports the objective of S. 1575. It agrees with
the conclusion in the Report of the President's Committee on Corporate Pension
Funds that:

"The value of private pension plans as a socially desirable supplemen to the
public retirement system depends on the degree to which accumulated funds are
sufficient to pay the pension benefits of workers as they reach retirement. This
Is a matter of utmost public importance."

A program which would assure employees of receiving their accrued benefits
on the termination of a pension plan would, in the opinion of this Department.
be a meaningful step in strengthening the private retirement system in this
regard. To this end, the President's Committee recommended. and this Depart-
nient agrees, that serious study be given to consider whether a system of insur-
nice would accomplish this objective. If so, the Treasury Department believes

that conditioning a plan's tax qualification on its lmrtcilation ili sueh an insur-
ance program is an appropriate method for encouraging plans to adopt the
program.

On the other hand, as the Report of the President's Committee recognizes,
the development of such an Insurance program raises a number of difficult ques-
tions. Since many of these questions are not within the particular competence
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of the Treasury Department, we are not' in a position to make a judgment as to
whether the program contained in S. 1575 is an appropriate s41lution."

The Treasury Department does believe, however, that there are certain guide-
lines which should be followed in developing tny insurance program of the type
envisioned by the bill. First, we believe that such an insurance program cannot
be considered independently of the question of what funding standards should
be applied to private retirement plans. In this regard, the Report of the Presi.
dent's Committee contains a series of recommendations for improving the funding
of private retirement plans as well as for Verifying that the funding standards
are, In fact, met. An insurance p-rogram without adequate funding requirements
could well operate to encourage employers to rely on the insurance rather than
on prudent funding, especially If the insuratice premiums were significantly less
than the costs of adequate funding. If reliance on the insurance were to be-
come a widespread practice, the whole program could well become self-defeating.

Moreover, it Is essential that the type of risks to be covered by the Insurance
be carefully defined In order to prevent the possibility of corporate maneuvering
to shift plan liabilities to the insurance program. In addition, we note that the
Departments of Labor and Health, Education and Welfare have raised a number
of other Issues Including questions regarding investment standards; the deter-
mination of Insurable risks; and the adequacy and method of calculation of the
insurance premiums, Including the problem of rating various types of risk.

The Treasury Department wou'd be happy to cooperate in the study of an
insurance system as well as in the development of sound funding standards
for private retirement plans. In this regard, the Internal Revenue Service Is
presently participating with the Department of Labor hi compiling information
on the reasons for plan terminations and the number of plan participants who
lose benefits 'by virtue of terminations. Moreover, the Treasury Department
is represented on an interagency task force which has scheduled meetings with a
number of interested private groups to discuss some of the proposals Included in
the Report of the President's Committee. One of the topics on the agenda for
these meetings is the matter of Insuring employees against loss of benefits on
termination of the plan.

The Bureau of the Budget has advised the Treasury Department that there
is no objection from the standpoint of the Administration's program to the
presentation of this report,.

Sincerely yours,
STANLRY S. SURREY,

As8Istan t Secretary.

The CHAIMAN. This bill would establish an insurance program to
)rotect workers covered by private pension plans from loss of their

pension rights where an employer terminates a business or where the
pension plan investments turn bad.

We have all heard of the tragic events in South Bend, Ind., when the
Studebaker plant closed and its pension plan terminated. Assets in
the pension fund were sufficient to provide only a fraction of the auto
workers involved with the pension rights they had earned. Many
of the former workers received nothing.

Less spectacular but perhaps equally distressing to the affected
workers has been the termination of nearly 7,000 pension plang in the
last, 12 years.

These pension plan shutdowns raise serious questions regarding
vesting of pension rights and adequacv of their funding. S. 1575 does
not get at these issues directly, but it does present a possible approach,
which it is appropriate to explore, to assure that workers actually get
the pension benefits they earn.

We are fortunate to have ns our first witness the Secretary of Labor,
the Honorablo W. Willard Wirtz. We know of the many hours you
have worked to help end the airline strike now entering its 39th day,
Mfr. Wirtz, and we appreciate that your taking time from that serious
business indicates the importance you attach to the issue before the
committee. Now I suggest that you proceed in your own fashion.
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STATEMENT OF HON. W. WILLARD WIRTZ, SECRETARY OF LABOR
ACCOMPANIED BY MISS EDITH COOK, ASSOCIATE SOLICITOR;
PETER HENLE, DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL PROTECTS, BUREAU OF
LABOR STATISTICS; DONALD LANDAY, CHIEF, EMPLOYEE BENE-
FITS BRANCH, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS; AND JACK BAL-
LARD, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR REPORTS AND ANALYSIS,
OFFICE OF LABOR-MANAGEMENT AND WELFARE-PENSION
REPORTS

Secretary WmTz. I will proceed to tell you that agreement was
reached at 6: 20 this morning.

The CHAIRMAN. The strike is still not terminated, though, is iti
Secretary WmTz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the com-

mittee. There are with me this morning Miss Edith Cook, our Asso-
ciate Solicitor; Peter Henle, Director of Special Projects of the Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics; Mr. Donald Landay, Chief of Employee
Benefits Branch, Bureau of Labor Statistics; and Mr. Jack Ballard,
Assistant Director of Reporta and Analysis, Office of Labor-Manage-
ment and Welfare-Pension Reports.

I have, Mr. Chairman, a statement which has beeit filed with the
committee. It is my usual practice only to try to summarize it for
you. I am frank to say my head is tireder than my mouth right now
and I suspect I will be better off if I just read through this if that is
all right with the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Secretary WIRTZ. We are at the start, as the President has said, of

"a great new era for older Americans," when we are beginning to
recognize "the right to an adequate income," "the right to -a decent
home," and "the right to a meaningful retirement." ' The private pen-
sion system is a vital element in the achievement of these rights.

This is a matter of personal financial security for millions of indi-
viduals. Annual benefit payments from these plans now total some
3 billion-to almost 3 million beneficiaries. By 1980, coverage of
these plans is expected to increase from the approximately 25 million
employees now covered to ab-tut 42 million. Over the same period, the
present $85 billion held in these funds will probably grow to $225 bil-
lion. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, we have gotten used
to figures so large that their impact is sometimes lost on us. I can
only point out that these are figures of magnitude which in my judg-
inent warrant the country's most serious attention to this problem.

These facts make it plain that the Nation, as a whole, has a major
stake in the private retirement system. Although no public funds are
utilized directly to finance private pensions, practically all private
plans have met the qualifications for special income tax treatment. As
a result, a given pension system can be financed by a 30-percent-lower
rate of contributions. The burden of these tax reductions is, of course,
shifted to other taxpayers. Private retirement plans, moreover, rep-
resent a force of substantial magnitude in the financing of the econ-
omy, the mobility of labor, and the later lives of the plan participants,

These important considerations require a continuing public concern
with the operations of private pension plans. Congress has already
demonstrated this concern in enacting various provisions of the Tax
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Code, the LaborManagement Reltions Act the Securities Exchange
Act, and the WVel fare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act.

More recently, the public stake in the private pension plan system
was emphasized when the President established in March 1962 a Coin-
mittee on Corporate Pension Funds and Other Private Retirement and
Welfare Programs. I have had the privilege of serving as Chairman
of this interagency Committee which looked into a broad range of
problems relating to private welfare and pension plans. In its Janu-
ary 1965 report, the Committee recommended a. number of measures
to strengthen the private pension system. I should like to interrupt,
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, to pay my respects to
that. Committee with which it was my pleasure to work. It is a Coin-
mittee which has taken its assignments moreseriously than any other
which it has been my privilege to work with while I have been in the
Government. It reached unanimous conclusions on every single point.
It favored, for example, strengthening the minimum standard for
funding and introducing a standard for vesting. It went on to suggest
that a system of insurance to protect beneficiaries in the event of plan
termination was "worthy of serious study." That appears at page 58
of that report which I should like to offer as part of the record before
this committee';identifying it as "Public Policy and Private Pension
Programs," a report to the President on private employee retirement
plans by the President's Committee, for such disposition as the com-
mittee may care to make of it..

(The report, "Public Policy and Private Pension Programs," was
filed with the committee.)

This hearing is concerned with a specific proposal to enact such a
system of insurance. It is aimed at providing protection for bene-
ficiaries in the event the pension plan is terminated without sufficient
funds to meet accumulated pension obligations. To the breadwinner
who has planned his retirement in the expectation of regular pension
payments, the failure to fulfill these payments is obviously a crushing
blow to his hopes, his plans, and his aspirations. I would like to com-
mend this committee for these hearings, for inquiring into a. matter
which is at once highly complex and highly charged with the public
interest.

It is clear that many plans do not now afford beneficiaries adequate
protection against the loss of their accrued benefits. Employers cus-
tomarily reserve the. right to discontinue contributions at. any time
and do not assume contractual liability for any deficiency if the assets
in the fund are not adequate to pay the benefits under the )lan. If
the plan is terminated for any reason, the employer has no further obli-
gation to contribute to the fund.
Union agreements may somewhat minimize these risks. Multi-

employer agreements, foi example, typically provide for a fixed rate
of contributions, such as 10 cents aif hour or 3 percent of payroll.
Single employer plans, on the other hand, nay require that a specified
funding plan be followed to provide certain benefits-normal cost plus
amortization of past service costs over 30 years just as an example.
Yet in all these instances, the'employer's obligation ceases when and
if the plan should terminate.

Let iMe illustrate the problem by referring to the experience of the
pension plans of a few prominent concerns. In general, these plans
were operated in the same prudent manner as those of other highly
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respected corporations. Yet, in each case the plan termination left
many employees without the retirement protection on which they had
been relying. You have already referred, Mr., Chairman, to what
is the classic example, the 1964 closing of the South Bend, Ind., plant
of the Studebaker Corp. In this instance, the available assets were
adequate to assure all eligible partiipants of full pension payments.
However, these payments so depleted the fund's assets that eml)loyees
with vested rights-those between ages 40 and 60 and with 10 years
of service-received lump sum payments that. were equal to only 15
percent of their accrued benefits. No payments were made to the re-
maining participants.

A similar situation occurred when the Packard Motor Co. shut
down its Detroit plant in 1955-56 and terminated its plan in 1958.
The Steelworkers union has listed 30 plans that have terminated owing
to plant closings in the past half-dozen years. They include suich
plants as Superior Steel in Pittsburg and Atkins Saw in Indianapolis.

To. help meet the problem of plan failures owing to bankruptcy,
the Department of Labor has, for a number of years, actively support-
ed legislation which would treat payments due to funds or plans as
wages for the purpose of the Bankruptcy Act. Such treatment would
entitle these obligations to a limited priority under that act. Wlile
legislation of this type might be helpful, it. is obviously an answer
to only a very small pait of the problem. The law could be brought
to bear only if the employer had an outstanding legal obligation to
the fund. Little benefit would be derived if the employers assets were
insufficient to meet even its priority debts. And, in almost all termi-
nations, the problem is not that employers are delinquent in their
payments to the fund but rather that the fund's assets, including any
such delinquencies, are not sufficie-mt to pay the accumulated pension
obligations.

The Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, which the Depart-
ment of Labor administers, is of limited usefulness, too, in this area.
As important as this law is, it affords little or no protection against
failures due to discontinuance of operations by an employer, poor
business judgment, decline in value of fund assets, or other such causes.
The act specifically denies the Secretary of Labor any authority "to
regulate, or interfere in the management of, any employee welfare or
pension benefit plans," except for the limited purpose of inquiry into
investments and actuarial assumptions, under special procedures and
on presumption that the act has been violated.

The legislation which you are considering today, S. 157?5, is a serious,
constructive attempt to deal with these difficulties and to provide
beneficiaries of private pension plans with limited protection through
a Federal reinsurance program. For this and other reasons already
stated, I wholeheartedly endorse the purposes and objectives of this
bill.

In considering this proposal, it is important to keep in mind that
there are often no perfect solutions to difficult problems. Umtil others
come up with better answers, this bill, honestly put as it is, is as much
entitled to the field of our consideration as any other proposal aimed
at correcting these obvious ills.

In discussing this issue, it is important. for the committee to keep in
mind that this proposal is aimed at providing an important aspect of
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protection to plan participants; namely, protection in the event of the
plan's termination. There are, however, additional public policy
issues closely related to this problem. Among these are possible dis-
crimination in coverage of the plan, protection against a plan's failure
to provide benefits for lack of vesting, inadequate funding, and pos-
sible abuse of fiduciary responsibility in the management of pension
funds. The present proposal, therefore, must be viewed as one possible
step toward providing additional protection for plan participants, but
it is by no means the only step which should be considered.

The difficulties in the path of developing a feasible sstem of insur-
ance for private pension plans are many. The bill before you makes
an admirable attempt to meet a number of these problem areas. Yet
its provisions do raise some complex issues which require further
study and discussion. I would like to refer to a few.

Perhaps the most important problem area involves the question of
standards. If the Federal Government were to take upon itself the
obligation of insuring private pension funds, compliance with certain
minim i operating standards would appear to be required. Without
standards to assure adequate funding, prudent investment practices,
and competent, honest management of these plans, a reinsurance pro-
gram could have the effect of subsidizing imprudent procedures and
inadequate funding.

It is important to recall that other, somewhat analogous, Federal in-
surance programs embody necessary controls or standards. The Fed-
eral Housing Administration, for example, does not insure mortgages
unless both the borrower and the property meet certain minimum
standards. Similarly, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and
the Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation have standards that
loans and investments must meet in order that banks and savings and
loan associations may continue the insurance of their deposits.

Another question concerns the appropriate rate structure. The
proposed legislation covers losses attributable to cessation of either
part or all of an employer's operations and losses which occur when
investments must be sold to pay benefits. There is little information
available indicating how the risk of loss varies for these perils among
types of employers and types of plans. It seems desirable that any
rate structure reflect these differences in risk.

Other questions arise with respect to S. 1575. For example, it
provides for termination of insurance protection whenever a plan
or its operation fails to comply with basic requirements of the instir-
ance system. The consequences of any such termination of insurance
protection would, of course, fall most heavily upon the beneficiaries.
Other methods of enforcing compliance should be seriously con-
sidered.

These are some of the problem areas which would appear to require
additional study. In some areas, a start toward such study is being
made. The Department of Labor, in cooperation with the Internal
Revenue Service, has undertaken a special study of plan termina-
tions aimed at identifying more.closely the reasons for termination
and their prevalence. I can give you, if you are interested, Mr.
Chairmant and members of the committee, just some of the prime indi-
cations of the study as it has already been undertaken but they will
perhaps be very preliminary and inconclusive. An interagency task
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force is currently exploring problems affecting private pension plans.
This group has planned a. series of meetings with various groups out-
side of Government, including representatives of business, labor and
interested professional groups, to discuss a full range of problems,
including reinsurance proposals.

Let me emphasize that these efforts currently underway can only
serve as a starting point. By themselves, they cannot provide suffi-
cient -information to formulate an effective reinsurance program.
Further studies will undoubtedly be necessary. The Department of
Labor intends to pursue these efforts with all due dispatch and to
the limit of its available resources. We will work in collaboration with
other Federal agencies concerned--especially the Treasury Depart-
ment-and will provide the fullest cooperation to your committee in
the development of legislative proposals.

Our efforts will be strengthened by the concern this committee is
displaying by holding these hearings. We recognize full well the
key role which the private pension system is playing in assuring
retirement security to millions of employees. In general, this system
has operated effectively, efficiently, and honestly. However, its con-
tinued success must not be jeopardized by certain weaknesses which
not only may lead to the loss of retirement protection for many indi-
viduals, but also may undermine the public's confidence in the promise
of the private pension system.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAUIAN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. As I understand it,

at present you are not in a position to recommend just precisely how
such a reinsurance program should work.

Secretary Wrmrz. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. There are two objectives _of the pension plans.

One of them is to assure additional security for employees and the
other to try to assure for management a stable labor force. Insofar
as the first objective is concerned, we could very well ask that there be
seine typo of requirement or some type reinsurance program to protect
them against closing of a plant, could we not V

Secretary WiwTz. That is correct.
The CHAYRUAN. Now, with regard to the second objective, it is more

difficult, it would seem to me, and I imagine you would agree, to
insist that that plan be worked out so a man retains his rights even
though he does go to a different corporation and work somewhere
else.

Secretary Wumz. Yes. That is a very involved point of economic
and social interest, both. There is on the one hand the interest to
which you refer, in retaining employees. There is on the other hand
the very general interest today in trying to take full account of the
increased mobility of labor which is required in an economy that is
moving as fast as ours is today. Each day there are, we do not know
exactly, some 25,000 to 50,000 new hires and shifts of people from
one place to another. When you come to consider the vesting pro-
visions of these pension systems, you would run very squarely into
that problem or that consideration the mobility of labor.

The CHAIRMAN. InI view of the iact that we give these pension plans
a very special tax advantage, we do have something of a moral right
to require that they meet certain standards. I take it you do feel
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that.Bomn(thfingJ l]l ;be dope butnoQi3are not.. readyQ :toricoepmiidprecisely what thought to be.,-, r , .; .,,... °,.. ,
Secretary WIRZ, Yes. ,That is right. I'think itwouj4 bej help-

fill, r.- Chailla;, iU4 suggest thlat part of!'the*difficulty .)Yo.!ave
run into in bringing this whole problem' forward i4 refle#ed.'i;A your
reference to, the "tax advantage" ,and the morals of. this Situation
and if I may respectfully, suggest, ourown use ofthose terms hias
gotten us into.tronble. There is a.resentment I should like to try to
remove from this. picture whieh hao ;arisen from talking. qboxj, Pftx
advantages! which, theplans'have.., ,,',. .

You have spk1n1 ry.i, enti rel, _ think.there, Certani ele-
ments of tax ad(mhtage -i the, situation.. .,I do suggest, bowever,:that
we have more e¢entl-y been trying to divorce this pnsioi -problem
from considerations of"taxadwantags., , ,,

The O IAMUAf Senator Willianis .Senator WsLIAa., Mr. Secretary, as I understand it, you are not
endorsing the :bill. before; us for enactment at this time but, more or
less endorsing the fact, that this area needs a, study by the committeesand by the Department; is tlatcorrect?:: ) .. ::::: _. .

Secret T Win'rz. Yes,. and inasiiuah .as this is the most specific
proposal that has been brought forward, it wold seem' to, me entitled
to considek'ation as a concreteillustration of the.possibilites that have
otherwise been left very general. . .

You are correct in your statement that I- am not in a position, to
endorse it assuch, but neither do I mean to shove itaside as a. matter
sin 4y to await further. study, although essentially that is wiat my
final position comes down to:

Senator WiLLTA IAis. In ,your studies has there .been any, estimate
as totthe acu'arial defiiencies of the private )ension plans , .

Secretary Winmz. That is exactly the. kind. of thing; Senator Wild
liams, that presents the largest problem, . My answers that wehave
not. even yet really, nibbled at. that. ,The actuarial elements in this
situation are exceedingly complex. So- far. we have been :able -to
identify, for example, onlythe number of plans-which have been
terminated in the last 12 years, 1954,to .1965 inclusive. , We know the
number of plans, about the number. of workers.', We know the dis-
tribution of plans by the number of employees affected," and that is
about all,

Senator WmrAus.. Iagree with you. that this'area needs study but
before we can approach it intelligently, we would almost have to have
such an estimate in order to evaluate the premium rates to be charged,
and so forth, would we not j,

Secretary WRmz. -Before we concluded w. would have'to have that,
I think that is a: necessary. part, of our apIproach to tie problem.

Senator-WuJ.JAMS,, IS there any stutdy-being made by the Labor or
Treasury Departments that eould' help us-,determiie. the, amount of
actuarial deficiencies of these plans? ,,

Secretary: W mTz, Those facts and favors will become identifiable
in, the course of studies presentlyu underway or planned.., ,

Senator Wnmu&*. Thepit-of the vested right of thp employees
i .aprfoblemlma,,fh s confronting mp, ny employees. -Some of them feel
thaft they are- mfmrly locked in, that tey ntot c)'ange Omployment,
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ve'Stel rights 4fl '', eswen -Uke~cai' of that actuarial 'deficiency that
would result. therefrom.I

Secretai'yWrR=.' I thinkithese plans should all be on an atuarially
sounfd basis.

Senaor WTJ~tM8.Have there been any estimates or are you trying
to determine- how much deficiency would be created over and abve
the existifig deficiencies if vesting iequirement8- were enactedV

Secretary W11M. I ilb ldto try and find out hlow mu~h of an'
answer we have toit. 'I should want to proceed,- however, by identify-
ing th fAtt.tte o involve pr im arily thie point
of vesting but er, the protection 0. mds. I will inquire of Ifr.
Ronke, if w ave thie information you re*qu ed.

Mr. IT LP. Senator, whegn'th " Co miMitt", t vhich Se~fotar-y Wiz
referre was cohducthigit rnigtioisj a ye' or two ago, there
WPMe 6ni6 Ptlfi'ellm d is ons' hjail about the-cost, of
add " ig a "ves§tin eq e t6,a,,nb - al1ension. dffland, the, esti-
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special ef to'bring together

;Upplie e ,following informa-

The eot6f.*est1i (l ticef~~e, hal factor(1 as the requirements
for ve.4tig, the proportion of participants leaving th JI%4t vs rious ages, and
the method. of funding: ,Accordingly, it'Is teailble to !iate costs only under
a li~mited range of conditions that might be encountered. In. prctice.

The cost of ve~tlug was examined by thie President' Cmniltted on Corporate
,iPnsion Puiids iiid"Otherl Private W Ptremt~nt'and Welfare, Programs. Its re-
port to'the Presidebt states '

llepresentativ'e costs have -been estiated by, g9liern .n ent ,actu~rles ude a
variety of assuniptlins,, including -high, flw and m ert.ury-or em-
ployee groups with. high, low,' and mcsdtuni ake' dI6trlbutioh6.' It -is ,boelo
that all but a small percentage of pian wuJ fall within Afe' Wcbp;6, of
thei.lkissutiptlois. 'Thee estinmates Indicante thTl deferred ,fit vesting after
20 years 6t 8ervie (Iicliadi Aremenbekhhip W~vkce)'would q 1dom, add, more,
thai .0 p~r~qnt to thq iost,of, p~qyjdiig no~piaL retir ~ete~f at ago 065, "n~i
that the Conitteee-r6oniendatlons, Ind'iudlng gr'Aduhted ve ting b~tveen -15
and 20 years of service, would seldomn odd nlor6 hn~~i'~t<.T~lle
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cost would be quite modest; that Is, under 5 percent for a large majority of
pension plans.

This analysis was based upon computations by Government actuaries. To
illustrate the cost of vesting, the added costs of deferred full vesting under four
service requirements and three assumptions regarding turnover is given below:

Percent increase in cost attributable to ve8ting

Assumed turnover
Service requirement i1 h-5 pr- I oderate-4 Low-3 per.

cent per yeaz percent per cent per year

I mmedi ate vesting ............................................-- 23 18 9

10 years ........................................ . ........ 122 1 7
15 years ....................................................... 8 6 a
20 years ....................................................... ] 5 2 1

I For group with a "medium" age distribution, with a normal retirement age of 65 years.

Senator WILLIAMS. How would this bill deal with bankruptcies-
where the company went bankrupt and its pension plan was not
actuarially sound? Would this insurance underwrite all of that?

Secretary Wwrz. The bill limits the extent of the coverage. S. 1575on page 3, limits coverage in this language:

in the case of a right to a monthly retirement or disability benefit for the em-
ployee himself, the lesser of 50 per centum of his average monthly wage In the
five-year period for which his earnings were the greatest, or $500 per month.

Taking into account that limitation, the answer to your question
would be yes, this would provide for reinsurance or for insurance in
that situation.

Senator WILLIAmS. And again no estimate as to the cost of that
factor has been made, is that correct?

Secretary WxRz,. That is correct.
Senator Wm As. Now I noticed on page 3, part one, 4(a) deals

with the rights to cancel the insurance under certain circumstances.
Now, the cancellation of this insurance--once it started, and employees
felt they had a pension plan which had been reinsured-would leave
all of those employees out on a limb, would it not?

Secretary Wmz. We do make a point in our presentation that one
of the items to which we would feel further attention should be given
would be the method of enforcing this and just as your question sug-
gests, would share the feeling that cancellation is a poor sanction in a
situation of this kind.

Now, as the bill is drafted and that cancellation provision, would it
be prospective or retroactive, or would it be effective to cancel every-
thing as of the moment? I cannot answer that question. I will have
to inquire as to the application of the bill in that connection.

Senator WLLIAMS. I just question whether you can insure a fund
and then cancel it retroactively. In private insurance we do not allow
it, you know.

Secretary WnTz. I will be glad to add to the record a considered
answer to that question. I would not offhand know whether once
there was insurance, where there was coverage, there could subse-
quently be cancellation.
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(Pursuant to the above discussion the following information was
submitted:)

A considered answer concerning the application of the cancellation provision
of S. 1575 would require a specific legal Interpretation. It appears that the pro-
tection of the system would terminate at the time participation by a fund Is
canceled. (See p. 7, see. 5(d), of the bill.) The system would accordingly cover
any insurable losses actually realized prior to the time of cancellation. The
burden of losses realized after that time would fall on the contributors to the
fund, its participants, or both.

Senator WILLIAMS. Have any estimates been made as to the num-
ber of wage earners in America that are covered by private pension
plans?

Secretary WIRTZ. Yes. The opening part of my statement uses a
figure of approximately 25 million employees now covered with the
prospect that that number will increase very substantially in the
future, rising to about 42 million by 1980.

Senator WILLIAMS. Has there been any comparison made in your
studies as to the actuarial deficiency of private pension plans as coin-
pared to the actuarial deficiency ol the Federal pension plans? Are
they somewhat related or is one greater or lesser?

Secretary Wxirz. Would our answer or HEW's answer be firmer
on that? tYou have coming before you Mr. Ball from HEW and our
confidence in his answer to your question would be larger than our
confidence in our own.

Senator WILLTAMS. I was speaking primarily of the civil service
retirement fund at the moment. Has there been any comparison as
to the actuarial deficiency of that fund as related to private pension
plans percentagewise?

Secretary Wirrz. So far as we know there has not been such-a com-
parison and I will again inquire as to whether there is a fuller answer
to that question. I think there is not Senator.

(The Secretary subsequently inlornied the committee that, since
information on the magnitude of existing actuarial deficiencies in
private pension plans is not available, no such comparison can be
made.)

Senator W ILrars. The reason that I ask that, I thought that would
give us a springboard to get an estimate. We are advised by the Re-
tirement Division that there is about a $40 billion actuarial deficiency
in the retirement fund for the 2 million Federal employees. If we
extend the insurance for 25 million employees on the outside I wonder
how it would compare. I was wondering just what size the problem
is that we are being asked to approach. I realize there is a problem.
It sounds nice to say we can insure it but we have got to get into these
figures if we are going to approach it to see whether or not we can
really insure it.

Secretary WIRTZ. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIA-3rs. And whether or not we lave enough money to

back it. I understand there has been no estimate made as to the dollar
amount involved in insuring these deficiencies, is that correct?

Secretary WVirrz. W1e have not the information presently to cost out
the expense which would be involved.

Senator WILLIArs. Then I understand that your recommendation
is that such information be obtained prior to proceeding in this direc-
tion to the final-
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Secretary.-WinRT Ifi. could just say: rior to concluding, itseems
to me there must be that information.

Senator WLUAMS. I agree tho study should be made and these
answers obtained and that is what we are going to do. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson?
Senator ANDERSON. On page It section. 5, of the bill "each eligible

pension fund may, upon application therefor, obtain insurance under
the program upon payment of such annual premium as may be
Does that mean a merit rating for eachibusiness?

Secretary WJRTZ. A merit rating for each business?
Senator ANDErSON. Yes.
Secretary IVInrz. No. I do not think so.
Senator ANDERSON. In writing up pension plans, they take some

recognition of the type of business you are in.
SecretAiry WlIRTZ. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. Some of those plans are hazardous and there-

fore the rate is higher.
Secretary W Irz. I see. Well, the authority given to the next two

sentences would seem to me to suggest that the Secretary of HEW
could, under S. 1575, take that consideration into account. I do not see
anything here to preclude that. It leaves considerable discretion for
establishing separate premium rates. My offhand answer would be
that it does not require that, but would peilnit it in the determination
of the Secretary.

Senator ANDERSON. Well, you see two types of business occupying
side by side. One of them has a very good employment record, one
has a very bad one. They ought to be based on that fact.

Secretary Wnipz. I would have to consider, Senator Anderson, the
effect of the subsequent sentence, premiumm rates established under
this section shall he uniform for all pension funds insured by the
program and shall be applied to the amount of the unfunded obliga-
tions and assets or class of assets, respectively, of each insured pen-
sion fund."

With that much reading I am inclined to question my previous an-
swer that there would be that degree of discretion. We feel that
your question warrants further consideration on our part.

Senator ANDERSON. I would think it would almost have to require
a merit rating, because, if you take a fire insurance policy on a cotton
gin, its rate is about 20 times more than it might e on a dwelling.
You take the hazards into consideration.

Secretary WIjRwz. The principle is a completely sound one-one that
should be considered before final drafting of the act.

Senator ANDERSON. Is it not a fact that the Internal Revenue Service
would not let you charge off what, it regards as too much ?

Secretary WImTz. I would know that as a matter of general in-
formation, but would again rely on their subsequent testimony here for
a more precise answer.

Senator ANDERSON. A year or so ago, I went through a couple of
pension plans for companies in which I was interested, and I found
out the Internal Revenue Service had quite a bit to say about it,
and the expert, from the Dallas office of the actuarial firm based his
whole argiunent on how much you could take away and how much you
could not. If you do not have a merit rating, how can you tell?
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Secretary uim'rz. My only' personal response is that the idea. of the
merit rating ought to be taken into account.

Senator ANDE SON. The tax advantages could- be substantial or not
very substantial at all, could they not, depending on how much was
being paid?

Secretary WIRTZ. You know, Senator, I am really out of my depth
when it comes to an identification of the validity of the merit-rating
l)rinciple. in a plan of this kind. I will best inform you by pleading
almost ignorance to that subject.

Senator ANDERsoN. I think it could be shown that the Internal
Revenue Service allows'you to make certain deductions, but, after
3 or 4 years, if your plan is going well, they then'insist upon these
being reduced. I am not sure of-this, but, I think Sears has an elaborate
pension plan and may be the principal stockholder in the company.
Under those circumstances the rate might be wholly different from
that of some company that was manufacturing automobiles and was
very close to the line of financial solvency.

Secretary Wi4irz. I say again my owi olflmnd reaction parall els
yours completely. I am just not sure of mine.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson?
Senator CARSO.N. Mr. Secretary, just this. This is a field I think

we should have some concern about and take an interest in but, in view
of the questions of the Senator from Delaware and the Senator from
New Mexico, I think it will require additional study. I will appreci-
ate any information you can supply for the record.

Secretary WMwz. All right..
The CHIm. 1AN. Senator Gore?
Senator GoRE. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hartke?
Senator HARTK E. Mr. Secretary, I do not think there is any question

about. the need for action now, or doing something. Betweei', 1956
and 196:2 it is estimated at least 1,800 qualified pension plans have
been terminated. Now, for these people this is a serious ting. Tis.
may be as serious to them on an individual level as almost anything
that has happened to them in their lives.

Senator Gonr,. How many did you say?
Senator HARKE. 1,800.
Senator GoiE. Involving how many individuals?
Senator HARTKE. We do not know.
Secretary Wmr/z. I do have, if it will be helpful, preliminary fig-

ures for the period 1954 to 1905. Our study shows the terminiation
of 4,243 pension plans involving 183,699 workers. We have a break-
down of the size of the plans but what these figures lack is an identifi-
cation of the reasons and also of whether the benefits were lost, so that
we are at a point now of moving into that. So this is the number of
terminations and the member of workers affected, but does not include
identification of whether they lost their benefits.

Senator GORE. Would the Senator yield?
Senator HARTKE. Yes.
Senator GonE. That is very helpful as an order of magnitude of

this problem. Would it. be the proper function of the Department of
Labor to ascertain the unknown facts here?

Secretary WMTZ. W\e are working on that right nnow. We have in-
stituted that study working with the Treasury on, it.

.191
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Senator GORE. I apologize. I yielded in order that the author of
the bill might have

Senator HA TE. You go right ahead.
Senator GoRE (continuing). Have the priority and then I asked him

to yield. I do have one other question here and then I will not ask the
Senator to yield further.

It seemto me that to qualify for reinsurance, there should be some
standards as to the quality of the pension plan. Just as Senator
Anderson recently had a personal experience, I had'one. An employee
had been working for the same company continuously except for about
2 weeks for some 15 years. Yet lie found the fine print completely
disqualified him because that 2-week interruption of his employment
left him completely out in the cold. And this is true in, I am told, a
surprising number of pension plans.

So along with this study that the Department is making, and one
which I think the staff of this committee could well and fruitfu)ly
explore, I wish that you would ir.quire into the quality and the
stipulations, the details of various pension plans.

Secretary Wxwrz. We are doing so, Senator.
Senator GORE. Thank you.
Secretary Wrr. And do subscribe completely as suggested in my

opening statement to the suggestion that a complete coverage of this
matter must include standards.

Senator GORE. Thank you, Senator.
Senator HARTKE. Mr, Secretary I am delighted that you have done

as much work in this field as has been done up to this date. It is at
least a beginning, and I think that the task force has done a wonderful
job in accelerating some of the factors which are necessary for some
approach to a very serious problem.

I might point out, just to indicate the area of magnitude which
you brought out in your opening statement, that by 1980 there will
probably be more money involved in the pension funds than is involved
in the total assets of the life insurance industry today. So we are
talking about something which is quite large and something which I
at least think really deserves a little bit more than a casual study at
the moment. And this is one of the reasons why, when I introduced
this bill, instead of just asking for a study, I put forth a definite plan
of operation so people could have something upon which they could
start a dissection and then operational surgery, putting it back
to gether.

I am not claiming that this bill is a perfect answer, and I think both
of us would agree that there are a lot of problems which are to be
solved. But the mere fact that there are so many problems in this
field does not mean that we are going to have to wait until we havea crisis of serious proportions before we start coming up with some-
thing constructive in this field. Would you not agree with that?

Secretary WIR1z. I surely do.
Senator HAirTrKE. Now, in Canada they do have a system which is

contributory in nature, in two of the Provinces as I understand it, over
and above the social security system. Of course, most of the attempts
by negotiations here on the part of the workers are probably for a
noncontributory system but anyway, there is a variety of systems
which can be worked out. But in this field, do you feel that generally
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speakingi.tle pension plan itself is really a payment in lieu of wages?
It is an item at at the collectivebargaining table.

Secretary Wnrz. Yes. There are various implications that could
be read into any answer tolhat question all the way from tax implica-
tions, bargaining implications, and so forth. This is the only reason
for my hesitancy in answering it flatly. In general, the answer seems
to me to be affirmative. I think the point which your question sug-
gests is that great importance attaches to these benefits and on that
there could be no question in my mind at all.

Senator Hmnmr. We can agree at least that it is an item at the col-
lective 'bargaining table.

Secretary Wnrx. Sure.
Senator HAR uz. And it is an item which is considered in the total

wrap-up of the package just as you have been through now. I do not
know whether it was involved hi the airline strike. Frankly, I am not
interested-not that I am not interested, but I just do not want to
discuss it.

Secretary WIRTZ. It was, at the start of the negotiations. It wns not,
at the conclusion.

Senator HARTKE. I do not want to do anything to interfere with that.
operation at this time.

Secretary WIRTZ. Amen.
Senator HARTE. But there are a lot of workers, just as the Senator

from Tennessee has indicated, who find themselves in this position,
that they work for years and then suddenly they find that they have
no pension through one cause or another, is that not true?

Secretary WuRTz. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. Do you have any estimate at all as to the per-

centage of the workers who are in pension plans who never received
any benefits whatsoever?

Secretary WinTz. We do not have that information. I do not be-
lieve, even in a preliminary way. We are hoping to move right into
that area now.

Senator HAMRKE. The estimates which I have, indicate that prob-
ably in the neighborhood of about 40 percent received benefits, cash
benefits, out of their pension plans and not more than 50 percent.
Now, this is an element which probably is subject to a lot of different
factors, but the point remains if pension plans are intended to cover
a hundred percent of the employees, the fact that about half of them
never receive their benefits certainly indicate that there is a inore
serious problem here than merely just the termination of the plans,
is that not true?

Secretary WnmTz. Yes, sir.
Senator HArrKE. The tax benefit--do you know the amount in-

volved?
Secretary WIRTZ. May I add one point before you leave that ques-

tion? My answer that we have no information was said for purposes
of generalconsideration. Your suggestion is in the right range so far
as we presently know and is a reliable indication of the scope of the
problem.

Senator HARTKE. Now, as far as employees are concerned, many of
them really feel they have a pension plan system. They consider that
as an item when they go to work and in considering whether they will
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stay on a job. But-in reality, they may never have the opportunity to
cash in on this element of their pay check.

Secretary WiRTz. Yes, sir.
Senator HrAvrKE. I mean in broad general terms.
Secretary Wwrz. That is right.
Senator HAwrrKE. I do not want to get into the legal technicalities.
Secretary Wixnrz. That is mny understanding of what you said.
Senator HARTKE. Also, is there not quite a problem involved in the

treatment of pension plans when you have mergers and consolidations?
Secretary Wiwrz. Yes, sir; andsome of the present termination fig-

-ures may be merger figures so far as we low.
Senator HARTKE. All right. Now, this is another problem which

presents itself to American society. Take a young man; this refers to
those who are taken up with the idea of a voluntary social security sys-
tem. A young man does not place the same type of importance on his
pension plan as does a person, say, who has reached that wonderful
age of 47 as the Senior Senator from Indiana has, right?

Secretary 'rrz. You mean is that right about your age? [Laugh-
ter.]

Senator HARTKE. Let me rephrase it.
Secretary WnRTz. I agree it is more important with every passing

year to everyone.
Senator HyARTK. To the older worker the value of the pension plan

becomes much more important as the years go by, and yet there is no
real consideration of this taken into the account in the pension plans
generally, is there ?

Secretary Virz. I agree as a point of fact. I am not sure as to
whether there is any reflection of that in pension plan practice. I did
not get the last part of your question.

Senator HARTKE. In other words, what I am saying here, for tJie
young man who goes into a pension plan, and due to the fine type, the
small print, and after lie works in a place for 3 years, and he is maybe
24 years of age, the fact that he loses his pension plan does not become
an item of great significance to him, is that right?

Secretary Winrz. That is correct.
Senator HAwrx.. And yet the same general rules apply to most

pension plans for the person who starts work in a plant at the age of 21
as contrasted with a person who starts working in a plant at age 45.

Secretary Wnrrz. I think they generally would.
Senator iAITRME. Another tling which also complicates our society

for the older worker is that his opportunity for mobility is cut down in
view of the fact that many companies say, "I am sorry, we cannot con-
sider you, you are over 40, and our pension plan just will not permit us
to take you on the payroll." Is that not true?

Secretary Wrwrz. Yes, sir.
Senator iTARTKE. So to that extent it creates more serious problems

for older people and also cuts down on the mobility of the labor force
which we generally consider an item of great importance in the United
States.

Secretary WirTz. That is correct.
Senator HAITKE. On the other side of that picture, let us look at the

man who would like to leave his job. I am not saying this to en-
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courage people to leave their jobs, but certainly in this society we do
not want our people to be restricted. You take the man who works in
a place, and he says "I cannot leave my jdb. I have too much invest.zl
in my pension plan. ' Is that not a problem also?

Secretary Wrz. Yes. Most unfortunately.
Senator IARTKE. And this is
Senator GoRE. Did you say most unfortunately?
Secretary WrTz. Most.
Senator GoRE. That is almost economic peonage.
Secretary Wirrz. It is a very real factor as the Senator from

Indiana suggests. It has a number of unfortunate implications, in-
cluding an attempt to preserve that job.

Senator GoRE. Will the Senator yield further? So if we provide
some reinsurance buttress for the pension plan, without freeing the
employee from his indenture, then we will be but further pyramiding
this restriction upon the fluidity of the American economy.

Secretary WIwRz. In my judgment that is-correct. The task force
to which we are referring attaches almost equal importance to vesting
which is the point involved here, and to funding, which is the point
involved in S. 1575.

Senator GoRx. All of which seems to indicate that the Senator from
Indiana has opened a very large but a very important and urgent
subject

Secretary VRTz. It could not be exaggerated in its importance.
Senator WILLIA3S. If the Senator will yield, that was the basis of

the question which I raised because that is an important point with
many employees and that was the basis of the question as to the extent
of the unfunded liability that would be created in these various pen-
sion plans if we were to require vested rights for an employee. I
think it is a problem that Should be studied but, you cannot study it
without relating it as to what it is going to take to do it, and I under-
stand the Secretary is going to furnish us some information in that
connection. (See p. 15.)

Senator HARTKE. Let me say I do not think, and I say this to my
good friend, the Senator from Delaware I do not think it is the re-
sponsibility, generally speaking, of the Secretary or the Department
of Labor to assume all this responsibility in their own field. I think
as a legislative body we have a certain amount of responsibility, and
for those who have constantly advocated that the legislature do its
'fair share, all I want to do is to try to get the Congress to start doing
its fair share of the work.

Senator WILLTAMS. I was not putting the burden on the Secretary.
I was merely suggesting that any information he could develop in
that connection he should make available and he already indicated lie
is studying it. It is information we would have to have and I think
it is information which would take more than the capabilities of fis
committee to develop. I think it would take even more than the Sec-
retary to do it. In fact, I am not sure that the Treasury Department
woull not have more information on that line than any of"us but it is
information which we will need. It is a problem in which lhre is much
interest, and I am interested, but you cannot solve the problem until
you know what it is.
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, Senator HAnrTE. Let mesay this to theSecretary. Generally speak-
ing, we are dealing, with three' problems: vesting, funding, and port-
tablity. These are the primary elements which are. creating the
problem.

Secretary Wumrz. That is right.
Senator HARTKE. Now, there is one other basic economic factor

which is serious today, and that is the fact that most, of these pension
funds have been created and operate in a period of relative economic
expansion, or, to put it in ordinary terms, good times. There has been
an increase in the amount of the funds, an increase which has gone
along with these good times and which does not necessarily mean good
fund-management, is that not true?

Secretary Wiwrz. I would think there would be an increased possi-
bility of that in an expanding period.

Senator HARTKE. Now, if we have a serious economic decline, which
no one wants but which all of us are always cognizant call happen, if
we have a serious recession, you might see a new-element in this reces-
sion, in the pension fund field, which could creatte even additional
hardships for employees, which heretofore have never been known
before in periods of recession, is that not true?

Secretary Wnrz. W1el, I would answer yes, but would have the
feeling that the problems which we both have in mind will be so real
in either an expansion period or a depression or a recession period that
it is hard to make a comparison. Expansion will mean a very fast
turnover. One element of the expanding economy is a very fast. move-
ment from one kind of operation to another. 'that could very well
have a larger effect on terminations even than a :slowing up.

Senator HARTKB. Let me say to the Secretary that I want to thank
you for your testimony today, and I am delighted that you have at
least done as much as you have. I am thankful that youhave endorsed
the principles of my bill, but I do not consider this bill to be the perfect
answer. At least, I think it is a beginning, and I am hopeful that we
can move more rapidly than sometimes all of us have a tendency to
move.

Secretary WRTZ. WMiat you say, and the way you say it, brings to
mind, Mr. Chairman, if it is all right, a story. Not to belittle the bill
at all, but you put it in almost the same form as the boy who cnme
home from school, third grade, holding up a book he hlad won as a
prize. His mother asked him what he got it. for. Wel, he got it. for
giving the best answer to a question. She said, "What was the ques-
tion?" Ile said, "The question was how many legs has an ostrich."
His mother said, "What did you say?" "I said three." She said.
"How did you win the prize?" He said, "Everybody else came up
with four."

It comes closer than anything else I have seen. We may have reser-
vations about it. That does not mean in any sense that we would mini-
mize the support for the contribution that it makes.

Senator ANDERsoN. I do think you might mention the fact. that pen-
sion plans do have a stabilizing influence on employment.

Secretary WrTz. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. And that is a very important part of it.
Senator Goim. Sometimes too much of a st abilizing influence.
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Secitiry Wi i'. TliaL i' csiiet, biit it ;Somitini~es will Fav' 'the
effet.ofU keeping the indiyklual in the est io, hnging onto it when
sie doe-no;want jt, Ae ping hirie- from go'ig some place else very pos-
siby Q nat iieeds,_hin mqr . At a time Whe"lwe are approaching the
full u6se of onr ianpo+r capacity, it is" wf nlly npQrtant that .we
do not have the brakes on.

Senator GoRE. At other places where their labpr would be more
fruitful, they would be happier, an enj'uy a better salary.

Secretary WnTz. Thatis 'rigfht and yet th6v stay and hold on forthe very understndable" 6nas that that' pensn means great deal

to them*.
Senator Gon. Well we want it to mean a great deal.
Secretary Wiwrz.. Tha is, right.
Senator GORE. BUt there ought to be some vestirg of the rights as

a man goes along.,
Secretary Wxwz. That is right.. We just attach infinite importance

to both protection and the vesting point.
Senator GoRE'. And'partieularly should this be true When the pen.

sion is made possible by very generous tax benefits from the Treasury
of the United States.

Secretary WiRTz. I tlink th t is a fair statement, yes.
Senator ADERSON. Mr. Secretary, is it your experience that most of

the modernplan's do carry . x vestingi
Secretary WIRTZ. That- is an extremely complicated question to

answer. Going into it in the task force and in considering it in the
President's La bor-Managemenit Policy Committee as we did, we found
such a variety of answers to that, If the questions Whether they
include some degree of vesting the answer is that most pjins do, but I
can tell you that the meaning lul answer to tliat' question in terms of
suggesting the dimensions of* th remaining problem is no. Put-
ting it the other way around, there are a great many plans which in-
clude no adequate vesting 9r funding.

Now, with Y1espect to th6 question of how many include vesting-do
you hve an indication of that?

Mr. HENLE. Two-thirds.
Secretary Wirrz. Up to two-thirds of the plans I am advised have

some kind of vesting. If you take a harder standard of what is fair
vesting, even that proportion goes down sha ply.

Senator ANDERSON. That is a substantial fig ure, is it not?
Secretary Wrr. It is enough to confirm by experience the validity

of the practice. It is enough to indicate the possibility of covering the
remainder of the problem. It still leaves a very large problem.

Sen tor (presiding). Any other questions? Thank youvery much.'' ,

Secretary WITz. Thank you, Air. Chairman and members.
Senator SmATi Rs. Our next witness will be Mr. Robert M. Ball,

Commissioner of Social Security, accompanied by Mr. Roberts Myers,
Chief Actuary.

All right, sir, We are always happy to have you, Mr. Ball.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT M, BALL,. COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL
SECURITY, ACCOMPANIED, BY ROBERT . MYERS, C[IEF. ACTU.
ARY OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION, AND MRS. IDA
C. MERRIAM, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR RESEARCH AND
STATISTICS -

Mr. BALL. Thank you very much.
Senator SMATIERS. You may proceed, please.
Mr. BALT. I have with me Mr. Robert J. Myers ChiefActuary of

the Social Security Administration, and Mrs. Ida 6. Merriam, Assist-
ant. Commissioner for Research and Statistics.

I appreciate this opportunity t6 discuss with you the provisions of
S. 1575 the Federal Reinsurance of Private Pensions Act. Secretary
Wirtz has already presented the administration's views on this bill.
My purpose is merely to supplement those views from the standpoint of
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, which would ad-
minister the new program that the bill would establish.

Private pension plans are a major element in the Nation's total
retirement security program. They now cover about 25 million work-
ers pay $234 billion a year in benellts, and pay monthly benefits to 2.5
million beneficiaries.' The President's Committee on Corporate Pen-
sion Funds and Others Private Retirement and Welfare Programs has
estimated that by 1980, private plans would cover some 42 million
workers and that then there would be about 61/2 million beneficiaries.
A large parl. "I the labor force, then is relying on the protection pro-
vided-by private plans to supplement the basic protection that is pro-
vided by the social security program. Each year, though, a small
number of plans are unable to pay the promised benefits for such
reasons as the company stopping operations and the plan having insuffi-dent assetsto pay the benefits that have accrued to date--particularly
those payable in the future to persons near retirement age. S. 1515 is
an effort to provide some degree of protection for employees who would
otherwise lose theiP benefit rights for these reasons.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare believes that the
objective of this bill-to afford people more assurance that promised
pensions will be paid--is a highly desirable' one. However, as Secre-
tary Wirtz has brought out, the bill raises a number of questions that
require further study. For example, there is the question of whehfler
it is feasible to include under a reinsurance program all of the risks
that would be covered by the present bill. The operations of a busi-
ness can stop for a variety of reasons, including events that may be
subject to control by the employer, such as a sale or merger of the com-
pany. The fact that in some instances termination can be controlled
by the employer raises a question of whether the risk of termination
can be insured against unless the insured risk is limited to those ter-
•minattons beyondthe employer's control.

Aiiother type of question that requires study-this too mentioned
by Secretary Wirtz-has to do with what minimum operatifig stand-
ards should be required for'participation in the reinsuri, ance program.
Criteria must be formulated to determine eligibility for participation
so as to protect the reinsurance fund against being used as a means
of subsidizing imprudent investment practices and inadequate fund-
ing by the pension plans covered.
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The President's Committee. on Corporate PenSion Funds,. in con-
sidering the problem of insuringbeiiefit rights in the event of a. plan's
termination, recognized that there are a number of difficult questions
involved, including, in addition to the question of whether termination
of a business is an insurable risk, the questions of what types of ter-
minations, bankruptcy, merger, and closing down of certain opera-
tions, for example, could be insured against and what experience
there is on which to 'base the premiums. As Secretary Wirtz has
mentioned, a number of studies are now underway. Hopefully,
answers to some of these questions will come out of these studies. It
would seem wise to await the outcome of the studies now in progress
before taking legislative action in this important and difficult area.
Senator SMATHERS. Senator Anderson, do you have any questions?
Senator ANDERS ON. Well, I wonder are there companies that do this

reinsurance work already in existence
Mr. BALL. Senator, I do not know of any plans for reinsurance of

pension plans as such.
Senator ANDERSON. Well, if a large life insurance company
Mr. BALL. Yes. There is reinsurance of life insurance, Senator,

but I know of none in the pension area. I understand in the life in-
surance area they do not even cover the individual annuity business
but only death claims.

Senator ANDERSON. Why then a proposal to set up a Government
agency to handle this, when it might be pretty well handled by the
insurance companies right now-.

Mr. BALL. The insurance companies, as I suggest, are not really
in the business of insuring pension plans as a whole, partly I presume
for the same reasons that we find some difficulty with a definition of
risk that could be insured, and difficulty with the setting of premiums.
That is, to my knowledge no private companyhas yet moved into this
area of reinsurance of pension rights.

Senator ANDRSON. Could you not very quickly find out what is
being done by an examination of a number of large companies, get
a cross section of industry that way? Would it be a great problem
to find out what the motor companies have done in this field?

Mr. BALL. Senator, we do have a study in process that I think is
right on the point of 'this bill and I believe would be of real interest to
the committee. We have undertaken; through a grant, to back a
study by the Wharton School of Finance. The object of this study
is to determine the extent to which a reperesentative sample of private
pension plans Would be able to meet their cumulative benefit obliga-
tions in the event that the plan should terminate as of a current date.
In other words, this would be the first time--when this study was com-
pleted-that we would really know the capacity of the private pension
system-on a: representative sample basis-to meet the obligations
that it had. With that kind of information, one would be in a muich
better position to answer questions as to the extent of the liability that
one would be undertakihg in a reinsurance system of this kin, and
some other important questions that underlay the proposal in this bill
could also be answered.
Senator ANDERSON. We have large numbers of workers in the auto-

motive industry; for example. , Do theynot have some program that
covers this I
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Mr.- BALL. There is a very large number;25 million workers',covered
by private plans, Setitor,, bUt none of them have, the kind of insurailce
of their-pension rights that this bill conitemplates. That is, the rightsthat, for instance, workers in:the auto industry have are to an extent
dependent upon" the continued contribution: of the employers to those
funds. As was indicated in the Studebaker: situation, when the plan
was terminated in that plant someof; the workers Who were covered
by the phtn got only'a stnall proportion of the benefits that they were
entitled to under the plan. So although there is large coverage, it is
perfectly true that there isa considerable amount of insecurity about
the protection of rights of the people coveted.. y abou

Senator ANDEnSON. I had the impression when a company. in which
I had some interest put through pension :plan they had an insurance
company as a bidder for it, rather than the bank taking it- up and
handling it as the agent. -4

Mr. BALL. Perhaps I should expand a little on this point. There
are several different kinds of pension plans. An insured plan-fully
insured-would guarantee the payment of those rights that had ac-
tually accrued to the point where it was covered by insurance. Under
soe. of those plans, for instance, each year that the employee is under
the plan he gets a certain piece of a pension that is fully funded and
that is definitely payable and underwritten by the insurance company.
But it is difficult for there to be full funding of past service credits.
That is, employees who were working for the company at the time the
plan went into effect usually get additional rights for service that they
had prior to the inauguration of the plan. Quite typically these past
service credits are not fully funded but rather funding is planned
over a period of time. Then the plan may be liberalized, and when
it is liberalized the past service liability grows because of the new
liberalization. It is very very common, therefore, for pension rights,
even in insured plans not to be fully funded at any one time, par-
ticularly because of these past service credits and liberalizations in
plans, to keep up with rising prices and wages.

Now, trusteed plans, which are very common, covering large num-
bers of employees in mass production industry may depend very con-
siderably on continued contributions of the employer for the payment
of benefits-even those vested Under the plan. The ability to p ay off
fully on those vested rights may depend upon continued contributions
of the employer and the continued existence of the plan. I think that
is our problem.

The-bill is designed, within limits, to protect the rights as defined
in the plan through a reinsurance program so that people would get
payments based on those rights even if the assets of the pension fund
were not sufficient to cover the cost of the rights that had accumUlated.

Bob, would you want to comment further on this point?
Mr. MiERS., I think that you have covered' it well. The only thing

I would add is thatwhen, aS Commissioner Ball has said; money has
been paid over to the insurance company, the benefits arising from
that money are almost certainly payable--at least as long as the insur-
ance company remains solvent, which you might say is a virtual cer-
tainty as far as the vast m jority of our insurance companies.

On the other hand) when the money is put into a trusteed plan, as
long as that money is there, and as long as the money has been paid
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in for certain benefits, they, too, will be payable. But this also as-
sumes that the investments of tle trusteed fund remain sound and
that the employer is putting the money in currently for current serv-
ice as he would in an insurance company.

Mr. BALL. And the problem is one of the termination of the plan
and the safety of the investments. The plan in the bill is aimed at
both of these risks, Senator.

Senator SATHmERs. All right. Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Ball, as I understand it, the purpose of this

bill would be to insure the actuarial solvency of the respective pension
plans.

Mr. BALL. I think it has a somewhat more limited purpose than that,
Senator, as I understand it.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is, to pay limited benefits, I mean.
Mr. BALL. Yes. It might make the payments, you see under re-

insurance even though the plan met only those actuarial tests that
are now required by the Internal Revenue Code for approval. It
would not asure full solvency of the plan.

Senator WILLAXS. Has there been any survey by your Department
as to the amount of unfunded liability of the respective pension plans?

Mr. BALL. This, Senator, is what we would get from the study
that we are now financing at the Wharton School of Finance. This
is the first time that thiskind of information on a general basis will
be available. We hope to have some preliminary information in prob-
abl r about a year on this study but we do not have it as yet.

senator WILLIAMS. That is information that we would almost have
to have before we could proceed.

5fr. BALL. I think we would certainly need it before we concluded
consideration of this subject.

Senator IWILLIAmS. That is what I was speaking of. I do not mean
to stop the study. I think it is well to continue. But I mean it is
an answer you would almost have to have before you could know the
size of the problem.

Mfr. BALL. Yes, to set rates and so on, we would need that kind of
information.

Senator WILLIATMS. As of the moment, how many plans in America
are actuarially solvent?

Mr. BALL. I just feel, Senator, that the variety of definitions of
actuarial soundness make an easy answer to that impossible. But-

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, I will modify that. fow many of them
are actuarially solvent to the extent that the proposed bill would in-
sure them if we adopted it?

Mr. BALL. Let me ask Mr. Myers if he would like to comment on
tliis general question. It is a matter of actuarial definition as to
soundness and-

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, I will use the same actuarial definition
that is embraced in this particular bill. I am just trying to get the
size of it.

Mr. MyEm. Senator, the generally used definition of actuarial
soundness as it applies to private pension plans is that there is a def-
inite financing program -underway so that, within a foreseeable fu-
ture period, the plan will be fully funded as to all the benefits rights
earned to date. In other words, according to the definition that most
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actuaries use, a plan can be actuarially sound, and yet if it terminated
at that moment, it might not have all the money on hand for all the
benefits based on past service that has occurred and for which benefits
are payable.

Senator ANDERSON. Will the Senator yield there? Supposing tflat
same thing happened to life insurance, everybody died. They would
be insolvent., would they not?

Mr. MYERS. Yes, that is, if everybody died or a large proportion
died at one time, it is possible for a company to be insolvent.

Senator ANDERSON. You do not figure everybody dying. You do
not figure everybody could not work at the same time. They are ac-
tuarially soundif thero is enough money to pay off, is that not right?

M r. MYERS. Senator Anderson, I think it is a little different. Here
under the definition of actuarial soundnes as usually used for private
pension'plans, it assumes that the plan is not going to terminate as
of the moment, but rather that the employer will remain in business
and pay off the unfunded accrued liability within a reasonably fore-
seeable future period.

Senator ANDERSON. That is the same period as life insurance. They
do not imagine everybody in America is going to die the same day. '

Mr. MvEms. That is correct iand the insurance company computes its
individual life insurance premiums that way. In the aggregate, if
this was done for all private pension plans in the country,there would
be no problem, but each private pension plan in a sense is operating
independently. I think one of the basic principles of the bill is to
try to spread this risk around among the different pension plans, just
as life insurance spreads the risk around among the different individ-
uals insured.

Senator WILLTAMS. You gave me an excellent actuarial definition
of the question but now I would like to live a layman's definition to
the'question. Using the actuarial definitions as embraced in this bill,
deficiencies, how many plans would be exempted from this insurance
by virtue of the fact that they are already actuarially solvent beyond
that which would be required?

Mr. 'MYERS. Well, as I
Senator WimTuvs. Arethere any?
Mr. MYERS. As I understand the provisions of the bill, participation

is completely voluntary on the part of each pension plan. They are
not compelled to take this insurance.

Senator WILLIAMS. Do I understand that this would only be avail-
able to those who need the insurance?

Mr. MYERs. Well-
Senator WmLAms. Or want to-buy It,? You'll get only the bad

credit risks if you do that.
Mr. MYE.s. No. The participation would be, of course, a condi-

tion of getting the appropriate income tax deductions, so you might
say, from that standpoint, it is really compulsory.

Senator WLLTA3s. Then it is compulsory, we might just as well say.
Mr. MYRs. There are two parts of the premium. One is where the

premium rate is based on the unfunded, accrued liability and the
other is based on their investments. I think that probably the very
vast majority, intact, I would say probably virtually all pension plans
in the country now have some unfimded accrued liability. There are
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a few that have paid it all off, but the vast majority of them are in
the process of an orderly payment of amortizing the unfunded accrued
liability for past service.

Senator WILLIAMS. Many of these pension plans have investment in
common stocks and I notice that on page 3 of the bill-section
4(a) (2)-there would be insurance against "losses realized from the
sale of investments of such fund if the sale is required to provide
benefits payable by such fid."

Now, would that not in effect be guaranteeing the fund against any
decline in the stock market or decline in the bond market if the sale
of those investments was needed to pay the funds?

Senator ANDERSON. That is right.
Mr. Myms. That is the way I would interpret the bill, the only

point being that virtually all pension funds, at least now and for
many years, will be taking more money in currently than they need
to meet their benefit payments.
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes, but that is a sizable-I mean, that is the

effect of their particular guarantee, is it not? You are guaranteeing
them against decline in the market of either the bonds or Stocks in
which it has invested if their sale is needed to pay the proceeds. I ainnot disputing. I am just trying to establish the facts.

Mr. MYERs. Yes. [ think that is correct in the long run. Also,
this opens the question, when they need to sell investments to meet
benefit payments, which investments will the plan sell? If it picks
out that part of its investments that would result in a loss, this would
create a rather serious actuarial problem in determining premiums.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is the point I was going to raise next.

If in the-portfolio they had to sell and th( y had some investments
that had gone completely sour this would be an excellent chance to
recoup all of their original investment, would it not, and this choice
would be with the managers of the fund under this program.

Mr. BALL. I was just going to say, Senator, I think one would have
to make some change in the plan so as to protect against that kind of
dumping that you suggest. Under the bill as written-

Senator HARTKE. Would the Senator yield?
Senator WILLIAMS. Just a moment. We could not make a change

until we recognize it but the situation I describe would be possible,
would itnotI

Mr. BALL. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMs. I want to emphasize this. I think the Senator

irom Indiana served a useful purpose in giving us a forum for these
studies because I think this is an area that needs study. I am only
raising these questions because these are questions that have to be
answered before the committee could come up with any conclusions.
senator HARTKE. I think just for clarification, if you look on page 5,

beginning at line 4, "The premium rates establishd"-and after all,
this is a self-funding operation, not Using Treasury funds--"premium
rates established under this section shall be unform for allpension
funds insured by the program and shall be applied to the amount
of the unfunded obligations and assets or class of assets, respectively,
of each insured pension fund," which would mean that you would take
into consideration the class of assets.

Now, as far as guaranteeing what the net results a're going to be,
I think that this is true of practically, every other investment in the
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United States. That is also true in banks. You have the same prob-
lem of the type of loans they make.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, I am not raising these points as faults of
the bill. These are just points that have to be taken into consideration.
There is no use coming up with an insurance plan unless the insurance
plan itself is solvent, and you can't make it solvent unless you have
at least some idea of what is being protected and the cost of coverage.

The Federal Government has about 25 or 30 different pension plans,
all funded differently. How many of the Government pension plans
are funded, completely funded, as to actuarial solvency? Are any of
them?

Mr. BALL. No, Senator. None are fully funded.
Senator WILLrAMS. That is my point. I can understand why they

are not, but I think it should be pointed out that we are proposing
here to move over into a field to provide insurance for something which
as yet is not even provided for many plans operated by the Federal
Government itself. In the civil service retirement fund, we are told,
there was about a $40 billion deficiency.

Now, I realize that that is projected on the almost impossible situa-
tion, so you have got that continuing factor, but nevertheless it shows
the dimensions of the problem that we are trying to cope with here.
Has your Department any estimate at all, either you or Mr. Myers, as
to the amount of the unfunded liability of the private funds? Have
you ever seen such an estimate prepared by anybody?

Mr. BALL. No. That is the kind of thing we hope to get out of
the study by the Wharton School of Finance.

If I might just comment on the point you were making earlier, for
clarification in the record, perhaps, Senator, and that is that our
feeling-and I believe that of all the advisory councils that have ever
worked on the social security program and most outside experts-is
that there is a real difference between the need to fully fund govern-
mental systems and such need as to private pensions. It has seemed
to most of us that it was quite reasonable to set up governmental
svstems on the theory that the system was going to be continued
indefinitely, and that, 1eina backed with the taxing power of theGovernment, you could hold a plan to be actuarially sound if it were

a governmental plan as long as it was set up in a way that its income
was estimated to meet benefit payments as they fell due. Thus, it is
not necesasry to take into account any risk of termination-going out
of business.

Now, the opposite has been felt. to be true in the area of private
pension plans where there is always present over a long period of time
the possibility of an individual company or even perhaps an industry
declining to "the point, that you just couldn't assume it was always
going to continue. Therefore, the test of adequate funding or being
actuarially sound has been thought to be much more strict--to require
much more funding-in the private area. When the test of full
funding is not met-as it frequently is not-in the private pension
plan area, then the whole question that this bill is directed to arises.
That. is, if the plan is not funded sufficiently to pay for all accumulated
rights and it goes out of business, there is a very serious problem, of
course, for the people who have been counting on those pensions.
Therefore I believe that Senator Hartke has performed a real service
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in putting forward this bill for study and attention. The kind of
detailed criticism that we are making of it and our indication of the
need for additional studies does not take anything at all away from
the importance of the problem which has been highlighted or the
credit which should come from directing public attention to the prob-
lem.

Senator W L mIAs. I agree fully with the statement you made and
there is a vast difference in the requirement of funding of a Federal
pension plan as compared to private pension plans. There is this
element of the company going out of business, also the possibility that
the company will have invested in some industry, in a declining in-
dustry, where the portfolio may be invested in their own company.
Sears, Roebu'ck, for instance, has been very profitable. It could be in-
vested in one that would not be so profitable.

So we do have a problem here that needs our study and attention
and my questions were not being directed here this morning to dis-
courage the studying of the problem, but only to the fact that we can-
not approach a solution until we recognize the problems that do exist
and what creates them.

Mr. BALL. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. And I agree completely with the statement you'

just made.
Mr. BALL. Thank you.
Senator SMATHMRS. Senator Gore?
Senator GonE. One of the problems involved here is the multiplicity

of pensions and pension plans of which a person may be a beneficiary.
I have heard of people who am the beneficiaries of as many as 100
pension plans, all made possible by very generous tax benefits..

Don't you think that point should be considered in this study?
Mr. BALL. Senator Gore, this bill, of course, as has been pointed out,

deals with one aspect of, many problems that are involved in private
pensions as a whole. You are directing our attention, I believe, to
another very important problem, and that is the matter of the ability
of workers to carry rights as -they leave one employer and go to
another and how that should be handled.

If vesting were complete in private plans so that if a person
worked just for a short time for this employer and a short time for
another and a short time for another, I suppose all of those small
pieces would accumulate in a way that would be equitable and desir-
able, and then your only problem would be the administrative costs
that are involved in handling so many small pieces.

Senator GORE. W ell, in this case the man works for himself and
vesting is com lete.Mr. BALL. 8h.

Senator GORE. Yes. Real nice. It is all possible under our tax laws.
And now if we are to reinsure these, it seems to me we might look into
that too

Mr. BALL. Yes, sir. This bill, first of all, excludes the self-employ-
ment plans under H.R. 10, and then it protects against a situation
where the plan would be rigged, really, toward the benefit for an
owner or single high-paid employee in the plan. I think that is 9uits
carefully protected against, in the bill, but your fundamental point I
agree with 100 percent--that the matter of movement creates a very
serious problem for private pension plans.
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Of the 25 million workers that are now covered under plans, many
will never get a pension from the plan they are supposedly covered
under because there isn't early vesting and they will move and the
coverage won't result in a benefit.

Senator GoRE. So we. have at one extreme the problem of no vesting,
and almost economic peonage, and at the other extreme there is the
case of the family corporation or closely held corporation, employing
one or two people who are also the owners of the corporation, and here
we find complete vesting in one pension plan after another.

Now, in raising-these aspects of the problem, I wish the committee
to understand that I in no way wish to throw cold water upon the
initiative of Senator Hartke. He is to be conunended, in my view,
highly. I am doing so to illustrate that the problem is a-big one, that
it has many facets, and that in my view, both the administration and
the committee have been remiss in being tardy in going into this
problem. I congratulate the Senator from Indiana.

Senator HARTK. Thankyou.
Senator SMATHERS. Senator McCarthy, any questions ?
Senator MCCARTHY. Yes. Roughly 50 percent of all the money

that goes into these pension funds is there in consequence of tax de-
ductions, is it not?

Mr. BALL. I think that is somewhat high, Senator. That would
assume that everybody was pretty close to the maximum corporate
rate, wouldn't it ?

Senator McCARTHY. Yes.
Mr., BALL. I think it is probably closer to 30 percent.
Senator MCCArtHy. Thiry or forty percent. What kind of au.

thority does Internal Revenue exercise over the funds as they are
established, or the Labor Department ?

Mr 6 BALL. Senator, I believe the next witness is from the Treasury
Department. I would prefer to defer to him for an answer to that.

Senator McCARTHY. Does your agency have any jurisdiction?
Mr. BALL. Under the bill ?
Senator MCCARTHY. No. I mean by common practice.
Mr. BALL. Under present law we have no rep onsibility.
Senator McCAwRTY. Who does? Does the Labor Department havesome?
Mr. BALL. The Treasury Department through the Internal Revenue

Service has jurisdiction Over the approval of plans as to whether they
can recei e tax exemption. The Labor Department has the authority
under the Disclosure Act.

Senator MCCATJIY. Most of those started during World War II
Mr. BALL. There was a big upsurge in private pension plans at that

time. I don't really know whether the absolute majority started then
because there have been a lot started since then, especially in the late
1940's. But that was the first big wave of private pension plans in
this country. It was really the first time that they moved in large
numbers to protect wageworkers. What had been in existence before,
with few exceptions, were apt to be for salaried and managerial em-
ployees.

Senator MCCARTHY. Was it developed as a way around the wage-
price guidelines that were in force then?

Mr. BALL. In essence, I believe that is right, Senator. This was
one of the few places left that employers could: get an advantage in
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attracting workers and one of the few places where workers could
press for additional compensation.
Senator MCCARTHY. Or appear to move ahead. It is a delayed

benefit.
Mr. BAL,. Yes.
Senator McCARTY. But the tax advantage was immediate, was it

not?
Mr. BALL. Yes, sir.
Senator MCCARTHY. And the bulk of these started during World

War II?
Mr. BALL. Yes, or shortly afterward.
Senator MCCARTHY. I have no more questions.
Senator SMATHEIS. Senator Hartke?
Senator I1AHTKE. Mr. Secretary, under this bill you would be the

administering agency. Do you want this job?
Mr. BALL. I certainly would want to know a lot more about it,

Senator. I think that the sheer administrative aspects are not too
difficult. I think our real problems are one of defining risk and
setting rates, andif we had t-e information and could overcome these
l)roblems, I think this would'be a very important social contribution.

Senator HARTKJr. Yes. Now, quite honestly,. though, as far as ad-
ministration is concerned, isn't your department-the proper place -for
such administration, in your opinion?

Mr. BALL. Senator, I really have not taken this question up within
the executive branch. It seems to be.a perfectly logical place and I
have no 'objection.

Senator HARTKE. 'Quite honestly, also,- isn't it true that with the
social security system the way it is today, that there probably could be
a utilization of the social security system itself, the numbers arid the
whole operation of pension reinsurance which could be dovetailed with
the swial security operation, Sould it not ?

Mr. BALL. If a plan like this were in operation, I do Se one impor-
tant point where the two systems could be brought together. The
need to inform people of their rights to insured pensions as they
reached a pensionable age might well be made easier if we mark our
records an d gave such an indication to individuals as they applied for
social security.

Senator HARTKE. The concept of social security is that it does not
provide a complete income coverage for a person at the age, say, of
65, roughly speaking, but that it provides a supplementary income
coverage. It is not expected to really pr(,-ide a standard of living
in the manner in which the retiree has been accustomed prior to the
time he retires, isn't that true?

Mr. BALL. I would like to phrase it just a little differently. I am
not sure I am quarreling with you very fundamentally, but at the
Present time probably 80 percent of the aged population has only
social security as a pension and even in the long-range future it is
going to be the great majority who have only social security as a
pension.

'ow, already this program has been designed so that for people
earning near the maximum amounts covered by social security, that
is $6,600 a year, the payment to the beneficiary and his wife would
be about 50percent of wages. Now, I think that leaves a substantial

area for supplementation by private pension.
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At the lower levels of earnings, if you take the worker at the mini-
mum wage--say the minimum iFJederal wage--he program is de-
signed in the long run to pay a. man and wife about tkw-thitds of
the previous wage. The President has indicated that he is going
to recommend some increases in social security for next year, increases
that I think are -very, very much needed in the cash benefits area.
To answer your question more directly, then, I Would say that even
after all the improvements in social security are made that will
be and should b made, therelis undoubtedly significant room' left
for major private pension supplementation.

I just don't think on the other hand, though, we can count on
designing a social security system as if everybody is going toturn
out to have a private pension. That just- Won't be true. For per-
haps the'minjority, s6ial security has to be complete coverage..

Senator IART rx No. I am not saying that. But you will admin-
ister this job faithfully and truly to the best,-

Senator SA Trm. 9Is the Senntor swearing him in?
Senator HAwrkx. T hakfk you very much. Tha is all.
Senator Skrnxn0s. All right. Thankyou. very much, Mr. Com-

mi.si tlier.
"Sentor SmATifkPa Our nexti 'tness' is Mr, Jerome Kittz,'of Tax

Legislative'Counsel, Treasury Department.

STATES oF JEROME EU TZ, TAX LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL,
TREASURY '1ARTMENT i ACCOMPANIED BY WLLIAM 4T. GITB,

SOTATZ TAX, L GISTAT'IVM OOUWSEL, AND PAUL K. DODYK

M[r. Kurrrz. Mi. Chairman,',xemners of the committee, I have with
me Mfr. William Gibb, Associate Tax Legislative Counsel and Mr.
PaulK. Dodyk of my office.

We appreciate your invitation to present the views of the Treasury
eprtinent. on S. 157.
Generally speaking, S. 1 76': would establish an insurance program

to Protect .neficiaries of private pension plans against loss of their
pension benefits on account of the closing down of a plant or other
faoilityor on account of the forced sale 6f plain assets to meet liabili-
ties. The program would be administered by the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare and financed through contributions
by participating pension plans.

To encourage participatin in the insurance program the bill would
deny tax qualification under section 4:01 of the Internal Revenue Code
to any pension plan which is not insured under the program. This
partilar provision would undoubtedly serve to encourage broad
participation by pension plans in the insurance program by reason of
the many substantial tax benefits 'that flow to both the employer and
employcos when their pensioiu plan attains tax qualified status.

The Treasury Department supports the objective of S. 1575. We
are in ngrecment with the conclusion in the repoa of the President's
Committee on Corpyorate Pension Funds that-

The value of private pension plans ats a socially desirable supplement to the
public retirement system depends on the degree to which accumulated funds are
sufficient to pay the pension benefits of workers as they reach retirement. This
is a matter of utmost public importance.
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A program which would help assure , employees of receiving their
accrued benefits on the termination of a pension plan would, in our
opinion be a meaningful-step in strengthening th'e priva retirement
system in this regard. To this end, the Presid.nt's Committee recom-
metndel, and this Department agrees, that serious study be given to
considering whether a system of insurance would accomplish .this ob-
jective. If so, the Treasury Department believes that conditioning
a plan's tax qualification on its participation in such an insurance pro-
gram is an appropriate method, for encouraging plans to adopt this
program.

On the other hand, as the report of the President's Committee recog-
nizes, the development of such antislra~nce program -raises a nmtuber
of- difficult questions.: Since many of thes6 questions are not within
the particularcompetence of the Treasury Department, we are not in
a position to make a judgment as to whether the program contained
in S. 1575 is an appropriate solution. -

The Treasury Department believes that there are certain guidelines
which should be followed in developing any insurance program of the
type envisioned by the bill.

First, we believe that such an insurance program cannot be con-
sidered independently of the question of what funding standards
should be applied to private i'tirement plans. In this regard, the
report of the President's Committee contains a sees of recommenda-
tions for improving the funding of private retirement plans as well
as for verifying that the funding standards are, in fact, met. An
insurance program without adequate funding requirements could well
operate to encourage employers to rely on the insurance rather than
on prudent funding, especially if the insurance premiums were Ig-
nificantly less than the costs of adequate funding. If reliance on the
insurance were to become a widespread practice, the whole, program
could well become self-defeating.

Moreover, we believe it is essential that the type of risks'to be cov-
ered by: the insurance be carefully defined in order to prevent the
possibility of corporate maneuvering to shift plan liabilities to the
insurance program that were not intended to be within its scope.
• In addition, we note that the Departments of Labor and Health,
Education, and Welfare have raised a number of other issues includ-
ing questions regarding investment standards; the determination of
insurable risks; and the adequacy and method of calculation of the
insurance premiums, including the problem of rating various types of
risk.

The Treasury Department would be. willing to cooperate in the
study of an insurance system, as well as in the development of sound
funding standards for private retirement plans. In this regard, the
Internal revenue Service is presently participating with the Depart-
ment of Labor in compiling informatiOn on the reasons for plan termi-
nations and the number of plan, participants who lose benefits by virtue
of terminations. Moreover, the Treasury Department is participating
on an interagency task force which is in the process of holding meet-
ings with a number of interested private groups to discuss some of the
proposals included in the report of the President's Committee. One
of the topics on the agenda for these meetings is the matter of insuring
employees against loss of benefits on termination of the plan.
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Again, I wish to thank the committee for this opportunity to pre-
sent our views on this matter. I will be happy to join the representa-
tives of the other Departments who are here today in attempting to
answer any questions the committee may;have. .

Senator S-KATHERS. Senator Anderson, do you have any questions?
Senator ANDESON. ,In the beginning, the third paragraph, "To en-

courage participation in the insurance program the bill would deny
tax qualification under section'401 of the Internal Revenue Code to
any pension plan which is not insured under the program." In order
to get tax deductions for setting up of a program, you make them go
under the Government insurance whether they want to or not.

Mr. Kumr. That is what the billprovides.,
Senator AwDuRsoN. Why do' you do that?.: Why is it proper for a

;company to, insure with Prudential for example ? What ,is so sacred
about insurance in a Government program? - I -

Mr. Kurrz. Well, the thought is fhat the losers, where there is no
InAurahce, are the beneficiaries of the plan, and in order to assure
'that the beneficiaries of the plan will not be the 16sers by reason of
the cling of a plant or the other contingiencies'covered, the bill pro-
vides that the companies insure against these risks, and as an incen-
tive; and encouragement to do that, conditions tax qualifiction on
their joining this program. It might be possible.to provide for an-
other type of insurance. However, we wouldrequire additional study
to see if there are possible alternatives

Senator ANDmlisor. Bucyou are setting up'here a complete Govern-
ment monopoly on the right to guarantee pension funds Don't you
have any faith in the private insurance system of the country?

- Mr. K mm. The bill provides for th~se Federal insurance funds.
Senator ANDERON. Yes. Didn't you endorsethe bill herein your

statement?
Mr. KuwRm. We endorsed the bill tothe extent of saying that while

-the actual methods of insurance are not within our competence, never-
theless, if insurance is decided upon, we feel that conditioning tax
qualification upon compliance 'is an:ucceptable way to the Treasury
Department to encourage compliance with the bill. -
. Seno.tor ANDERSON, Do you think any corporation is going to insure
-in a pA.vute company when it doesn't get any tax deduction I

Mr. Kuni'z. In the face of this bill Idoubt it seriously.
Senator ANzERsoN. So you are setting up a complete Government

monopoly fund..
Mr. Kuwrz. At the moment I don't believe private insurance com-

panies would insure this risk.
Senator ANDmPsOx. Do you know ?
Mr.,KuRTz. No, I don't.
Senator AwDEsow;. Wouldn't that be interesting to know?
Senator McOAWriy. It is like Federal deposit insurance.
Senator ANDErSoN. No, it, isn't like Federal deposit insurance atall.', ' . .. " "

,Mr. Kuiri. This is One of 'the 'things that-is 'being covered in the
study that is now going on; that is whether insurance companies would
be willing to undertake it, whether that is a possibility.

Senator AwDERsow. But the funds that a corporation puts into their
pension -plan cannot be deductible if they are not insured by the
Government.
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Mr. KURMZ.,That istrub underthisbill; ye§, sil.
Senator ANDERSON. And you favor that?
Mr. KuRTz. Well
Senator ANm .;o Well you are testifying for the Treasury De-

partinent. What does the Treasury Department feel?
. Mr. Kuwnrz. As to the insurance uspects, the method of insurance,
the Treasury Department is not in a, position to recommend the best
method of insurance. This is not within the competence of the Treas-
ury Department. The Treasury Department's only position is that,
assuming a method of insurance is worked out, we feel that it is fair
to condition qualifioation on a cbnipiny's obtaining such insurance.

Senator WILLIAMS. In other words, you are recommending that it
be made mandatory that they participate in this Federal program if
and when such a program should be started.

Mr. Kurz. Yes, sir. . I ,
Senator AwDzRsN. That is the 'whole point.. I haven't heard one of

those argunmnts made for a long, long time, that you should absolutely
set up a 'overnment monopoly.to insure the success of these funds,.

Senator SmATmiAs. Is that whatyou ar 'sayingI Your statement
says the.Treasury Department supports the objectives of S. 1575. I
dont know that it goes any further than that.

Mr. KuRTz. That is right.1. .
Senator SMATHERs. It stops right there.
Sena.tor'Awbaitow. One of the objectives is to set up a complete

monopolistic fund and not allow a man to take a deduction of any kind
for the payenthe puts into the fund.

Mr. Kuz. The objectives in the bill as we view them are to guar-
antee employees against losses due' to the contingencies covered by the
bill. This is the broad objective. As to methods of working this out,
this really is not within the competence of the Treasury Department.

Senator A"DERSON. One of the'objectives isto set up thisGovern-
ment monopoly fund as you view the objective of the bill.

Mr. Kuwrz. If that is viewed as one of the objectives of the bill,
then that i6 one of the objectives we are not prepared to comment on,
Senator.

Senator ANDERSON. But you do. You say to encourage participa-
tion in an insurance program. The bill would deny qualification
under section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code to any pension plan
which is not insured under the program. Are you willing to apply
that all across the board, to fire insurance, casualty insurence, bonds, et
cetera, and have to have a Government monopoly fund?

Mr. KUmRz. No, sir.
Senator ANDERSoN0. Why do you pick this one out?
Mr. Kum. Well, if there were to be private insurance available to

cover this kind of risk, and tax qualification were conditioned upon
insuring either with a Government fund or private industry, the
Treasury Department would support either position.

Senator ANDmSOg.* Regardless of this language here about
monopoly?

Mr. Kunz. Well, the language may be inappropriate sir, but. in
my view, that language referring to objectives of the bill. did not view
a Government insurance monopoly as one of the necessary objectives.

Senator WILIAMS. Do I understand that you are reversing your
previous statement and you would be willing to allow them tax deduc-
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tions for their contributions if -they insured with a-private insurance
company?

Mr. KurTz. Well, we have no idea whether that is a "possibility,
Senator Williams, whether private insurance would be available.

Senator W LsAM. If it was available?
Mr. Kmrrz. If a workable program were developed that would help

to ensure that employees received their benefits under these -funds, the
Treasury would not oppose conditioning tax exemption on participa-
tion in such a program.

Senator WiLmAMS. And-you are not wedded, then, to that language,
that it will only be deductible if it is in the-Federal insurance program.

Mr. KURTZ. No, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. Then why did you put it in the statement?
Mr. KunTz. Well, on page,-2 of the statement, there is otherlan-

guage which is perhaps an explanatioai of that., We say a program
which would help assure employees of receiving their accrued benefits
on termination of the pensionplan would in our opinion, be a meaning-
ful step in strengthening, and that is what we were emphasizing, the
security of the employees' benefits.

Senator ANDERSON. If some large corporation like New York Life
or Mutual of New York or Prudential or Equitable was going to do
it, would you think it much better to just-put it in the Government
funds or let them have it?

Mr. Kunw,. I wouldn't be prepared to say whether it would be
better. I would say it is something that certainly warrants study.

Senator ANDERSON. You haven't studied that up to this time?
Mr. Kuw , No, sir.
Senator SM ATHES. Senator Williams?
Senator WnLtwrAMs Are there any investment standards provided

in this bill before us?
Mr. Kuurz. Investment standards?
Senator WrLLTAs. Yes.
Mr. Kumrz. No; sir.
Senator Wn^.,As. Would not investment standards be a require-

ment if you are going to insure them?
Mr. Ktirz. Well
Senator WILLIAms. This provides-let me phrase it this way: The

bill, under section 4(a) (2), provides for insurance against deprecia-
tion in the value of the investments and that is not described. That

-could be common stocks, could be any type of an investment, and you
are insuring that investment. Now, would not it .be mandatory,
almost, that if you are going to insure the investment that you have to
have some standards of investment?

Mr. KuiRz. This is certainly a ver, substantial' pioblem and this is
one of the areas which we feel needs considerable study.

Senator WWIATMS. Has there been any estimate by the Treasury as
to the additional cost, dollarwise or percentagewise that would be
added to the respective private pension plans if vesting were placed in
there as a requirement?

Mr. Kuinr. If vesting- were made as a requirement? There has
been no detailed study made, although, some very preliminary, rough
calculations have been made which indicate 5 percent additional cost.
- Senator WrLLTAMS. You think that could be done with 5 percent
additional cost?
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Mr. Kunrz. That is a very rough estimate.
Senator WILLIAMS. Whose estimate was that? Was that the De-

partment's?
Mr. KurTZ. Department of Labor.
Senator W=AIl.l3.s. Department of Labor's estimate. Vesting rights

of the employees, as the Senator from Tennessee pointed out, is one of
the points that is of major interest as far as the employees are con-
cerned, is it not?

Mr. Kulrz. Yes. Certainly.
Senator WMLIAMs. Has there been any estimate made by the

Treasury Department as to the extent oft the unfunded liability of the
private pension funds now in force?

Mr. Kumz:, N; sir. The Treasury Department has made no inde-
pendent estimate.

Senator WILLTAM1S. But you are willing to insure?
mr, KuIMrz Well, I was just reminded d, this'will bobne of the things

that corres 6ut.of the Wharton School study.'
Senator WIrLrAms, Then are we correct in understanding at this

point that you are not endorsing the bill? You are only endorsing the
study of this problem that is referred to in here.

Mr. KURTZ. Yes. The overall objectivesof the bill of guaranteeing
pension rights we are certainly endorsing, but'we feel that there are a
number of problems in the bill iequiring ftirther study

Senator WILIA'Ms. As one who served as a salesman before he came
down hete, I would like to have had you as a customer who would sign
the order before you knew what the price, was.

Now, I wonder, you endorsed a noble objective but can you intelli-
gently endorse that objective without having some idea, even some
remote idea, as to what you are endorsing? Is it $10 billion', $100
billion, $200 billion? What is the potential liability that you are sug-
gesting here that we endorse under a Federal insurance program? I
am not speaking against it. I am trying to find out what are you
endorsing, that you are just not putting out words.

Mr. KuRTZ. Well, I think, obviously it is possible that the costs of
fully insuring all of the possible risks could be so enormous as to be
out of question. What we are endorsing is the general idea and pro-
ceeding to try and determine what the costs involved would be and
whether there is an economic possibility of doing it. It is something
we would like to do if it is possible.

Senator WILLIAMUS. I see. Well, that is what I wanted to get clear.
You are endorsing the idea if it is possible and feasible, but you are not
sure yet that it would even be possible or feasible; is this correct?

Mr. KuwRz. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMIS. If and when you get the extent of the costs-
Mr. Kum'z. Yes, sir.
Senator W=Amts. And also the extent of the premium that would

have to be charged.
Mr. KVRrz. Yes.,
Senator WMLIAXS. So you are more or less just plainly endorsing a

study of the whole problem at this moment.
Mr. Kwnrz. Thatis right.
Senator WlLliAxs:. Tiank you.
Senator SMATHERS. Senator McCarthy ?
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Senator MCCARrTRY. Mr. Chairman, I would ask tlie same question.
How did so many: of:these programs get in such bad shape when, the
Labor Department and Treasury Department have the responsibility
of approving the plans? It seems to in they should have disapproved
them- and not let the' members of organized labor'be deceived into
believing they had a sound program.

Mr.Ku Inr Well, the Internal Revenue Service does review plans
prior to granting a letter of determination that the plan qualifies under
section 401.

It is true that there have been a number of plan failures and a study
is now being conducted to determine just what the reasons for the
various plan terminations have been.

There are any number of reasons, some of which arise from the oper-
ations or closing of plants or one thing or another which in the normal
course is not subject to Treasury approval. The Treasury -approves
th plan. That is, that it provides for equitable treatment, and so, on.
And on audit, as a general matter, supervises it.' But as the law now
stands, there i3 a limit to the power of the Service to deny qualification
to the plans.

Section 401 sets out what the standards of qualification are and if
they are met, the Service has to grant qualification.

Senator MoCAwrTty. Have you made any-recommendations along the
way that the provisions of section 401 be changed ?

Mr. Kurrz. Well, yes. The pension report prepared by the Presi-
dent's Committee on Corporate Pension Funds, in which the Treasury
Department was a participant, makes good many recommendations to
that effect. "

Senator McCArrIlY. What is the general effect of the recommenda-
tions?

Mr. Kuwrz. One effect would be to tighten the supervisory power
and control u ver pension plans.

Senator McCRiY. So you would have more control.
Mr. Kn'rz. Yes.
Senator MOCARrHY. What about the question'of vesting? Do you

have any recommendation with reference to vesting?
Mr . IKURTZ. There is a recommendation in the report which doesn't

go into any great detail but sets forth that a reasonable measure of
Vesting should be provided for in plans. In all plans.

Senator MCCARTHY. The general effect of adoption of legislation of
this kind w6uld be, if we did follow the reinsurance principle here, to
impose a high rate of contribution to the insurance program on the
part of those companies that have had what you consider weak pension
programs with a questionable future.

Mr. Kugrz. The provisions of this bill ?
Senator.McCAwrHY. Yes.
Mr. KuTTZ Well, I don't believe that this bill differentiates rates

from company to company.
Senator M0PANrHY. Wouldn't it have to if there Are bad risks ? It

says xihaxi&ihui but I think it allows foi'differeitiatiohn.
Mr. Kurz. It does it on th6 bhsis of unfttndedliaAility'but not on

the basis of one company perhaps being a' worse credit risk than
another. That kind of differentiation is not madeby: this fund
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Senator McCAJTH. :So you have two problems. One .isthe ques-
tion of what to do about the basic funds which are to be reinsured.

Mr. Kum. Yes, sir.
Senator-McCARTHY. And the second one would have' to -do with

what kind of assessment you would make on the basis of the reinsur-
ance programs

Mr. KuRrz., Ye§, Those are two of themost substantial.
Senator McCAwmmyr Yo~ir immediate interest up to now, until the

bill was introduced, was with the basic programs and with efforts to
make them somewhat more sound and equitable and just.

Mr. Kuwrz. Yes, sir.
Senator SkATHES. Senator Hartke?
Senator HARTx. The Senator from New Mexico referred to this

lack of appreciation of thegreat private enterprise system. Don't you
think some type of criteria ought to be established before you give a
tax subsidy to any corporation or any employe?

Mr. KuiTz. If you mean in terms of-
Senator HARTKE. Isn't there a taX subsidy now to the pension plans?
Mr. Kumrz. Yes.
Senator HARTxI.. Why don't we just do away with that tax subsidy

and go back to the great private enterprise system that you are talk-
ing about Why should you give a tax subsidy to somebody. Why
just hand it to them ? The rest of us who don't participate in the pen-
sion plans are paying the tax bill. The people not working in the
United States, why should theypay the tax bills. Why not count
on private enterprise, on the private enterprise system, and I say
that with quotes to which we'referred.

Mr. Kum-z. Well, the President's Committee did address itself to
all of those questions.

Senator HARnTm. I am not interested in the President's Committee.
You said you came here and endorsed a principle--the principles of
this plan. You should have stayed with them instead of letting him
take you down that alley. You stay with your own ideas and you will
be a lot better off than letting somebody take you on down a blind alley
on these things like subsidies, like I am doing now. You see, this ls
just as bad a term, and I don't approve the use of those terms for
myself or anybody else. I am in favor of continuing this program, but
I do think there should be some criterioni When a man takes a tax
benefit from the Government, there should be some criterion of stand-
ards under which he is going to receive that benefit. I think one of
them is that there are these employees who absolutely never will receive
or only about 4 out of 10 are all that will ever receive, the benefits ol
what comes out of these tax plans; and therest of that money isbeing
paid for, at least to the extent of 30 percent, according to your general
testimony, by the general taxpayer. I am saying that this is a serious
problem, and I don't think that you should be taken down these blind
alleys as to what the bill will do,
,,Now, let's take the bill itself. Forgtting tax subsidy and forgetting

monopoly isn't it true that this bill does not require mandatory'
participation 1: -. :,::;

Mr, Kum'r. That is right.
Senator HARwKE. All right. Only those whb seek the privilege 6f

the tax exemption-I am not using tax subsidy---only those who receive
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the benefits of the tax exemption will be required to participate, isn't
that true f

Mr. KURTZ. That is right.
Senator HARTKE. And-on this basis it is a relatively small portion

of the total pension costs, isn't that true?
Mr. KurTz. I'm sorry. I don't imderstand the question., -

Senator HARTHr. In other words, as far as the total pension cost
is concerned, this will be a relatively -small amount compared to-

3Mr. KuR-z. The premium.
Senator HARTrK. That is right.
Mr. KURTZ. Yes, that is correct.
SenatorIlAnTrKE. Thatis all the questionsI have.-,

%,Senator ANPDESON. I have another question. ,
, Senator SMATHERS. Senator Anderson, wouldlike' to ask another

question. . , , "
Senator ANDERSON. You spoke about. plan failures;. What percent-

age of pension funds have failed over the country? "
Mr. KuRTz. Ve don't. have those statistics'.
Senator ANDERSON. How can you call it a series of plan failres

if you don't know?
Mr. KuRTz. There are some we know of.
Senator ANDERSON. What percentage?
Mr., KEmrz. We are now conducting a study to compile these statis-

tics on how many there are, whatipercentage, what. the causes are.
Senator ANDERSON. Now, as to tax subsidy, there is a representative

here of the unions that deal with the auto industry. Do you regard,
if General Motors sets aside some money for pensions of its employees,
that is a tax subsidy?

Mr. KuRTZ. It is a benefit.
Senator ANDERSON. Ah, what difference is there between benefit and

subsidy?
Mr. KuRTz. I am not sure.
Senator ANDERSON. Isn't it true that there are two questions in-

volved in this? You can either take an insured plan or trusteed plan
and under the bill, whichever you take, you will still have to buy the
Government insurance on top of that, isn't, that right?"

Mr. KuRTz. For those risks the bill covers. If you want tax deduc-
tion for contributions to the plan; yes, sir.

Senator ANDFRSON. Well, any person who had any sense at all
would want the deduction, would he not?

Mr. KuRTz. I would think lie would.
Senator ANDERSON. Why, sure.
Senator WLLmmS. Are not pensions for employees considered as

a part of what they are actually earming as they work for the
employer?

Mr.Kumrz. Considered to whom
Senator WMALAMS. To the employee, and to the employer. At

bargaining conferences, are not pension rights considered a part of
the earned income of the-employee? .

Mr. KURrz. Well, I believe Secretary Wirtz talked about that and
said that it varies, that it certainly is a part of it, but as to how much
it is and how it is regarded-
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Senator WILLIAMS. I am not getting into percentage. But it is a
part. A man working, in a plant--he considers the pension rights that
le is working for as a part of his pay for employment, does he not?

Mr. Ku=rz. Yes.
Senator ,WILLIAMS. Labor is deductible, a deductible item for tax

purpQses, is it not?
Mr. Kmrz. Certainly.
Senator WILLIAxs. But; does the Treasury consider that in allowing

deductions for costs of labor, that you are subsidizing the cost of labor
in the country ? y

Mr.Kvm-z. I don't believe subsidy.-
Senator VLLIAMS, Do you consider that you are subsidizing the

pensiQns? Are you not proceeding on the premise that all of the
money that a corporation earns belongs to the Government and if you
allow tlm to spend any: of it, you are giving it bck to them ?

Mr. KURTZ. Certainly not, sir.
Senator,,WVLxIAWs. Is th cost of operating a -pension plan in any

11ant a part of the cost of doing business?
Mr. KuRTz. If the company :has a plan and if it forms a part of

the compensation to which employees look and to which the company
looks, it i$, a cost of doing, business and that cost is deductible provide -
ing the plan meets the criteria 4et forth by the code.

Senator WLLIAMS. But on a, personal basis, both you and I are
working for the Government and as such we are earning pension
rights. Now, are you considering that the Government is going to
subsidize you in your old age or are you earning those as a result of
the work you are performing today ?

Mr. KURTZ. Well, I wouldsay they are earned.
Senator WILLIAmS. They are earned.
Senator SmATHEnS. You have earned them this morning.

[Laughter.] I
Senator ANDERSON. I just want to say to the representatives of the

Treasury Departnment, I think one of the finest things organized labor
has done is to insist all across this country on decent pension plans
and what you call fringe benefits. I think some of these are more im-
portant than some of the wage scales, but extremely important are
these pension plans which labor has done and which I think is the
finest piece of work.

Senator WrLIA'3S. I a ree completely with that and I don't think
they should be considered as subsidies by the Government.

I think once these pension plans are created they belong to the
workers and this is the reason I mentioned these vestings. Pension
rights belong to them as their earned rights.

-Snat6r SMATIERS. Thank you very much.
We would like to have one more witness before the lunch break.
Senator HAni~r. Jlust take your time. We are in no big hurry.
Senator Smnm is. The Senator can speak for himself. Only for

himself.
Senator HAw . If y6u don't Want any more questions, I will be

glad to qiAt.
Senator SmAATH'ES. I thought Wevould get Mfr. Reuther on and then

go to lunch.
68-241-G-----4
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Senator HARTKE. Mr; Reuther hasn'ttold me he is in an bi hurry.
Maybehe is. If le is-I want to ask just nequestio.

SenatorSMATHERSI Go ahead. on -o ,
Senator HAwrKE. Isn't it true when you talk about these pension

rights, that it is a matter for economic consideration In collectivebar-
ainin, generally speaking, but -when you pass that point i how yot

determine it as to how it affects each and every individual down the
line becomes ,very complicated for the simple reason that there are u lot
of things which are taken into consideration as to how that man is
going to actually receive that pension. His Ion gevity, for examph is
a big factor. H is mortality. Theturnover in the plant. All ofthese
factors come into the package; So when you come back to how it
affects an individual within the group. it is vety difficult to determine
how much of that actually belongs W him percentagewise or dollarwise.

Mr. Kunn. Well, that is right. It certainly varies considerably
from man to man.

Senator HlRTKE.,That is right. So when you take'it in broad, gen-
eral terms, what the Senator from Delaware has said is true, that it is,
generally speaking, as Secretary Wirtz referred to, it is a general item
in the total wage package and therefore is given in lieu of wages. To
spell it out for each individual employee requires afn awfullot of eomi
putation. We also have, in the long run the complication' that' only
4 out of 10 actually receive the benefits put aside for them. So that
addsto the problem, too.

Mr. Ktrrz. ,Yes, sir.
Senator HAmRrH. Yousee, that didn't take very long.
Senator SMATHER8. Thank you very much,;Mr. Kurtz.
Mr. KutTz. Thank you.
Senator SMATHERs. Our next Witness is Mr.' Walter Reuther, presi-

dent of the Industrial Union Department, of AFL-CIO.
The Chair will announce that after we complete the testimony of the

witness--the witness now ready to testify-We will stand in recess
until 2:30. We will reconvene in room 8-126 whichis in the Capitol.

Mr. Reuther, happy to have you. Go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF WALTER REUTHER, PRESIDENT OF THEIlDU-
TRIAL UNION DEPARTMENT, OF THE AFL-IO; ACCOMPANItD BY
LEONARD LESSER, GENERAL. COUNSEL OF THE INDUSTRIAL
UNION DEPARTMENT, AFI,-IO ANDI NOLAN .MILLER ,

Mr. REL-niRa. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of ti coi-
mittee.,
.I have with me Mr. Leonard lAsser, generalcounsel Uof the In uS-

trial Union Department, AFL-CIO, an, ,ir. Xolan Miller, 0Nlo is a
Studebaker 'worke,~9 years of age, Who has worked for Studebaker
40 years and is a victim of the problem'that we a'e.,discussing " this
morning. p, e , •

I a appear in a d pl capaity, Mr. Chairman, as the resident
U.AW , with 1650,00 iembers, and'als6 baS the resident of the Tdise-
trial ,Union Department~with 8 pnilhion iqm, era. Both of these orga-
nizati6ns are on reojrd'in suppo u t 6f F64ed l legislation to reinsure
private pension benefits, and we would like to express our very sincere
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appreciation to Senator Hartke for the initiative and added leadership
he has provided in submitting his bill. , S. 1575, we believe, is soundly
conceived and will be aneffective instrument in dealing with a very
serious'and compelling huanwA problem..

Now, I would like to put iy prepared statement into the record and
then briefly make an oral statement, if I. might, Mr. Chairman.

Senator SAT HRs. Without ob *tioni, so ordered.
Mr. RrnrmMR. I believe qs one American that the genius of our free

society is our capability to work out a harmonizing of a public ap -
prokch and a private approach to the solution of basic human pro -
lems. I think that in the, whole broad area of how our free society
provides income security .n the years of retirement, we have'developed
a pattern quite, differently: than any other democratic nation in the
world. ' If you look at the democratic countries of Europe you will
find that they. rely exclusively upon governmental programs' in ' the
fields of social security.-; But in America, we have developed a very
unique approachto this.

We have developed the program which covers most every American
which is public ii character,, but we have supplemented that public
program by providing pension programs in the area of private iitia-
tive, in the road area of labor-management relations, and in some
cases, programs that flowed out of the action bf corporations unre-
lated to collective bargaining. But, when a worker lool~s at his
income security problem, he doesn't read the fine print and he really
relies upon both segments of this protection; and if we are to protect
the soundness of 'this unique American approach in which you have
both private and public sharing of the responsibility, then I believe
that we must take action to make secure both poitions of their total
income passage. - And this is the area with which the bill that Senator'
Hartke has proposed deals.

Secretary Wirtz has indicated in his testimony the dimensions of
this problem. Twenty-five million Americans are probably covered
by privately negotiated pension. programs and it is estimated that by
1980, the number will be 42 million. SO this is not a problem that bears
upon a small segment of the American people._ It is a tremendous
problem now and its dimensions will increase in the period ahead.

The United Automobile Workers, where I am, directly involved in
the collective bargaining process, has, done some very important
pioneering in this broad area of how do we in a free society begin to
provide adequate income security for workers in the autum years of
their lives. In 1949 we made our historic breakthrough. the first basic
mass production collective bargaining agreement that provided for a
sound actuarially based pension program. And since then we have
negotiated more thn a thousand'plaRs covering one and a quarter
million workers in the automobilethe agricultural implement, andthe
aerospace and related industries. . .. . .
'When wo started' out, we made a very important policy decision, we

decided to make our pension program sound, even though it'created
very real collective bargaining problems, because obviously a sound
program is more, costly than an unsound: program. I would like to
underscore two principles thpt we, insisted upon...... i I''

First of all we insist that the plans be actuarially sound and funded.
We rejected the pay-as-you-go system because we knew that you could
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not, in good conscience, tell a worker that he had a pension benefit
coming' when he reached the point where he qualified for retirement,
unless the- money was in a trust fund to guarantee the payments for
all those benefits. To tell a worker that he had a pension benefit coin-
ing' withotit having the funds to hack it, up, we thought was morally
wrong and would be misleading the workers. '

So that principle was one upen whieh wewere prepared'to struggle.
And We did struggle. The' Chrysler strike of 1950 went 104 days.
It was 'i6t abo it the size of'the pension. On that-we were i agree-
iient With ixiinagemdnt. It Was abolit whether the pension wild be
based upon pa" tts you go br 'heth6r it would be'a funded plin. And
the Chrysler i6rkers, abotit 90,000 of them, walked the bricks for 104
days on'th't principle alone ,-because we felt that We should not, start
down th e' oad 'of, 'a enosion 'pr 6gam excepting :as ,we funded the
peision And bticked' up th"eiienefif§ J'ith, an kictuarially sound -fund.

The! otheir'tiih MYIvhi hr * worked equally hard on was the vest-
ing principle. We believe for, a worker to be chained to a' job as the
only'means by 'which he"can protect a pension equity, is incompatible
with the valis' 6f a frbe society. We believe; and our pensions pro-
grams provide vesting af 10 years, that a worker ought to be able'
to improve himself by going to anotherr job without forfeiting his
pension equity. Weens believe also that in 'f free society; vesting is
essential to provide that maximum degree tomobility in the work force
which w ill enable workers to upgrade themselves and open the less
skillM job fo6t theunemPloyed workers.

These are several of the principles that we have insisted upon., And
I believe that aiy objective evaluation of what we have done at the
bargaining table will lead anyone to the onclusion that we have done
a reasonably good job in protecting our members in terms of pension
benefits.

Yet, despite all of the 'efforts that we have made, we have to plead
that we have not found the answer tothe basic problem that this bill
before your committee deals with. That, is what happens to the equity
of a worker if he has a vested right., if he has a fundedplan, but the
corporation' that he works for goes out of business and the plan is
terminated.

Now, obviously, if that takes place at'a time when the plan is fully
funded there is no problem, because the money to meet all of the claims
is there. But I think that everyone who is familiar with the whole
question of pensions recognizes the problem of backing up for 50
years, which represents 50 years of neglect. The failure to have met
this problem in the past means, that the cost impact in trying to pay
for past service credit is too great to pick up in any short period of time
and therefore has to be amortized over a long period of time.Thirty years I think is the standard period for the amortization of
past service credits. What happens to a worker's equity, if before the
company has amortized this past service credits and thus fully funded
thd pension, the company'goes out of bushessU

This is :what has happeneI in a number of oir programs. In the
last 15 years we have had 113'of UAW pension plans terminated. We
have gone through the. agonizing experience of sitting down' with these
workers who Were'tld thattheir plans were! funded' and they were,
who were told that they had a vested right ind'they did, but suddenly
the company goes out of business and the plan is terminated.
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We believe that this is the kind of problem that is beyond the capa-
bility of a givencompany or a given union dealing with a given com-
pany to deal with because the crisis occurs precisely when the financial
resources of the company are in jeopardy and when those resources are
totally inadequate to meet the kind of problems with which we are
dealing.

No one can project which company is going out of business. You
can't when you sit down to negotiate a pension agreement, say, well,
let's figure in trying to structure out the funds whether you a Me going
out of business in 15 years. The next company is going to goout of
business in 18 years. The next cormpanymay go on forever. No one
has that kind of crystal ball and therefore .you. have to make yourprojections on the assumption that, the company will continue to be in
9usineEs mid it will continue to make its annual -ppyment into the fund
which is actuarially projected to meet the schedule of benefits.

We are living in a very exciting, but a very difficult period of the
human family. When you recoguze that 95 percent of all the scien-
tists who live in the history of the world are _ive today, and their
creative and productive minds are going to acclerate the technologicalrevolution, tis means greater and greater change and. it is going to
come at an accelerated rate.' What lnd of a practical impact will'that
have upon the ability of companies in certain industries to survive. No
one knows. There will be change in products. There will be change
in the market. There will be many other changes. Our relationship
with the whole free world must be considered. Take the United
States-Canadian automobile agreement.

All of these things will have a tremendous impact upon the economiccapability upon a given company or firm or industry to survive.
We want change, because change is the inescapable price of human

progress, but the real question is should a disproportionate economic
burden of the cost of change be placed upon a worker at the very time
when he is approaching retirement and when he is least able to carry
that burden? Or shouldn't we, in order to shore up this Uniquely
American concept of a public social security system supplemented by
private systems, shouldn't we meet the problem by sharing the cost of
change through the application of a very sound insurance principle?

Take the Studebaker situation, which is a classic case. Senator
Hartke talked about it. The chairman of the committee this morning
opened up with it. Secretary Wirtz talked about it. The Studebaker
company was the oldest automobile company in the business. We
celebrated some years ago with the Str:debaker management their 100th
anniversary. They started out making some of the wagons that were
used by the early settlers that crossed this continent. Yet the Stude-
baker Corp., as an automotive company is no longer in existence in
the United States of America. They have got a small operation in
Canada.

No one could have anticipated that, yet fundamental economic
changes which came about in the automotive industry finally reduced
the volume of production in Studebaker to the point where the unit
cost was so high that they could not compete. And volume is the key.
When General Motors makes 3 million Chevrolets and they can amor-
tize the cost of their engineering and their tooling over 3 million cars,
then the cost impact on the unit car is microscopic. But if they spread
the tooling costs and the engineering and fixed the overhead over a
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volunie of 250 000,then, tlhe unit cost is s6 high that you can't compete.
These are thelind of economic factors th'atultimately determined- the
fate Of the Studqbake' Corp.; as well as Packard, as Well as Hudson.
As the economic -oncentration in this kind of industry gets greater and
greater, this will be the kind of problem that-smaller companies will
face. •

Let's look at what happened in Studebaker. We had a sound plan.
The company paid into theii plan over the 14-year period,, and when
the 'lan was terminated it had $05 million in assets. But assets are
Sa ative thing. You have got to'measure the assets against the obli-

gation. Aid when we did that, we found that there were 10,500 work-
ers who had;it cl in on that $25 millionr.

When we were faced with this Very difficult problem at Studebaker,
we looked at these 10,500 workers, all of whom had, a claim upon that
$25 million, and found that there were really 8 grips of Workers-that
We had to deO with. There were 3,600 people who either had already
retired or had reached the retirement ag olf 60 And Were still working.
They had the first clanaend we'allocated that portion of the $25 mil-
:lion to guarantee"pensions for the balance of their lives to thosepeople
on retirement and thoM people, who had reached the age of 60.

In the second category of eihployeis, there were.4,000. They were
in the age bracket f'40 to 59' with atleast 10 years of service-4-which
qualified'them under the yetitg provision. - .Now, somepof these work-
era m ssed being 60 bnly by acouple of months. And because they
missed that maic date by .cupl of months, they fell in the second
category and as Secretary Wirtz pointed out, they only got 15 percent
of their equity, because after we took care of the first group,'there was
only that much money remaining,

The third category of 2,900 workers under age -40 got absolutely
nothing-.

SNow, that is the kind of pr6blem that we are confronted With. We
can't solve that- a t the bargaining table. That isbeyond the economic
capability of finding a rational answer at. the bargaining table because
you can't anticipate these things. And when the problem occurs,
you can't bargain wi th the company that. is going out of business.

It seems to me that the only way that this problem can be dealt with
is by the application of the very sound insurance principle which we
have applied in other areas. When we recognize that the burden of
a risk is too great to place upon the back of a group of people, we share
the burden of that risk by an insurance concept.

When We werefaced with a very similar problem at the bottom of
the great depression, in 1933 I think is was, the Congress enacted the
legislation to reinsure bank deposits. We recognized that you couldn't
deal with the problem excepting as everyone shared the cost of that
risk. We recognized that if one bank went under, the people who had
their deposits in that bank shouldn't carry the total burden because
the economic factors that make for termination of a plan -and some-
times the bankruptcy of a bank are beyond the influence of the corpo-
ration or the company or the bank. We believe that just as there
was sound reason for he Federfl Government to apply the insurance
principle to guarantee $10,000 deposits for people who have their
money in banks, that that same principle should apply here.

Now , there are obviously technical problems, and these were dis-
cussed here this morning when you had representatives of the Social
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Security Department and the Labor Department and the Treasury
Department appear. But there were technical problems when the
legislation was considered in terms of insuring bank deposits.

Obviously you have got to have some basic minimum standards but
there are minimum standards now' for a company to get its pension
plan approved under the tak laws. It has to Te cleared by the Treas-
ury Department and I must say this is not automatic. In some of
the plans that we negotiated i the earlier days when we were all
somewhat new at this sort of thing, there were many technical prob-
lems-i that our actuaries and the company's actuaries had to spend
considerable time in Washington working out. So that this isn't just
a kind of routine automatic clearance. There are standards.
. But this is equally true in the bank deposit insurance field. A

bank who wants to be covered has got to meet certain minimum re-
quirements in- terms of its investment policy, and so forth or other-
wise what we would be doing is insuring incompetence. Ve would
be underwriting irresponsibility, They. have got to be standards in
any kind of a program. But none of these things are beyond man-
agement and we believethat the technical iroblems7 can be worked out.

I believe that there is a growing awareness, on the part of both
management and labor and people in Government about the need
for dealing with this kind of problem. How many hundreds of
Studebakers do we have to have before we recognize that people
who look forward with a sense, of security and a. sense of dignity
to their retirement years, based upon the fact that they figured how
much they were going to get in social security and how much they
.were. going to get in their private pension plan, who have their whole
life planned should not suddenly be denied half the benefits. This
is wong and we have got to find an answer or we will put in jeopardy
tis unique approach in which we rely on both the public and private
contribution to-the total-welfare of the worker and his family in the
years of retirement.

It is in recognition of this--that I think is a very compelling and
urgent proble-'that the President's Committee that Secretary Wirtz
chaired, got into this. I had the privilege, Mr. Chairman, of serving
on the President's Labor-Management -]olicy Advisory Committee
which is made up of some of the top industry people n the United

States and labor people and representatives of the public. We have
discussed this and it is our unanimous belief that we need to do some-
thing about this problem.

I served as a member of the Special Commission authorized by the
Congress to deal with problems of automation and technological prog-
ress. That Commission worked for more than a year. Its member-
ship was composed of top industrial leaders, labor leaders, and an
equal number from the public. It also, in its recommendations, urged
the enactment of legislation to reinsure pension benefits when the
plans were terminated because of economic circumstances beyond the
control of any ,given company.

It is in this spirit that we urge that the Congres take action. At
the same time, we are very, practical. We know that in terms of the
legislative procedure you have got to plant some seeds and then you
have got to nurture those seeds and water them carefully and tend
them with great care and tenderness and then finally as they begin
to take roots we get more people interested.
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This is how we have made humanprogress over these many' many
years. Ve are realistic to know, that this session of Congress at this
late hour is not going to enact this measure. But we believe that the
bill 1575 is a sound, reasoned approach to meeting this basic problem.

There are technical questions.tlnt obviously will have to be probed
out. But we hope that we will not getinvolved in a long, extended
academic study; of a; human problem that requires attentionqtiickly.
We hope that all the study that must be done will be done so that
early in the next session of the Congress we-can got prompt and
favorable action on this bill. If we are going to place in''our kind
of free society, as We all do; maximum reliance ilipon individual iiiitia-
tive in the broad area in which we try to -find nongovernmental
answers to human problems and if we try to supplement what we do
together through the instrument of Government by maximum initia-
-tive in the private sector, -tlen we must shore up the contribution
of the private efforts. It must be equally as reliable as what we do
in the.public sector or what we do in the private sector will be in
great jeopardy. .

It is in this spirit of trying to maintain that unique balance between
collective governmental action and the supplementation of that gov-
ernmerital: effort in terms bf private' efforts that I think action is
needed'to meet this very real and serious human problem.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SMATHMERS. Thank you, Mr. Reuther. That is a very splen-

did statement.
Senator Anderson, do you have any questions?
Senator ANDERSON. A few. I think it' is a fine statement. I am

glad to have it.
'When we'discuss ned for reinsurance, I am sure Mi.-Reuther will-

recall in the atomic energy work the 'Priee-Anderson Act above what
the ordinary groups- could tike care of. I thi nk that is the situation
of Studebaker. You had enough money to take care'of the most im-
mediate and then thb 15' percent, and the last got none at all. Reinsur-
ance would be useless at this point. I think if we try to combine
reinsurance with this problem, we will get along very well. I com-
mend you on a very fine statement.

Senator WILLIAMS. I, too, want to compliment you on your state-
ment. 'I think it is generally agreed that the greatest contribution
.that organized labor made to the American workingman "was the
initiation of a pension system. And, while we haive'madegreat prog-
ress in that, area, I am one who likewise thinks that there are weak-
nesses in our present system that have to be corrected.

faybe they can't be corrected entirely' by management and labor.
It may be necessary for some such program'as is being suggested.
I don't know.

I am glad that y6ti are adopiingr the' principle here this morning
that this i's an area that needs study, careful study, to develop all of
these problems so we can reach a solution. We can't find a solution
until we realize the extent of the problem.

Now, would you not agree that one of the problems that we are
confronted with is that we need investment standardsthat could be
laid down on these pension funds? I have had a few workers cite
cases where their funds were invested, maybe unwisely. I have often
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wondered if we couldn't have investment standards, requirements on
contributions to pension funds that would put them on par with, we
will say, the investment standards of banks or trust funds in the
respective States.'

1wonder'if we couldn't' have some-such approach as that to con-
sider along with this. I think it is very important. There is the
tendency, and it is a natural tendency--if you or I were managing
a company and we had control of the pension funds and the company
was having difficulty raising money,, we would be maybe attracted
toward the idea of investing some of the pension fund in our own
company. The investment of Sears, Roebuck funds in their own stock
has proved most satisfactory, and Sears, Roebuck stock would qualify
under most any investment standards in any State. But there are
other cases not so clean.

Do you know-do you not think that investment standards are
essential to these funds&

Mr. REUT ER. SenatOr Williams, I certainly do. I think that when
a trust fund hn the responsibility for investing thetiinds to provide
pensions for workers for during their retirement years, that there is a
very grave responsibility and it ought to be carried out with certain
basic -stindards !for i .vestment, andwe are very mitch in favor of that.
I think we need to keep inmind, however, thec chs 'of the Studebaker
company. They met all of the highest standards of investment.

Senator WLLIAMS. I,-agree. I " ,
Mr. REUTHER. But then' the company, terminated and the problem

that we faced there was not the result of the failure to meet adequate
investment stahdards. The problem was the company went out of
business,

Senator WILLIAMS. I appreciate that and I didn't mean to indicate
that that would solve it. In many of these private 'pension funds that
have been established, particularly those that have been negotiated
over the bargaining table, there are investment standards. . But there
is nothing, us I understand it, in the law today that would require
minimum investment standards in order to get credit for the deduction
of the contributions for tax purposes. •

Mr. RETrURF. I think there, are standards. Now, perhaps a study
of them might'suggest that they are to be tightened up and maybe
made a little more igid, but the Internal Revenue Service does cur-
rently have standards. There are standards. Whether or not they
are adequate, this is a matter I think that ought. to 'be looked into.

Senator WILLIAMS. As .to vesting, I agreo with you completely.
Tht is very important. I know that as a result of a company merg-
in or goin out of business, in addition to the situation with Stude-
baker-workers 55 or 60 years of age--are left with no retirement
benefitS whatsoever, and I don't know what the answer to the problem
is. But it is a problem that -we should all give our attention to, and
as I say again I think the Senator from Indiana has made a con-
structive contribution in providing us a forum to discuss this openly so
that we can all approach this problem and try to see the scope of what
we are trying to hundle.

I just have one other question. In your negotiations in your De-
partment, have you ever arrived at any estimate as to the extent of
the unfunded liability of the respective pension funds that have come
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under your jurisdiction? In order that we could approach this to see
just what the problem would be?

M Mr. UZu rrni. We could determine that, We know the projected
total liability. We know that portion that is funded toddate. We
know the unfunded portion. We could get those kinds of, figures be-
fore the committee if you so.desire.: I don't 'havethem at my finger-
tips.
,,Senator WLlIAMS.JI would appreciate it, and if for ahy reason such

figures are not supposed to be pubic at least the could be made avail-
able to the coinmitteo because'I thin they would hlp us in this study.
As I stated earlier, you can't solve a problemif :you. don't fltst sit down
and- frankly recognize what!that problem is. if that could be fur-
nishedtd the.committee,,either for.our use in executive session, when-
ever that may be, it would be most helpful.

.-Mr.'RkU-HER. We should be "lad to cooperate.
Senator SMATnERS. We would like to have any of that, type of in-

formation, which you might be able to prOido us with because it is
rather obvious from :what we have heard this morning that theri is a lot
about this that we don't.know and even the agencies of Government
don't know.'.

Let me ask in that connection, did you not mention thiatiybu had ex-
eirleed some 109 failures "of .pension fundsf ,that you had been

Mr."RVTIErt. 113-UAW-113 in the last 15 years have terminated.
Pension plans hae terminated because the company went out of
business., .

I Senator SMATnEIIS. What percent Would you say would that be with
respect to coverage of workers, of all the workers in the United Auto-
mobilo Workers?

Mr. REV'uan. -In the automotive industry it is a small percentage.
And I think if you took the total number of terminati6s of the pension
plans in; the United States generally, there, too'would b,. a small per-
centage of the total work force. But, from the point of viewof the in-
dividuals, it is a total tragedy.,

You can't really measure the human impact of this kind of a problem
by microscopic percefitage. It is a microscopic percentge of the total
number of workers involved!but to the individual and his family it is
a total tragedy.

Senator SMATIIERs. Right. I totally agree with that. - I am not try-
ing to denigrate the idea that we must do something about those people
who lose their pension rights. I just wondered how widespread it is
at the moment. That would give us some idea as to how fast we have to
move on this. It is obviously a very serious problem. That was the
reason I asked the question.

Senator WuAMS.'.If you can furnish that in the light of informa-
tion raised, it would give us soihe basis upon which we could estimate
the cost of such a program.

Senator SMAT ERs. There is a need, but if the need is not too large,
then there is some reason to believe we could move a little faster because
it requires less governmental obligation.

Mr. REuTE-R. First of all, it is of no cost to the Government at all.
This is a self-financed program, the same as the bank deposit reinsur-
ance program which doesn't cost the Government. The point is ifyou
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spread the cost of this small group that gets victimized over the total,
then it is microscopi in terms of its impact.

Asg for General Motors Corp . I have every reason, to believe that
they are going to be in business quite a few years frdm now. I would
hope so. Therefore,' they have got to help carry the cost just as the
Chase National Bank, which, is a rather solvent financial institution
in New York CityI am told, and has every reason to believe that they
are going to continue. But they are helping to protect the depositor
in some, little ,county bank that may not make the-grade because the
economic conditions in that area where they are may have changed.
This is the same sound.principle of insurance that We' want to apply
to this other kind of a: human problem.

Let everybody carry a little share Of the load and then one family
or one worker- won't have to carry a disproportionate share.
- Senator ,WIurLAMs. I have Just one question. i As these plahs are

negotiated or as they are established on a voluntary basis, some are
funded to a greater extent than others. Now, if you have a uniform
insurance rate to insuie the solvency of the' plan -at the Federal level,
you: would almost have to have a standard as to' the extent to which
the respective plans were financed or have a difference in the.rates,
would sou, not?

Mr. REUTHER." You see, I think Senator Hartke's bill, as I0 said
earlier, is soundly conceived, because it proposes a fixed premium rite,
but the, amount that you pay would depend upon yoii unfundedliability., '  . , :: ' i .:. :: : .

Assume a company decided; and this may be a company where you.
have got a relatively small number of older employees and therefore
your past service credit liability is relatively low, that they would: fund
that liability in 10 years.

At the end Of the eighth year they would be almost funded, 1nd if
this program were in effect they would only pay the premium on'the
unfunde-d portion.

Another company that wanted to amortize it over a longer period
and therefore, had a larger percentage of 'their total obligation un-
funded, would have to pay the premium" upon a larger unfunded
amount. So that the thing flows from there. I think t iat is a sound
principle and it gets back to the banking approach.

Does the Chase National Bank get a Tifferent .premium When
obviously you can argue that it is less risky to reinsure a $10,000
deposit in the Chase Manhattan Bank just as you can argue that it
would not be risky backing up the pension benefits of a-General Motors
worker? The law'says that Chase National Bank will pay the same
premium as that little bank in PodUnk. Why V Because that is the
only way you can share the cost. Otherwise you place a dispropor-
tionate premium burden upon the fellow least able to carry it and. all
you 'do is accelerate the economic factors that; might terminate bis plan.

Senator WnzrsAm. As I understand, there would be some variation
if the company chose to fund it over 10 years, 20 or 30 years in the rates.

Mr. REUTTER. That would be determined under the funded portion
and therefore would reduce, if they funded it faster, the premium
based upon the unfunded portion.

Senator SMATIMES. Senator Hartke I
Senator HARTn . Mr. Reuther, I compliment you on a very fine

statement and a fine analysis of this problern. I am hopeful we can
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have the statement from Mr. Miller here which I do n6t think 'will
take very long. Let me come on back to this problem of solvency
for a moment which seems to be bothering the Senator from Delawar0.

The problem that we have here generally speaking, is that we
are not n a position, as you said, to indicate what is gomgto happen
economically, or how many companies are going to terminate their
businesses at this moment. Hopefully none. Right?

Mr. RZUTITER. Correct.
Senator HARTKE. As long as the economic conditions expand, the

chances of termination are relatively less then they would be if you
have an economic decline. This is the general period. In other
words during periods of prosperity, generally speaking, businesses
don't ail as often as they do during periods of recesion or depression.
So this imprecision of our ability to really predict a level of employ-
ment doesn't undermine the solvency of the unemployment compen-
sation system, does it?

Mr. REuJiER. No, it doesn't.
Senator HAR=Ei. So you see what we are saying here is that there

are factors in whichthe Government has been able, with the hep
of private enterprise and the whole operation in the private sector to
take real difficult problems and reduce them to an operative system,
isnt that trtie? I:,,% J.,
..Mr. RRuTrHz. Correct. ,' ,

Senator HARTHE. And this is what we have done as you. have in-
dicated in bank deposit insurance. I might point out with. regard
to the Senator from Florida's statement about the need, whether by
looking at how many companies are failing now, or in the future.
Let me say that those people in Idaho, some 20,000 depositors who
found themselves in an uninsured savings and loan institution out
there, they probably wish they had the savings and loan insurance that
the Federal Government provided for them to participate in, isn't that
true?

Mr. REUTMER. Right.
Senator HART=E. Now, they were a State operation and therefore

they had the option of excluding themselves from the insurance, but
if as a condition precedent they wanted a Federal charter, they would
bave had to come into the savings and loan guarantee system, as a
condition precedent, and then they would have had a guarantee for
their savings.

On the other side, we have the recent, failure of the savings and loan
institutions in Arizona which was federally insured, and all those
people who had deposits up to $10,000 had no worry. Although that
savings and loan institution failed, the broad insurance coverage pro-
vided those depositors made sure that their life savings weren't wiped
out overnight.

Talking about immediacy, I would like to point out that William
Jennings Bryan in 1907 made a speech in which he advocated Federal
bank deposit insurance, but it took them some 26 years to get it. I
just hope we don't take 20 years to solve this problem, and then meet
it in a period of crisis and try to take care of it then.

Now, this pension problem wasn't existent in the depression of 1933
but it could be a serious problem today. For that reason I would hope
that the chairman would permit Mfr. Miller to read what is a one-page
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statement, a copy of which I happen to have, beause he is frommy
home State of Indiana, and I think he represents the real human phase
of this problem.

Senator SMATiiERF. We alw4s are happy to indulge the distin-
guished gentleman from Indiana.

Mr. Miller, yo go right ahead.
Mr. MILTE. y name is Nolan Miller, I live at 805 30th -Street

South Bend. I am an employee of Studebaker at the present time. I
am 59 years of age and have worked at Studebaker since 1926. I
have a boy 16 at home yet and I don't see any possibility, unless thingschange for him to get a college education.

I had depended on my Studebaker pension along with social security
for a living when I reached retirement age because my savings from
income at Studebaker were far too little to provide for retirement
income.

I and the other employees at the plant looked forward to our Stude-
baker pension in the same way as we did to our social security and had
the opinion that we were just as sure to got it. Thore was never any
serious thought that we might lose it because of the plant closing.
Even when the Studebaker Corp. annuonced in December of 1963 that
their plant in South Bend would be closed down most of us felt our
pension was secure and that when we reached retirement age we could
depend upon getting it. This was the only bright spot we could see in
the terrible prospect of being thrown out of a job at the age of 59
when finding a job was almost impossible.

When we finally came to realize that only those already retired, or
who would reach age 60 by November 1, 1964., could get a pension be-
cause the plan wasn't sufficiently funded to do more, it was probably
the most bitter news we ever received.

The pension plan terminated on November '1, 1964, but out of the
approximately 5,000 who had from 10 to more than 40 years of credited
pension service, only some 1,300 employees were eligible for pension
by. virtue of having reached age 60 or by being totally and permanently
disabled.

All that was left, for those of us under age 60 was the amount of
money in 'the pension fund not needed to guarantee pension for those
who were eligible to retire by ago or disability. This remainder was
divided among us cording to our ages and credited pension service.
The individual entitlements ranged from $200 to $1,600.

Senator SIATHERS. All right. Thank you very much, Mr. Miller.
And in order that we don't wait 26 years, we will adjourn now

and go to lunch.
Mr. REUTEm. I 'Would like to assure you, Mr. Chairman, that we

are going to be down here and you aren't going to wait 26 years.
Senator SMATHERS. I am sure you will be.
Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Walter P. Reuther follows:)

STATEMENT OF WALTER P. REUTHER, PRESIDENT,'UNIrED AUTOMOBILE, AEROSPACE
AND AOriOULTURAL IMPLEMENT WORKERS OF AMERIOA, AFL-CIO, AND PRESI-
DENT, INDUSTRIAL UNION DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I appreciate the opportunity to

appear before this Committee to urge prompt consideration and early enactment
of a self-supporting Federal reinsurance program to safeguard at least a basic
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portion of the retirement benefit promises currently held out to millions of wage
earners In America under private pension plans.

The basic concepts of such a program are embodied in Senate Bill 1575, intro-
duced by Senator IHartke in the First Session of this Congress and now in the
hands of your Committee., The cobeepts are soundly conceived and there is
urgent need for Federal legislation based on'them..

My almpearance here is in two capaQities: as President of the InternAtional
Union, United Automobile, Aerospace and Agricultural Implement Workers of
America (tJAW), with'more than 1,650,000 active and retired members; and as
President of the Industrial Unioti Department of the AFL-CIO, WhbA Constit-
uent unions represent more than 8 million members. Both the UAW tind 0 the
IUD, by upanimous action of their co tititIonal conventions within.the past
yeAr, have reaffirmed and reemphasladpositions take at priQr conygntions
going back to 1901, calling for development and fmplementitln of g Federal
pension rdinsurance program.. and il to oa dr

1VWEXPEB.iECz

We in the UAW are proud of our Union's role in the growth and shapiljg of
private pension. arrangements In America. The fact that these arrangempnts
are lWked to as a vltjl and'significanit s6uppleme nt t6 'the baslc' gokal Security
system:in most se nents-Of: American industry,' refiecta in, very substantial
-njeqspre the results of free.cOllective bargaining between unions and management.

The first U4W penslgn plan was negotiated with the Ford botor Company in
the fall of 199. It constituted a historic break-through in the establishment of
foiiial funded retirebient' programs' for' hourly-paid workers in the mass-
production industries.
' The UAW now has over 1000 pension plans with employers in automotive,
aerospace, agricultural Implement and related industries. These plans cover
0ver 1 million active workers and are currently paying monthly benefits to
more'thani 180,000 retired UAW members. Estimated assets',currently accrued
in the pension funds of the plans are approximately $2% billion. Annual con-
tributioiis to these funds, apart from interest earnings, total an estimated $350
million and annual pension disbursements exceed $220 million.

From the outset, the 'nion has placed emphasis on certain basic principles
which we considered essential to the building of sound retirement security pro-
grams. These have included:

Insistence on responsible arrangements,- as part of the collective bar-
gaining. contract, for the progressive funding of agreed pension benefits
through regular contributions into an irrevocable fund (held either by a
bank or trust company, as a trustee,'or by an insurance company) based on
determinations by a qualified independent actuary;

Benefits based on recognition of past service accrued before establishment
of the plan, or before the date of a negotiated benefit improvement, in order
to give meaningful protection to the older and long-employed workers with
little or no opportunity.to build such protection through "future service";

Benefit provisions both for normal and early age retirement and for disa-
bility retirement, supplemental and in addition to the worker's Social
Security;

Achievement of pension portability through progressively improved vest-
ing fe&Atures to preserve earned pension rights it case of employment termi-
nation prior to retirement.,

In the great majority of UAW pension plans, the application of these principles
has provided and may be expected to continue to provide a significant measure
of retirement security, with assurance that promised benefits will be delivered
when due and will be paid for life to eligible workers and their spouses. Our
concern here is with the problems created in the minority'of situations where,
as a result of business failure, plant closing or removal, discontinuance of man-
ufacturing operations, or other factors, the pension plan terminates at a time
when currently accrued assets are insufficient to provide promised benefits.
. Over the past 15 yearq the IJAW has .ad direct experience with 113 pension
plan terminatIo0s invloving companies ranging in fize from Studobaker, wich
employed 7,00 workers In South Bend wh 0n It Jscontinued Ruto manufacturing
in that community in December 1963, to an independent partss supplier with
less than 20,employee.,

A number of the terminations affected only particular subsidiaries or divisions
of larger corporations with which, in -several cases, our Union still has colec.
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tive bargaining relations and going pension plans at other locations. This is
true, incidentally, of Studebaker Corporation. Most Involves complete liquida-
tion of a business.

Mergers,:technological change, marketing problems or competitive pressures
played a part Inmost of the management decisions to close out or move opera-
tions. In* nearly all of the SWuatlois, when We sat down with management rep-
resentatives to examine fund balance sheets and to agtee. on termination pro-
cedures, -66th " ides of the table were brought fae to, face with the human
prol lem' of telljng:t least some of the workers that, In 'addition to the loss
'of their Jb , all or part of the pension expectations on which they had reasonably
relied could 'niot b fulfilled.
Such news can be a heavy apd tragic blow for the workers affected--Its'impact

increasing 'in diiec:' ropoiftlon- to their ages, U1eir length of service at stake
and chances fot fofuther employment.. In some'O6f the more fortunate sitiftions,
denial or pr6ration°bf accrued benefits on plih 't inatflon Was limited to rela-tively young w6rker's'or' those With recent hire dles. More typically, available
assets have been sufcient to p'oId6" full beriefits or retirees and also for non-
retired 'workers at' ot close to minimum retirement age," but could prdyIde only
two-thirds, onie-halflor less" of earned 'pensions for those in the next lower pri-
ority gr6up 4pecifledin the' plah. iii a few! instances in-olving a large con-
centiato i Woodeilong-service worker.O eligible to retire in 'the first years after
settings ip 6 the plan, te'rmlnition 6hrly In the process Of funding Initial past
service iailities necessitated cutsr.1ii pensions already granted.The Studebaker experience, to which SenatorHartke made specific reference
in introducing his bi, has attracted national attelitlon. What happened in
that situation will tllustrate the genera'problem.

Although!car minufacturlng at Studebaker So'ith' Bend plants ceased at the
end 'of' 1963, the Studebaker-UAW 'penslofi plan was not formally terminated
"until N0Vember 1, 1964, following expiration of the collective bargaining agree-
ment. As of that date, Studebaker's contractual funding obligations ceased and
employeee, former ,employees and Pensioners could look only to the approximately
$25 million in'hssets built up in the Flind during the 14-year life of the plan
for 'dscharg of their pension equity. At that time, the schedule of past service
liability amortization, provided contractually on the same actuarial basis as' i,
other auto industry plans, would have brought the plan to "fully funded" statue
by 1980.

In round numbers, a tbtal of approximately 10,500 persons were determined to
have a potential equity In the fund on termination date by "reason of retirement,
ourrent seniority status or former employment With vested rights. These persons
could be roughly divided in three groups:

1. About 3,600 were on pension oi were eligible for pensions on the basis
of having reached age 60 with 10 or more years service by the termination
date.

2. Another 4,000 employees and former employees fell In the age 40-9
bracket with at least 10years of service, qualifying them for full vesting
of their equlty'under the terms of the plan.

8. About 2,900 were still'on plant seniority rolls but were either under
fage 40 or lacked service for vesting.

The assets were adequate to guarantee full PIhetlme I pusins for the first group
(agd 00 and over) only. After purchase of paid-up annuities from an insurance
company selected on a competitive bid bases, approxiihrtely $2.4 million re-
mained for the second group. This represented only 16% of the reserve esti-
mated as necessary to provide their accrued pensions. Because of its insuffi-
ciency for any meaningful retirement benefits, the' money was distributed by
agreement in the form of lump sum payments averaging $600. Individual
amounts ranged from $200 to$1,600.

No benefits Were available for the 2,900 employees in the .third group.
Statistics on the second group of 4,000 "vested" Studebaker workers show an

average age oft 52 and an average- service with the Company of just under 23
years Averages, however, give only part of the picture. One of the members of
the local Union Committee participating in the plan. termination discussions was
59 years'old with 48 :years of Studebaker service sinco entering the'plant at age
16. He Was one of the more than 20 workers with service In excess of 40 years
who missed by a few months the minimuin retirement age of 60 and could not
receive a pension.
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THE NATIONAL I'TATION

The situations coiifronting workers involved in the Studebakei and other
terminations of UAW-negotiated pension pl#ns-are In no way unique.

Available government statistics indicate'that some 7,000 retirement plans in
the United States, previously approved for tax exemption by the Internal Reve-
nue Service, were terminated between 1953 and 10W5: Approximately 500 were
terminated In each of the years 1064 and 1W05. Although data are not currently
avallable on the numbers of employees affected or on the funding condition of
these plans at the'point of termination, there can be little doubt" that their
discontinuance cancelled or drastically reduced the pension expectations of many
thousands of workers.

Secretary Wirtz in his testimony on May 9, 1960, before' the Fiscal Policy
Committee of the Joint Economic Committee, mentioned the'need for definitive
research in this area and Indicated that th6 Bureau of Labor Statisics and the
Internal Revenue Service are currently collecting and analyzing data on the
reasons for terminations of tax-qualified retirement plans over the past 12 years
and the effect on plan participants. I heartily concurin the need for research
of this type and for continuing Study by these agencies and other groups, in
government .and without, In order to shed as much light as possible on the size
and scope of the problem, Data collected will be of great value In implementa-
tion of a sound and effective program. But the filling of 'every last data gap
should not be allowed to become a basis for delaying responsible consideration
and early action on the legislation here tinder discussion.

In the case of Federal insurance of bank deposits and Federal insurance of
mortgages, the consideration and enactment of legislation by Congress was
based on examination of basic concepts and issues. I believe the same approach
can and must be followed In extending the tested principles of these vital and
universally accepted pieces of social legislation to create an effective mech.
anism for reinqurlng private pension plans.

Today more than 25 million Americans are covered by such plans. Estimates
indicate that this will increase to 34 million by 1970 and 42 million by 1980.
Some 2% million retired men and women are currently drawing benefits uider
these plans, and estimates place the number at 7 million by 1980.

According to most recent SEC statistics, the invested reserves of private
pension plens at the beginning of this year exceeded $85 billion, With $58 billion
represented by assets in self-insured trusts and the remaining *27 billion by
reserves held by insurance companies. The net increase last year was approxi-
mately $8 billion in both types of funds and projections to 1980 indicate a potential
private plan reserve total of $225 billion. By that date, it is estimated that the
present annual benefit payout of almost $3 billion will have tripled to at least
$9 billion.

Figures such as these give some indicatinofthe degree to which the public
Interest is involved in private pension plans and their impact, present and
potential, on the operation of the economy and on the retirement security and
expectations of millions of working men and women. The necessity and justi-
fication for governmental concern is further underlined by the fact the plans
are to a significant degree subsidized by Federal taxpayers through the favored
tax treatment accorded them under the Internal Revenue Code as part of a long-
standing public policy of encouraging their growth and development as a sig-
nificant supplement to our basic Social Security system,

The extent and nature of this public interest have been dealt with at length
by the President's Committee on Corporate Pension Funds and Other Private
Retirement and Welfare Programs (the Cabinet Committee) in its January 1965
report on "Public Policy and Private Pension Programs."

As you are undoubtedly aware, that report included a recommendation, con-
curred in by the President's Labor-Management Advisory Committee, that
serious study should be given to a pension reinsurance system. More recently,
the National Commission on Technology, Automation and Economic Progress,
in its report to the President and Congress, under the heading "Protecting the
Earned Benefit fRights of Displaced Employees," states: $

"We favor whatever legislative or administrative measures may be necessary
to promote greater equity and security in the establishment and administration
of private pension plans. Specifically, we recommend that careful study be
given to a legislative system of reinsurance for private pension, plans similar to
the reinsurance of bank deposits through the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora.
tion."
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CONOIRP AND ISSUES INREDNSURAdE'PROGERAM''. ,

Various methods and de rees of funding private reti rement plans, whether Ii-
stituted through cill1tive-bariaining 6r'Unil&terally' by':enploydrs,' have ben
developed-asja- rational " Way. of' spreading and allocating benefit costs Which
sooner or later must be met if promised pensions are to be paIld.,

Put in the simplest terms, the risk of pnon-payment arises, as I iae indict fa
In discussing of UAW experience, when'the plan is' terminated at a point where
a significant gap exists between available assets and the value of accrued bene-
fits, Such gaps aie. bound to existE in newer'ilans which, hve undertaken to
provide benefits based on past service of employees. Also, updating and'improve-
went of benetits-,which have been and will contintle to be characteristic of mostplans .ifthey are adequately to perform their suppleietary role In a dynamic
eco'noini, inevitablyinereases funding requirements'and'the risks of insufflic icy,
of assets in event ofutifbreseen termination. , . - . , , • . I1

To meet this problem'a first basic concept of the Federal reinsurance program
is that all IRS tax-qualified plans will be required to participate as a condition
of continued favorable tax treatment. This approach is the only one which'can
assure the broadet.possible pooling -of risk so that premium rates can be held
to a Mninimum hind tAtthe same time remove the hazards of "anti-seleetion" and the
essential unpredictabilitvQf the factor which )uaysooner or later'reqnIre termi-
nation of any particular plan. A further compjiing reason for-te approach
lies ii the fic thit ln our interdependent economy,, the failure of ai enterprise
or the closing-of a plant is frequently the result of. action, by others And, the gost'of
insuring the risk of lost pensions for the workers involved should very properly
be assessed in some measure against firms directly or indirectly profiting from
the action.

A second basic concept is the reinsurance of' the risk of Ifivoitment losses
through any forced liquidation required for payment of benefits. This Is a rela-
tively minor part of the total risk and provisions of the proposed bill seem to me
souA( 'and. closely analogous to the principle of reinsurance ,of bank deposits
under FDIC.

A. third and possibly the most fundamental concept is the reinsurance of the
gap between assets and liabilities on the basis that the reinsuraiee program will
not be providing additional assets for a private plan, -but will in effet .be guar-
anteeing missing benefits to the extent that the total entitlement of the beneficiary,
does not exceed prescribed limits. I strongly endorse this approach which is,
of course, again similar to the well-established principle in IO oi'a limited
liability of $10,000 with respect to a single bank'deposit.

A fourth concept, involving the framing of the program as a whole,. s.tbe
establishment of maximum premium rates for both investment and benefit Iloss,
risks, within which there is flexibility for the Secretary, with the advice of the
Advisoiy Council to develop and adjust required premiums. There' Is also
similar discretionary authority for determining and limiting," if necessary, tba
priority categories of benefits to be covered by reinsurance protection. In my
opinion,, this provision for flexibility within prescribed 'cost limits Is a sound
and prudent basis' for initiating the' program and, as an important consideration,
it should facilitate early initiation and implementation of this vitally needed
social legislation, leaving leeway, as was the case with FDIC, for adjustments
which can best be made on the basis of operating experience.

OON1LUSION

With thd treendous expansion of private pension planA in America, and their
development as a flexible and significant secondary source of retirement income,
the security of-the pension promise which they represent to millions of wage
earriers has clearly become a matter of vital public concern.'

Establishment of a natlonal'mechanism to insure a portion of 'the risk of
inadequacy of plan assets to meet benefit obligations in event of termination is
in no sense a' threat to.the private pension system. On the contrary, such an
undertakng will serve to strengthen the private system and to make it more
#ffective while continuing to permit a wide latitude in the design and operation
of plans to meet varying needs and circumstances.

The program will be self-financing and constitutes a direct and practical ap-
proach to a- critical problem which only nationaQ legislative action can, solve.
Such action is con3istent not only with the public ,policy considerations which
lht'd led to bpeci1l tat exemptions for 'qualified plates but with the concepts'
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underlining such long-established measures as governmental insurance of bank
deposits and mortgages.

Senator SEATHERS. We stand in recess until 2:80 p.m.
(Whereupon, at 1 p.m. the committee recessed to reconvene at 2:80

p.m. the same day.)
AFTERi OON SESSION

Senator SMATHR. The meeting will come to order. We will pro-
coed with the hearings on S. 1575.

The first witness this afternoon is Mr. Bernard Greenberg, a repre-
sentative of the Insurance and Pension Department of the United
Steelworkers of America. He will be accompanied by Mr. Nordy
Hoffman, distinguished representative of the United Steelworkers of
America.

STATEMENT OF BERNARD OREENBERG, REPRESENTATIVE, INSrJR-
ANOE, PENSIONS AND UNEMPLOYMENT MENEFITS DEPARTMENT,
UNITED STEELWORKMS OF AMERICA; ACCOMPANIED BY NORDY
HOFFMAN; AND MURRAY LATIMER, ACTUARIAL CONSULTANT

Mr. GREENBERG. I also have with me Mr. Murray Latimer, our
actuarial consultant, Senator Smathers.

Senator 'SATHERS. All right, sir, you may proceed.
'Mr. GREENBERa. I want to apologize for not having any prepared

statement to offer because I did not hear about these hearings until
Friday.

Senator S1TAF] ES. You are in the same boat with a lot of us, but
you go right ahead. We just have to listen and you are having to
talk.IMr. GREwENERO. I am a representative of the Insurance, Pensions,
and Unemployment Benefits Department of the United Steelworkers
of America. I am testifyin on behalf of my organization in sup-
port of the principles involv in Senate bill 155.

Senator SMATHERs. We might as well stop right there because, un-
fortunately, that bell indicates a vote.

(Short recess.)
enator HARTKE. The committee will come to order. We will pro-

ceed as best we can. We are on a quorum call now. There prob-
ably will be a vote just as soon as we get started. We will do the
best we can.

Mr. Greenberg, will you proceed. I understand you had gotten
started.

Mr. GREENBERG. All I had said was I was testifying on behalf of
my organization in support of the bill.

The Congress lias long since established that the Federal Govern-
ment has a responsibility for the protection of private pension plans.
In the Taft-Hiartley law and in the Reporting and Disclosure Act,
the Congress has assumed that there is a need to insure that workers
who participate in private pension plans will receive the benefits of
the plans when they become entitled to them.

It has been suggested this morning that an element of the tax
laws includes the notion that the taxlaws or the regulations under
the tax laws have been devised for the purpose of protecting pension
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rights but I think that this is an erroneous notion. I think the es-
sential purpose of the regulations under the tax laws is to protect
the Federal G -ernment to make certain that pension plans are not
used as a means of evading taxes, qo' that the thrust of all the in-
come tax regulations is to insure 'liat the employer does not put
that much money away, that the Federal Government is unfair-
ly deprived of taxes that it is entitled to. And it is interesting of
course that the laws were particularly, and the regulations, were par-
ticularly amended during World War II when so much work was
being done on Government contracts, and it was felt that this was
an opportunity to load onto the Government a lot of costs for plans
that were not intended to be permanent.

Unfortunately, thus far the Congress has assumed that the main
threat to the-receipt of the promised pension benefits lies in the possible
bias or dishonesty of the plans' trustees or administrators. This
proposed act tries to rectify that erroneous notion. In fact, the far
greater threat to the receipt of promised private pension benefits lies
in the premature termination of the pension plan as a result of market
or other impersonal forces over which neither the unions, employers,
nor the Congress have any control.

In 1964, we made a study of the pension plans that we had in the
industries in which we represent workers and, at that time, we had
1,837.units in the United States with a total employment of nearly
800,000 employees covered by pension plans. This meant that 91 per-
cent of all members Of the Steelworkers Union were covered by pension
agreements. I might say that it does not by any means cover the same
proportion of companies because, in fact, most of our small units are
the ones that are not covered, and the fact that we have 91 percent
of our members covered by pension plans merely means that we have
practically all of our larger units under pension agreements, and that
many of our smaller units employing, say in the area of 100 or so
workers are not at the present time covered by pension agreements.

To a degree, by the way, the concern over the establishment of plans
in these small companies is the fear that it may not be possible, in the
event of an early termination of the plan, to provide sufficient moneys
to pay the benefits promised.

I might, by the way, indicate to you that about 19 percent of our
pension plans are in units that have fewer than 500 employees; 58
percent are in units with fewer than 10,000 employees.

This morning there was a very considerable discussion about the
merits of vesting, and in the discussion it seemed to me that one very
important point was lost. To discuss vesting exclusively in terms of
voluntary quits by employees loses sight of the fact that in fact pos-
sibly the major reason why employees obtin vested rights is that their
service is involuntarily terminated as a result of layoffs, plant shut.-
downs, or disabilit disability of a nature which does not qualify
them for an imme iate disability pension. In those circumstances,
it can hardly be argued that vesting is in any way going to disrupt the
employment relationship between an employee and his company.

In the case of employees who desire to quit but who are held back
from quitting by fear of losing their pension rights, I can only say
that I would suspect that few employers think that this is the kind
of employee they would care to keep on their payroll anyway, and
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I have yet to hear'. any Fcomplaints or any -uggestQji,! inyproposal!
from employers with; whomn we have negotickted. vesting. fos Any reason
of; a break 'rt service,! that the vesting provisions bel resoihded,,,..

I haze asked Mr.,,Latimerj our consultant on,, pensions a.4d taury,
tobtate" later what'tei possible, costs of vesting 'areo and: J, think that
he ch 'ilhiminiatoanother~questn that has troubled,;man members of
the committee this mbrding. jmajrlass.-
:e Steelw6rkers' plans are financed pursuant to two major classi-

fications of provisions.. The first provides that a company s, slely
responsible or tie provisions of the benefits agreed- to,' .I might -ay
that that statement is in conflict, with the statement ,of ltb3 Sepretary
of Labor this morning, who said, if I remember oorrectly,.tha prac-
tically.all plans limited the liabilities of the company. At least in
steel that is not true. To the contrY, in steel, in most companies the
obligation of the employer to provide the benefits agreed to is un-
limited. He simply agrees to provide or cause to be iProvided the belle.
fits of the agreement.

There are two subdivisions under that, but I Would like to withhold
my comments on that for a moment. 1

The second major classification provides that the company is re-
sponsible only for the setting aside 0f specified amounts, of money
which are to be the source to which, participants may, look for their
benefits. The first, classification of agreements has two major sub-
divisions. The frst subdivision leaves the 'company completely free
to determinethe manner and means of fulfilling its obhgation under,
taken to provide pension benefits.

The second subdivisionw provides -for. the setting aside of ,certain
specified minimum amounts of money, but the responsibility;in the
end to provide the benefits continues to be the company's, not the
fund's. Thus in some companies we will provide that when an em-
ployee retiresj the company is obliged to immediately have put aside
in the pension fund a sum sufficient to pay that employee his pension
for the rest of his life. In other cases we may provide for payment
over a period of years., But in no event, in the type of situation that
I am discussing now, does the provision for putting money aside re-
lieve the company of the obligation of providing the benefits that
have been agreed to.

No matter ,which method of pension financing is agreed to, the
payments of benefits in: the event of a permanent shutdown may, be
a problem, and sometimes is an insoluble one. It is necessary, there-
fore, to recognize how the problem arises.

May I also say that in this morning's discussion, I think there was
an almost exclusive em)hasis on the possibility of the plan terminating
in time. ' In fact, the proposed act says that the benefits will be payable
if such failure "is attributable to cessation of one or more of the op-
erations carried oil; by hiniV-that is, t he company---"in oneor more
facilities of such einPloyer.",

Therefore, I Would. assume, and I think properly, that this Should
be the presumption of the act, that shutdowns are intended not, only
to cover the situation in which the entire plan is terminated, but
also a plant of .a particular company, a department of a company, and
even a subdivision of a department.

I have some examples to illustrate the importance of, including these
,several categories in the shutdowns we are talking about.
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In the nature of thingsi'pensibn plans ire infrequently fully funded.
To 'begin withi 'pension benefit, levels are being constahtly revised.
This is due to at least four major factors: The rise in the cost of liv-
ing inW recent 'year, the rise in wage and salary rates, the rise in. the
standard of living made possible by the growth of the Nation's econ-
omy, and wealth, and the 'diininutibn of the work f0rce and thd con-
sequent increased age 6f the participants, all leading to increased costs
johich were usually 1 not foreseen or, even if 'foreseen, could niot be
fuAcTed against at thbdginnings of the'plan.

Therefore, even if a sound conservative pension funding program
has been ineffect,: a'pbrmanent shutdown creates a liability against
which counterbalancing assets have usually not been fully set aside,
and; which sometimes cannot ever be met. This, of, course, is true in
the event of the complete shutdown of a plant.

At this moment plant and departmental shutdowns are occurring
in' three plants in circumstances with which I -am personally familiar.
Perhaps these permanent, discontinuances of 'operations wil prove to

be illustrative bf the type' of problems we in the steelworkers face.
The flrst shutdown involves the permanent closing of a wire mill by
a very large steel company. Hundreds of employees are involved,
-and a very large percentage of these are entitled to immediate and de-
ferred pension benefits. Their pension rights are as follows:

First, there are those who are age 65 or over with 15 years of service
who are 'entitled to normal retirement. We have a special category
.of whatwe call ,16-80 retirement pensions.') :These benefits which'are
paynble specifically in a shutdown to those employees who have
reached age 55 and whose a 'and service adds'up to 75, or who are
less than 55 years of age and whose age and, service' adds up to a total
of 80.

A third category would include those who are entitled to disability
and.retirement by reason of having acquired 30 years of service re-
gardless 6f age.

The fourth group, includes deferred vested pensions which can be-
gin to be paidat age60. These are payable to employees who are not
entitled to an ,mnmediat pension under any other provision of the
agreements,

Thpe average benefit to which normal retirees are entitled is abbut
'$150 -a month. The average benefits to which the 75-80 retirees are
entitled is' abotit $225 per month until age 65, and about 150 there-
after. 'Disability -and 30-yenr retirements will also average about
$150 a- month. Vested'benefits will probably average about $100 a
month.' These are the: benefits to which the employees affected by
the shutdown will be entitled to, and, in addition there are hundreds
of former employees of this- particular plant which is being shut down
who are already y on the pension rolls; and who will continue to be owed
monthly pension payments for the rest 6f their lives.

I have no doubt at all that all of the employees now retired from
this company, and all those who will become entitled to benefits as a
result of this shutdown Will continue t receive their pension benefits
for the rest of their lives. This certainly is based on two simple
propositidns,

First, there is a 'pension, fund in existence at this company which
is roe-than adequate to provide allthe conceivable accruing bone-
fits in the immediate future. I do not know what the long-term pros-
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:it is impossible by:private contract to override benefits granted bylaw.
The state, of knoxw]edge of what are the rights of ,inividuals under
either Federal orState law to collect, benefits that have been promise
to them and which aqnnot be paid because there isiMufficient moneys
'in the pension fund I think is still a matter to be finally decided. Here
again there may be room for ,legislation protecting those employees
, wh, ni&y be participants -in funds which are not participants in a
Federal insurance or pooling scheme because their employers have
either not funded in accordance with the, regulations: established by
the regulatory agdney- 6r who;have invested their pensionvfunds' im-
priidently. Certainly if these people are not: entitled to benefits by
right from an insurance scheme, they ought, to be granted at least the
right to enforce their rights in a lawsuit.
l. rivate pension.plans have not only for steelworkers'but for mil-

lions of American workers become' an integral part of their standard
of living. Should a-substantial part of these benefits which are relied
on for income after active work'ceases be defaulted on, I think there
is little doubt that we are going to face a chaotic situation.. It was
stated this morning that we did not face a similar situation evidently
in the thirties. I do not know whore this statement came from. That
is certainly far from the fact. I myself have talked to people who
have been the victims of reduced or eliminated pensions during the
.thirties, and who for that reason werovery, very much concerned about
the possibility of that happening to them in any'future recession, and
I -,doubt very. much that we would have' a Railroad -Retirement Act
,w re it' not for 'the 'fact that, the railroadsf,ere fiidilng it extremely
,difficult- to' provide the: pension benefits' that were promised their
employees.

n any event, I think that n6t only in:the past but at the presenttime
it has become a serious Problem.

The funding of pension benefits by a private company, in anticipa-
tion of' a permanent shutdown is an extraordinarily difficult task.
Indeed it may well be impossible. Except in the rare'and unusual
tase,; Aliere.the ebb and flow of the business continues on a predictablecycle based on past experience, the task would 'seem to defy oven the
-most fearless crystal ball gazer. In most years the companies with
whom we deal claim they have insufficient funds to meet all'their needs.
Even if it was desirable for individual companies 'to set aside huge
reserves they may never need, a very dubious proposition, it is difficult
to believe that many business managers wonld take i actuary's word
as to when the demise'of all or a part of his business was going to occur
give or take even a couple of years. On a nationwideall-industry pool
basis, an entirely differenV situation exists. The ebb and flow of all
business activities occurs -within limits which presently enable us to
run a vast and successful unemployment compensation'system. It is
very wrong to attempt to set aside reserves against a risk which by
-definition 'probably affects a small minority of all businesses during
any year.

Senator HA*rka. Let me stop you'at thatpoint, because I think you
have toubhed upon the heart of what I consider to be the most serious
opposition to this type of legislation, and that is' the problem of how.ean.you rekl'ly isure this type of isk. Another woxds, is there'rbfilly
-an insurableirisk here, -d sine there iS no Republican; opposition
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here to keep me stpaightene4 out as there was this morning, I wig put
my own opposition ito it. There is a difference, whih, I, adniitto in
the situation, take for example, a bank deposi, the isuance of a' bank
deposit, because you are dealing there with a fixed sum, With fixed
depositors, and with a yery definitely identifiable item. InthefIeld-
to take the recent proposal, which I also was the author of this provi-
sion, that is the so-called insurable risk on guaranteed loans, again
with fixed amounts and with generally affixed identity, in the field of
FHA, the Federal housing Aiministration guarantee of house loans.
Again.you are dealing with what at least in the common term is an.
identifiable item, and therefore would be called an insurable risk in
the common approaches of insurance philosophy. -

Now I think the point that the Senator from New Mexico, Senator
Anderson, was addressing himself to this morning, although I saw
more a fear of the unknown, or let me say some of the old adage of let
somebody else do it than I did of substance, but I think that what le
was driving at, listening to what you are talking about on, is that
if there is such an item that is insurable, why do you not permit the
private insurance companies to do it, and if it is not, how can we

handle it?
Of course I think the real element here is that we are dealing with

something of an analogous situation with regard to unemployment
compensation., I think this is one step removed. Lot me, point out,
and 1-think this is something with which you probably would agree.
that wb are just -on the fringes of the whole pHivate pension schemip.
We are covering about 25 million people today. In my own opinion
this thing is going to develop much more extensively. It is going to
become much more complex. It is going to become' much more diffi-
cult., and the longer you put off the treatment of this real cancerous
part of the pension plans, the more difficult it is going to be to be able
to effect a cure.

Now there is one other point which r think should be pointed out at
this moment., and that is that we are now in a period, of relative eco.
nomic prosperity 'for the vast majority, probably the highest peak
this coulitry has ever had. I am one who feels that there are some
danger signs on the-horizon which are not being properly looked,'at.-
Be that as it may, I am hopeful that I am wrong. Let us assume that
we have a period of time in which we can act now. The time to act
is before the things are in serious trouble on a nationwide basis, so
that you can put these back into at least some type of organized scheme
of things. It you are going to have any difficulties, let us find them
in their early stages rather than later on.However, let me say this to those critics of the bill. I hope that
those who testify here this afternoon as well as those who testified this
morning, the ones who supported it and the ones who got some cold
feet in their support, that litey realize that this bill is still before them,
and to just say that you have big problems here does not mean that
you cannot solve them., I think it takes some big thinking, and I
appreciate their coming here. But I think, Mr. Greenberg, that you
are at the heart now of the opposition.

All I am really going to say now is this: I think that if those who
are counting on this type of opposition to be successful in defeating
this legislation, then they had- better put on their spurs toward a
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real lobby effort, because on the merits they will fail. They might
win on the lobbying effort among individuals, but on the merits of this
bill they will fail, and I think we can justify that.. So I say that now
before we reach the opposition. I t i&

Mr. GrawBE o. enator Hartke, I think that I too couidjoin i
raising some questions about, one, possibly the name of the bill, and,
secondly, some of the questions that have been raised as to the basis
on which the commonly recognized problem will attempt to be solved.
First, as you have suggested, the term "reinsurance" is probably not an
accurate descriptin of what is involved here. It seems to me that this
is essentially insurance or pooling to start with. There would be no
reinsurance involved if there were funds, if there were specified obliga-
tions which are guaranteed wholly by some fiscal agency, but that is
not what is intended here. It seems to me that what is intended here
is that there shall be created a pool of moneys from which this recog-
nized evil will be handled.

Now I say this is an evil, and I say it is an evil not only for the in-
dividual worker who is involved, though the Lord knows that he is
of course the most harmed by what happens here, as we heard this
morning from the lips of this worker from the Studebaker plant. But
there ate others who are hurt also. and not least of those who are hurt
on this proposition are the companies who are forced to attempt to
solve on their own a problem which was not created by themselves.

If in fact a plant goes down by reason of foreign competition, if
in fact a mine goes down because its ores are depleted, if for whatever
market reasons, transportation, raw materials, movement, of markets,
an event occurs which is beyond the control of this individual em-
ployer, to force him into the position where he is now to assume a
liability which he could not have protected against, in most cases-
how did anybody know in a wire mill 25 or 30 years ago that in the
year 1966 the situation that does exist would come about? I-low do we
know what the situation will be in 1996, 30 years hence? It seems to
me that we can have an agreement, and I might say I honestly believe
that there are no actuaries who would tell an employer, "This is the
sum that you ought to put away which, in my opinion, will be suf-
ficient to meet all of of your shutdown liabilities over the next 30
years." That just is not possible.

And so the real question is the question of allocation of resourcaq.
This, by the way, I think is also important. What are we doing when
we fund a pension plan? What we say is that we have assumed now
a set of liabilities which will acrue in the years to come. We have
an immediate number of people who can retire, but we can see ahead
as the years go by that those who are now eligble for retirement will
go on pension, will continue to increase in size, and new people will
move in, and also being entitled to pensions. Now since we recognize
that this liability is going to increase over the years, that for many
reasons we cannot anticipate that ongoing income will be sufficient. to
meet this liability, we had better start, putting money aside against
this liability.

No one is going to suggest that he knows precisely what this liability
is going to be. What the actuary, it seems to me, attempts to do is to
assume a normal situation, one that he can cope with. He will not
assume a shutdown. He cannot cope with that. He would find
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enormous difficulty in trying to determine what the size of the plant is
going to be 10 years from now. What he can do is suggest that he
as a god-idea of how long these people will live, how many will

rech retirement age, and after they reach retirement age, on the basis
of mortality tables, how long they will continue to live; what we may
reasonably expect in interest from an invested sum of money. It is
things like that that he can estimate on, and which serve as essentially a
comnnousense basis, if you 'please, for setting aside moneys against
these future liabilities that may not mature for 80 or 40 years.

Now, if we a that we cannot have the situation in which the
income of literacy )mns of people will depend on the continued
life of the individual company that he started to work with, then we
have a problem, and I think that what is necessary here is, having once
decided we have a problem, to have a reasonable dialog as to what
constitutes the best way of meeting it. My own opinion is that there
are two essential parts to this thing. The first one, most importantly,
is that it is necessary to establish Federal standards for funding. No
one may participate in this insurance scheme unless he has undertaken
a reasonable program for meeting the obligation of his plan if he
continues in business.

I might say that this is essentiOdly the Canadian approach, and I
think there is much to commend it to us. Once having established that
every employer is meeting his minimum obligation, I think that we
have met the objection to saying that beyond that, for those things
that are essentially beyond his control, we have established a pool to
which he has contributed over the lifetime of his existence, which will
meet these contingencies against which we could not reasonably expect
all employers to set aside moneys. I think it is possible, and I think
,,hat we should not wait until some years from now the Wharton School
of Finance comes up with the conclusion, as they are bound to, that
none of us know when any particular establishment, any particular
plant, any particular department, is going to shut down. What they
will undoubtedly conclude is that in good times lots of new companies
go into business, and in bad times lots of companies go out of business,
and I will write that result right now without having to make this
elaborate study.

I think if we will sit down and say that we recognize the state
of our ignorance, but we want to establish a pool from which we will
meet certain defined liabilities, we can do so in much the same manner
as we did in unemployment compensation. Wfe now have higher stand-
ards of what ought to be provided in unemployment. We can have
larger tax rates now, larger wage and salary basis on which the tax
is applied today than we could when we startexl, and I think that we
will have to start here, probably modestly, and work our way up. I
think that undoubtedly there will continue to be room for private
arrangements above and beyond that which Federal law will provide
as a minimum. I have no doubt of that either. All of this can be
worked out, but we, none of us, want to face the situation where we
say to the people, "I am concerned with the companies that I am con-
cerned with. t is no matter to us whether you are driven to the wall
or whether your income is cut by half of what you thought it was going
to be2 and we have now forced you into distress." I do not think that
that is any solution.
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which there was highi turnover, Where women .we re. iu'ivoved, and
mafny purchase type plans wer' Iundeiconfiderittiokii.

'But thenumbei' of variables' ii'woved ii th cob factors -is quiite
large and I -do not think any generl statemen caht e'iade about' it
except that, the-coin ision did report tha the incf-reases were some-
wixero between 5 and 'ig percent deneiall ywhiW*h t a sumxiiayIzstiorn

whih tini wnl ~obb, notA be apple t tinh United States.
The range her;6 Wol be IV fa r ldI"'ger, and te maximum. cost woul
probably be higher than anything in Canada.

Senator HAn'r1o'. Can wo incl ude that' by references, th WoUmn
to *which you refer?

Mr. tiATIM ER. Certainly. Ontario'' Com"rmittee: on' Pofthble.'Pen-
sions.

Senator UARTitu. If you have an, extra,6op t6 providoi to u s, it 'Will
b inolud'ed. by reference rather than in its totality.

Is there unythinff else, Mr. Latimnert
IMri.LA ITIMER. To.,
SenatorJHARTzcr.' I idki~ Iunderstand, and I a'ppeciate it.
Tiank you, gent-lem-en. ' '

,)fr. GiwPwNurna.- Thank' usi,
~eat~ l~T~~ r.ThnLi idber- ~nor vie esiMt Chse

M ~an'aflBnk, n16:18~)i s1r. W1hhtm F.' LadkiianAor

A great number of interested persons and groti~i 14 bl'r~
the desire to submit written statements for the record. In or~er that
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they may do so', this record is going to be kept'open until August 31,
subject to the confirmation of the rest of the committee.

AJFEAN M. LIMDBtG SENXORVX(E PRESIDENT
,pMSE UHTTAN.,-A=K; 4OQP4IE BT WILIAM F.

LAOKMAN,' VICE PflESIDENT, MORGAN GUARANTY TRUST CO.

diNB B.Ro. Tlank yo Senator.
M Py name 1 Joan, M Liidberg, a: se;iior ve -prsident of th6 Chase
ainhitan BaniNationalAssociation, New York, N.Y. -,I am- di-

vision, executive of the pension trust diyiSion of the trust department
of the :bank, which ,currently, serves as trustee, agent,. custodian, and
investment advisor. for more than 1,000 pension, profit Sharing, and
other .forms of deferred employee benefit plans of all sizes and de-scription+.. + . .. + . •

AccompanyiPg meis, William Lackman, vice president of the Mor-
ganl Guaranty. Txust 'C., who serves in, a similar executive capacity
for that bank and who is chairman of the Committee on Emp oyees
TrustS of the Trust DivisioAnbf the A erican Bankers Association.

I am here today as a spokesman'fo~r~he Trust;Division of the Amer-
ican Bankers Association. I I ,

Among. theaipproximately 13,802 commercial banks in the United
States, approximately 3,500 have, active trust departments or are trust
companiess. 'As of the close of 1965 it was estimated that. private re-
tfirement programs-of both the pension and profit-sharing types, had
.t6t4l asset of $85'billion and covered about 25 million employees.
Approximately 20 million of these employees were covered under
plans funded thrOUgh trust funds with estimated, total assets of ,66
billion-with the great bulk of this latter figure-'perhaps $60 billion
begig 'administered by bank and trust companies, principally as
trustee, although also in certain Other rbles. The trust officers of theseHanks' have contributed heavily of their time and energy over many
years tQstimulate interest in employers in private deferred employee
benefit pirograms and have had"a major role in assisting in the'dovel-
opmQnt of the plans, in existence today. Consequently, the ban king
industry ha ; a gIret, interest in maintaining an orderly climate thatwill l t, ti Sp present arrangements that have been painstakingly
dev1iope--7o en with some apprehension on the part of employers,
paqigcula'ly sm all ones, as t oust what are they getting into-but
also a climate, that will continue to stimulate the further growth of
an employee fringo benefit that. s of great valueto superannuated em-
ployees and to the general ecdionmy as well.

'hqAM3A's trust, positionlin regard to S. 1575,can be simply stated:
We believe it would be most inopportune and unwise to enact legisla-
tion of this type at this time and perhaps for many years to come, even
though the idea may appear attractive on the surface from a theoretical
viewpoi"t... QOur reasons are briefly stated as follows.:

'J:ia , bill . ]s+ with VO, types 'of risks.-)vhich from tho technical
stand ofit f insurability are quite dffrerent; one is in regard' to insur-
ing upfgnded .liabilitie o pensionn pahps-7 tI funding process of

hichse s cqnt nu g existence of the contriUtlng em-
w6riterthibe a pr'0otmaking or nonprofitorgaAization. The

otheir'is , forth of guaiant&against market value'loss of existing in-
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vested assets. Accordingly, our comments will deal with these
separately:

1. In regard to the ufifunded liabilities-the main problem is'that of
accrued liabilities for past service credits-that is benefit credits for
service rendered in the Pastr-prior to tlie adptioh of a formalfunded
program. Present IRS Code and regulations require -that plans, in
order to maintain continued qualification, be funded at least'in regard
to current service costs plus interest on the unfunded liability for past
service credits at the interest rate ass9umed in the actuarial c6mputa.
tions used in determining said liability. Under this minimum pro.
cedure, tho' unfunded liability is theoretically "frozen, does not be.
come greater nor is it amortized. It is next to not fundifig past
service credits at all. Most employers when adopting plhns, fully
intend to amortize these past service credit at a rate that is substantia-
ly controlled by their future earnings 4(or dther funds available if a
nonprofit organization). Many proceed on the.assumption that they
will fund over a 10-year 1 20-year or a longer period and use the result.
ing figure as a budget item in forecasting cash flows. As earnings
on available funds fluctuate they may increase or decrease this stand-
ard amount-but they may not in any event fall below the minimum
established by the code and regulations.

In negotiated plans, it is not. unusual for the bargaining agreement
to specify afn amortization period with the annual cost of amortization
being translated into the agreed upon wage package as "cents per
,hour." The much publicized Studebaker case is an excellent
example of this-where the company was funding past service
credits over 30-year periods, such periods commencing with each
newly negotiated retroactive increase in pension benefits. In 'other
words, when the plan was terminated in 1964, the original past service
credits established at. the inception of the planin 1950 were approxi-
mately 47 percent funded whereas the successive increase in benefits
were funded at a lesser percentage. The plan, as negotiated, set up
an order of priorities as to the manner in which the then assets would
be apportioned in the event of termination-first to retired pensioners
and then so on.

Although negotiated plans are substantial in number and asset size,
an even greater number of plans are what may be called single em-
ployer plans, unilaterally created by an employer whereby past serv-
ice credits are granted voluntarily-to employees who rendered the
service in the past with no thought or at least no legal reason to ex-
pect such credits. Of course there are many reasons why an em-
ployer establishes a pension plan--but the high point for purposes of
this discussion, is that the establishment is voluntary and solely within
the control of the employer. Past service credits can range from
modest to generous.

From all this, a munber of points cnn be made:
(a) Assessing a premium against existing plans is imposin. a

penalty agpinsE the very ;mployers who are trying to provide
financial security to, pension expectations over and beyond tho
continued existence of the employer.

(b) Such a penalty is a retroactive one and had it been in forcein the past, it may have discouraged the establishment of some
plans now in existence or the past service credits previously
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granted might have been reduced in order to give effect to- the
cost of the reinsurance premium.

(o) Since the .mortization rate for, 30-year funding of past
service costs is about 6 percent of the original unfunde6d amount
per year, that is, for interest and amortization of principal, the
suggested premium would increse the first year cost of an em-
ployer by about 16 to 17 percent on a 30-year funding basis; the
increase would be 10 percent for the 10-percent funding which
is the fastest method under the code, and 25 to 30 percent for the
"interest only" method.

(d) These premium costs could seriously hamper the future
growth of private pension plans, particularly for small employers.

2. In order to function properly, the assessment of a premium would
have to be on unfunded liabilities which were computed on a uniform
basis. At the present time there are considerable differences in actu-
arial methods and assumptions that are used in computing pension
planv liabilities-all of which are technically appropriate in their
application. Accordingly, the actuarially determined unftuded lia-
bihlty for a given set of plan benefits can vary depending on the factors
assumed and methods used. Any standardization which might be
decreed under the administrative, provisions of the bill could develop
a norm or standard for assessing the propriety of tax deduction by
the Internal Revenue Service, requiring conformity or justification-
a purpose which is other than the bill's intention and which could
force conformity to a less conservative basis than an employer might
wish to use to enhance the financial soundness of his plan.

3. The alternatives open to an employer who did not wish to be
burdened by the premium would be-

(a) To forgo the establishment of a pension plan; or -to grant
credits and fund for future service only, leaving past service
benefits to be granted on an informal out-of-pocket basis or not
at all.

(b) Establish a profit-sharing plan-which is prospective only,
and fully dependent on future profits.

4. Employers whose financial solvency or business future was shaky
could be encouraged either on their own volition or through collective
bargaining to adopt generous plans or increase benefits, hoping to
stay in business just long enough to meet the minimum period under
the bill.

5. The insurance factor makes no distinction between financially
strong and mature employers and weak or insolvent ones. Previous
testim ny seemed to refer exclusively to corporation or corporate and
profitmaking organizations, but questions can also be raised regarding
coverage of employees of various unincorporated employers, associa-
tions, charitable organizations which can be easily formed and just
as easily collapsed.

6. In regard to the second type of risk-that to protect against
losses realized upon sale of investments if such sale is for the purpose
of providing benefits--one broad point. can be made. It. is difficult
to envision such a system of insurance that would not. involve remdla-
Lion of investment as to type and quality since the measure of risk
is directly related to the type of investment. Experience shows that
such regulation is difficult since at any given time there are reasonable
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'difftreiice of opili 6W iif*6yeslmt p rofessioiiils tevardifig sype-
cific securities -and other forns of ive~btbient-OardIiii 'quality,

~iosecst 4.lg ,A~sf~t~ Ben~hsle couid .be, and
1100be~ni~ffeti o6nb~niduesofth6 hihest~ quality-eveh' on U.S.
'Government obligation§ due to market vlecingsbased othfhnges
il, ctuifeht ifitbre~trts

Q n' the , tx'htihnd, the absence 'of'sichirtgulati'on, butth: presence
of -an iishiu'anhce featulrecoVIld 'creatb~tede~icie4 dnithe patof -some
'fidnA~tgers' No b*Obvely a'gr~ie t reach.,dtt, inthd'jarlance
of the trqde, because losses wvil e subsidize by 6theft.

7:Ine conch ftioaw chn s~tmlup our view hs mnnr
(a), Althoug he,' oflcepti isa9'th hteae~~ehiadifiuly hih il b~ieaedby the~bil ar any 'ad "ed. it is

'doubtful~~~ thrndtsato'~th6d§ Oan ie fond tWob~hidth&e diffi-
:oultiew w ith~ut iroftructhiring, the lentife- ptih!6t "pension p lan fi Ild.

(Ii)Since a lharg: number of '6iist1hg ph~ft ver Msaihd bn a
'volui ry 'bas it'%woii1 'be; unfair, to tppl the Premiims'sgcsst6d
by the bill t-6 ex sting benefits. .

Wo) The, premium suggestedl are6 substantial andf would prove
costl-therby ihibitmig kdoptioii 6f past servk6 hiabiiti~s
(d) The bil is aimecd'at Plans that are or wvill be; in-thie probesof

funding to build finahnii security for employees but does'not touch
the employer whioh)as nio plan, -or whb is 6oraing his plan On an 'un-
funjde&basis--andthereforoa less secutre one.

(e) And; finally, the bvokd comhment'might be made, thaE if it is
accepted that, priva17te p~nsion plnns Are highly desirable'and'.should

'b'; -encouraged ,-and' al I uarter seem to be, in, accordonhiiti
qtmite possible that the enactment of tJhis bill. will; d~isoura rather

thnencourage the creation of ntew plans ,or better beliefits ini existing
one-~~.prtiulalyamog saler emp _sL~wl1r6 the greatest

.niunber of -uncovered employees are to be found.
As an aside, last year there was something like 10,000 neWjv pension

And, profltasliarg plais created, tind I think that theav eirage cover-
age under such p1 ans s'nte:egbrod f10erpo~s so
this 'is wherelh&6r at bilk of ,newmavi''6it aris.§6

fMt~sscliatosl join'me inthahkigk th'e F mi7% Commt Aoforr
t1ititbng'uis.to a per hier& today aw'id hboPttl ir iesti prove
iniformative. im hel ful. I'. will' be'pleased t6 'attempt to tisV i n
questions you. may. have or to d-ari fy any portion of our statent.

,Thatnkyou.-
Senator HA11rkn., Mr. Lildberg, let Mo ask' yolu' 'lvhat Would be' the

'effect- upon, pension plans,' if the tax benefiti- 'e, remoedto ir"?
Mr.-LINDHma. I would say that, No. 1 .

Senator HA kn"., On, new p] Ahs, I iman. 'low 'iittn 1' lewv pIans
do you think-would be'eostabhished?

Mr. LxNnBJ.Rno. Very few..
Senator HAmrKE. I'thinik that is right. I think this'is whiatyon are

dealing wi th. I think you aire dedlin in 'fairness here. I think you
~hoil de s-I dn'tthik yo shuld'be'so6 afraidjust 66&ause the

American Batnkers' Association is. %; wonderful -service, organization
;lokln ot fx'th bendfifgb'f' Its p66p I. '' Th~fre is'iid rei§' for'"

to 'be fea*u of ikl to trMake sutre that' these 'plans "Are o" yo
'the purposefor which they -a're intended. . o~ae o
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*No* I1 thifnlt"th§N XflsPi6'*efi- Mnd; if y ou; had' o; io in front of
the6egii'o~ i 'Uy 6t: kij,"Ldok,-6out of o'vei' f( epl
ered by ths pl K- hin tl's will be~iovei td be :& f4t--"Jari heler
going to itecMVe'aq~ behefit wAit bf t~ik thAt is jfi ill usion," -d6n't
you thihk thq; *b&-w rithl,4 Id thoge- , eipl&66WOlI b6 bvrght,' down-to
such kA'' etbrt-tht We c6Udn't justify thi'lcotinatio ofp0dn
30 percent o-6f fth eecosti f lthie ltarp oxe money OiA such programs?
Don't, 0oU think that i6'unfafr;': i~ely?,

Mi'.JN~idB1R I thittkj"Wofild hnav6 tb answethat -I -6n~t; answer
that "IYe" or '"N6"1 I tlitat -wh~ie*v we look at -ptivnte pen-
tsloW Plhiisi 'Ce hh~v'' to 6& dtk t6lthdvway tby Woro "eolved what
their diiginaql ptifos646~ h6* theiy 'we're rate1d ai'forMeO.

At one pIAt in time, before funding took place' and'befored formal
pl~~e!&In e'i~eixe ~h~h6 em1#0r otof benevolenC6 or

othertwise 1*6uld s~ to sbie wi4th him 'atA'asperanhiited age,
"N6wy~ h"Ve en'4h e o Oo 40 "years, and,'I hinkIt is
about time that yo~i stopped workingg"
*You Aldfidtft '6 this to6 the flbw6h left 'at the'end, of 3 Years'9

employment or 8 years or any thin Iels along the way.
S9ehtotr HAriti., Genermll, =s66kig "M Mhei'6 arre very'few- plans that

provide for very many- bifffit ftVr years of work; i isn't thaftt trueI
Mr.4 ThN~b]'fo.; That) is't~e
Senatoi- H-Awkr.' 1Web, ' wnt 'to bjehonest with you, now. I, am

-go ing t tr1y" to go thi ough I mean I amlnot going totry to change
y~iur* 6pVL6n t116sii bilut Yout boijust as honest with ue, asl Pam
with you. Don't go into the exaggerated positions and try to make
th em.' the 'n 6 iii Threa, 0, hf fot@ so6.

Mr. IAN5EiOAll 1 Fi [will May 10.
Senator' HI"-~ B ut la"ndf e6try io',daggerhot. - Let's try to' be

'rsongtble" hitb'ut-4VhRt "we ':re 'deAling i~itli. I think this is a real
probleh ti -66664,Whidh yiofrs iy ls. atleast theoretically good, though
you tIi it has no practical application.. "',i -,, -11- I.

No w he ifAhih''ughiot o)rinq toi is whether
or i~t~~iV'~~~llfI~6 dhlt "'e&'whtx thereis 9'.4 ohbn'cofor you

to. come up with a workable p an. If you'doii't-think this bill will
do~ ~ the oob t.n~icm t ih' ,in 'Ito+t Now, let's'g back

tO 0416H ib "F;fis jxnfo'axinntasbi stated, not'~ to3;yerirs.
Wfr: 1 LiDIxd6 Jie1 .2waf"JbA'din'u~ 'to apiit'Seiittov ajdthat

is'ta~ *et ttj~~r ~de~ *aW d t&Wb~funded', frrrfally' let U9 even
tAke Thb 1hW'fS ofi-$6dtiatM'plAIV Aht ho bciiefit struoctht6,'is estab-
l ished in negotjatiohs th at allwol64A~s tip oil1 reaching a -deftain age
or'lnt 6 r"are o gefva b15efits.' 'The Aggfibgt e'cost of this
8l1n i0s W~d 'Akr 6 ftoofi hhir ' emloyee, Wid as pointed

In t'in~~lir teinio6ay , eve mt nloyeefelly doesn't get the
beil'fitoftliis 10. c6t.'

Sena tor HARTKE. That is ri it.
Mr. ~Mn~~o '- oft &6rAMtVe to solve 'all' these problems,
Wbilld ~ ~ ~ 00 beW-*eit,'o o bukt .hat. wYas called'~the M.6mey 'pur-

laise conicept Where,&up ' ,Obtild ge I~locat-d tolhim this-10
ecent'.9.per'lh6Ui', 96' thait 't~i.etyauigemiplo6yee w~uitli'30 sears to go-worfid

w i 11\Wlth' 'dii~j u~ata ~mh tite 61te wtho'had 10
ye? f-'g Moil1 'in u wthles;a the niiwho was retiring to-
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morrow would get practically nothing. Now that wouldbe a very
equitable manner of, distributing the so-called deferred compensation
structure of this negotiation orlan.

Instead this (joe s't serve the' immediate pressing prbem, of the
covered. group, tife eirployer aid the employees. So what is done is to
saywe will collectively take thismoney, and youi will firt ipply it to
the people who are nearest retirement, and it is loped th at al.of the
employees covered understand that the young man who is380 is'in asense subsidizg this, particular older employee, and' i time, Q or
80 or 40 years hence,.he too epeqts to besUbsidized in the same sense.
He will actually have earned hlus more so than the man who is ready to
retire. BUt heis giving this up in orderthatlthe man who is ready to
retire will get his benefit.

Now what is happening here is that we are saying, No. 1, you give it
up so that this man ready, to retire can get his benefit, but you don't
really give it up because if something happens along the way, some-
body else will give it to you.

Senator IIxri& Why should he give it up I mean what reason
is there I

Mr. IANDB=G. If he doesn't give it up, then the plan does not take
care of the older employee who is ready to retire .Senatr HABTKE. But you see you are dealing withit from only one
side of the picture. That is not necessarily so. If you get away from
this idea, I mean let's assume that we fOrget all your other. objections,
as long as you have this insured System, what you say is not necessarily
SO.

Now you have to admit that if you can come up with a program
where the worker doesn't have to necessarily g.ive up these rights that
is a whole lot better than saying, "I am sorry, sir, it is just too bad, you
are left out in the cold for the very simple reason that we expected to
be able to meet this obligation, we hoped we could, but due to circum-
stances beyond our control, we can't."

Then you say, but there is another program over here which will
step in to fill the gap. That is really what you are doing under employ-
ment compeipsation isn't it?

Mr. LINDBERG. Xes, but that is not something'that is for a terribly
long period of time. One might say that with respect to this type of
insurance program which is envisioned in the bill, it singles out
pensions. The point has been made to me, "Well, why not single out acontinuation of their group life coverage, their medical coverage, their
jobs? Why pick out pensions as the sole thing here."

Senator H11R=u. But you see, this is sort ofa peculiar argument to
come from a banker. You say why pick out pensions. You pick out
what you want to. If you want to go to the others, I am not saying
you shouldn't. Maybe there should be programs in these other fields.
Maybe you should have an arrangement. Iam not saying you should
or shouldn't.

But I do know that we are dealing with something which within
a very few years, by 1980 is going to have assets representing more
than the total assets of the ifeo insurance business of the United States
today. Now I am telling you thM if. you have this thing out here
on a string, and if you have some type of economic collapse hit it is
going to be much more damaging to these people than any one single
hing that. will probably hit them.
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I don't think we are ever .*oing to go through another wringer like
the thirties' and come up with the same type of government we have
today. Maybe we can withseid another one, 1 don't know. I don't
want that type of th-ig to happen.

Mr. LrNWBEO. Nor do we.
Senator HART. I know you don't. I am sure you don't. But

it took that type of a crisis for us to make sure that the. banking
institutions of America were going to be able to honor their depositors,
so that that type of situation couldn't happen where you could com-
pletely wipe out the small savings, the small holding of all these

Iow many of the same things you are saying here could have been
said about the banking institutions the cost, some things' that are not
quits as complicated tut many R the same things could have been
said'ofregulation. Sure you have regulations, The baik examiners
come in on you. As long as everything is good, fine..

Mr. LvxnBIGo. This is a very good point actually, sir, bcause while
some attempts ,to cite the FDIC as an analogous situation to this
have be n made, we don't belidve that it is in quitethe same ball park.
The FDIO is a system which is applied to assets in existence.

Senator ILuAir. I understand.
Mr. Ln bnmo. Which have*been Voluitarily created and delivered

by people t6 the banking profession for safekeeping.
S enator'HArmwr. That doesn't make any difference, that part of it.

How does that represent anything different than the situation where
you have these people making a contribution to a -fund I

Mr. LmBiEE. Well, here there is an attempt at insuring a future
promise or the oontinuatiov of a profitable corporation. This is
insuring something that hasn't as yet been create compared to the
FDIC, which is iisuring something that is in existence and can beregulated.

Senator H-IrIrE. I think that is a play on words. I mean I grant
you, as I have already pointed out, that it is not exactly the same
insurable risk, but to indicate that there is any real difference in sub-
stance here is only one of degree-and not necessarily of any great
magnitude in my opinion. Certainly the mere fact that it is not a
'de"finite fuiid at this particular point is important, but it is an identi-
fiable object which can absolutely be determined within at least rea-
sonable grounds. The truth of it is that if all the banks of the United
States go broke tomorrow, there probably is going to be a difficult
timeto pay out all the insurance claims anyway.

Mr. LrNDBERo. That is correct.
Senator' HARTI.. This is nothing new. I think really you are

afraid of something here that is not real, and rather than go back
point by point with you and try to get you to change your mind,
which am SureL Icouldn't do today, and Iam not going to try to
persuade you,'I would just like for you to go back and take a second
look, and not look at this as a giant Federa monster, trying to move
in on you in a coveted field for which you are paid a price.

We don't intend to do anything, so far as this bill is concerned, to
remove you from this lucrative practice. I think you should continue.
This is a fine business just like all trust businesses are, a fine clean
business to be in, and lawyers who deal in that type of operation, they
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hlem~e nhr bu fiedto f s)fte ThAndtee!~ t nPr

I thinkii; dd6 4 wbn~d~f1 e"vi6'd'"jle t Mth'M
is tht just becaiise yo have had w fill~ 1r In 'whkliliy %ii~vW fid
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I believe,,.on, A, godawh Qdoes not rQprent, a, financial, interest, in
this area) or any. political interests, which is testified th by the fact thatI believe I . lwitie.yinh hid J~pe.es.

~iatot HwjZ Lt 6, joy tt~ thib..f ',W. rd delighted that you
areh~e.W1 regl~4 out~e Aig your own i~nss because ta

is an item.which indicates in the end that. the academic society of
Aidriastill has i vny rtues.thdt, others; 6f us cannot claim.
along With those that wore tbogin the sprig of this year by the
Joint EononiwoCommittee as a. point of. departure a new departure
in th 'riVtitepension field.: I"Will' portly; come to the proposals of

tho i tI n~itw r1 i "biit- I jl1Wkthat1 the two6 EeLrigs that
haVb e 04utb d n 1960 dinca&tlet there an awakenung interest
in thismuoh neglected field, that thepensin industry should now be
on notl'e thitbusiness ao usual Will notsuflve. 1

I fmi that th'e is a~getlb4 1 of oncern among pension p ofes:
sionals, many of them he redy or represeted here today, in ap-
proving private pensions, but they also feel that there is no heat, there
is no heat from Congrs silth&6 re is n6heat from workers. -

I thiAikthat the'hbrin&' _tat'were laUnched by the Joint Economic
Connnittee, and which youwhave instigated here, should put the pension
industry on notice that. thatno longer is true, and that there are new
forces it work in this area'I andthat they are under an obligation to
thenii oves,if 6 o no one else, b be affimitive in the proposals that
they nmaike in this area, because they hardly need outsiders like myself
to tell them where the deficiencies of, plans are.
. But these deficiencies must: ie dramatized, and the responsibility
it sem.mt9 me rests. with the pension industry and employers and
imions t;come forward with comprehensive remedies, or else Congress
will take the ball from them. And I think that what has occurred
here today.presaes just that kind of development.

woul ik, if I may, to concentrate my fairly brief remarks. I
will not adhere to 'my prepared statement..

Senator HARnm. The entire statement Will appear as though it were
rea d . 1 . .- I

(The, statement referred to follows:)

EXCER.'qI J3'oMo TESTIMONY OF PROFESSOR MERON BERNSTEIN

Private pens1ions phns as presently designed cover less than one third of the
working fore, lessthan one half the fqll-time, non-farm private work force--
and well tinder half of them will actually receive plan benefits. Indeed, the
lucky mi norty may be as small as 20% of those with plan coverage.

Although modern employees are highly mobile, and a strong and flexible
economy needs their'mobility, private plans are based on the outmoded con.
ception that - plans will discourage 'job seph rations. The irony of this Is that
a large proportion of job changes are Involuntary--bu the loss of pension credits
Is nonetheless real..Sfligle employer pans, which account for:roughly 85% of employee coverage,
limit benefits to; those who retire from, a company after at least 10 years' of
service at age-6, Frequently their i'igth"ok service required Is greater.' Early
'etirnient ofteil possible, but requires longer service and results in smnlle'

bei fits. ,1DisablYty benefiC6 are common but qualifying for them Is harder
yet. Th, device 4oy.estng-7-.eeby ,w 6 eparatng. employee has a claim forretirement benefits if hob su'AvrvYM ,I retire"it age-has become quite commtrn
in, single emp oyer plns. For the most art eligibility depends upon elfeft'i

or 01 year of coi|tiuus servi e with t at one company, with an additional1ttuVined ago 'equlrezent of age 40 or 4-and ,sometimes more.- The ago
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requirement, in effect', often trimform the service condition into 'one requiring
20or 25 years. Only.a small minority of employees can satisfy these conditions
and most of them will stay under the plan until retirement age.

Multi-employer plans, enable employees tb cumulate service by working for
any of the participating companies. - Most such plans are" of limited geographic
reanh-usually withizi one state or even metropolitan area. Their benefit eligi.
ability requirements' are even more stringent-frequently exacting 20 or 2S
years of covered service and often with the additional requirement of 10 or
more years of continuous service during the years Immediately preceding age
65. They often lack early retirement, disability and vesting provisions, thereby
making benefit achievement that much more difficUlt.

Yet, every year hundreds of thousands of employees change jobs and change
industry. The semi-mobilization of the Viet Nam War has marched tens of
thousands of workers Into Jobs that will not last fog' many years, Pension
plans are highly concentrated in manufacuring-.accunting for over half the
group pension coverage-and defense production provides a large portion of
the pension coverage we have. But credits earned-more than likely an over.
whelming majority-will produce no pension benefits. Worse yet, in the name
of fighting Inflation, substantial portions of compensation increases are being
channeled Into pension plans. The resulting plan Improvements--largely higher
benefits-probably will prove illusory for a large majority of present defense
production employees.

What we have are mobile workers and immobile plans.
Changing technology, overseas competition, new emphasis upon serving over-

seas markets from overseas plants, changing defense needs, changing tastes,
changing population patterns, all result In constant shifts in employment. go,
for example in the two year period ending in June 1965, 180,000 workers were
reported permanently laid off in mass layoffs, (affecting 100 or more employees).
This figure tells only a part of the story-no check was made for non-reporting;
the survey covered only large layoffs and only those understood at the outset
to be permanent Far more common are layoffs of Indefinite duration from
which large numbers of employees do not return to their old Jobs. The reported
layoffs took place In areas of heavy pension concentration-manufacturing,
and especially defense production.

Some studies indicate that-large groups of employees who lose pension covered
jobs thereafter move to loer-paying, non-pension covered jobs In other Indus-
tries. This Is especially true of older workers, which today means anyone over
45 or even younger. These observed patterns do not fit the apologists for poor
private pension performance that young workers are the job changers and
older, steady workers stay put. Such a claim is rendered absurd when-as Is
so ,common--en entire plant, or warehouse, or store, is shut down and Its func-
tions moved great distances- sometimes overseas. For quite understandable
reasons-including the lack of assured jobs--most employees do not follow their
Jobs-een when they can and often they cannot.

'As a result, a minority of plan participants will achieve benefits. And most
will have pension savings for only a minority of their working years--and most
plans very benefits In accordance with length of service.

If private plans are to continue to merit favored tax treatment-which runs
to about $3 billion a year--a burden necessarily shouldered by all other tax-
payers--the prospects for their payout should be much better.

Private plans should be more extensive--especially among small companies.
Their credits should vest within a relatively short time-no more than one or
two years. Only thus can this minority--often high paid and stockholder em-
ployees-be transformed Into a majority and only thus can more years of em-
ployment be transformed Into effective pension savings.

The inadequate single company base, and single Industry and craft base,
should be broadened to near universality. I suggest that the easiest way to
achieve this would be under a National Pension Clearing House which would:
provide basic pension plan coverage at manageable cost to employees of small
companies and provide the mechanism for splicing bits and pieces 'of pension
credits earned by an employee In many different jobs-often none sub.tantinl
enough to be translatable into a benefit even if the credit was vested. The
NPOH could be a part private--part public undertaking, utilizing the advan-
tages of each.

Unfortunately the proposals of the Oabinot Committee on Private Pension
Plans would be difficult to enact because of their compulsory nature and, worse
yet, would be practically Ineffective The piposal for partial vesting after 15
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years-of continuous service would have little bite, except under some multi-
employer plans. The proposal for full funding in no more than 80 years would
be of no help in any situation I've ever heard of in which a plan ran out of
money.

We either have to be more ambitious-and foresighted-about, our private
pension arrangements or .sttle for a second of third-rate private pension system
which' often. favors upper Income groups. Certainly such a system does not
merit favored tax treatment

The Committee on Finance might consider changing the tax laws to encourage
vesting by making employee contributions-within the limits presently imposed
upon employer contributions--tax exempt, on condition that they remain locked
into a pension plan (i.e., can't be withdrawn on job separatiorr-as most em-
ployee contributions now can be).

Contributory plans generally have higher benefits, more liberal vesting, and
the employees' own contributions are fully and immediately vested. Such a
change probably would require similar exemption for employee contributions
to Social Security, .Railroad Retirement end Civil Service Retirement. That
would be an excellent way to cut taxes--when tax cuts again become possible-
Way that day come soon.

Private pension plans grow and improved rapidly during the 1950's. Their
rate of growth and Improvement has slowed markedly in recent years. Even
the modest growth predictions of the Cabinet Committee Report are proving
overly optimistic. At the rate we are going, private plan coverage will not reach
even the predicted 65% of private, non-farm employees.

The elderly make up i large portion of the poor. Our Social Security system
Is inadequate. Our private pension system is inadequate. We can do better
and we should. But if private plan performance is to be improved we must set
about the Job soon. They are not susceptible to 11th hour tinkering.

Professor Bernstein urged the Committee to undertake a full scale study of
pension and retirement Income problems with emphasis upon:

The questionable adequacy of plan funding
The problem of self-dealing by employers with pension trust funds
The almost total absence of effective provisions for widows
The impact of earlier retirement, which will tend to reduce both Social

Security and pension benefits.
Mr. Bernstein is Professor of Law at Ohio State University. His book,

"The Future of Private Pensions" (Free Press--Macmiflan) received the Elizur
Wright Award of the American Risk and Insurance Association as the publica-
tion which made the greatest contribution to the literature on insurance in
1964-1965; it also Was cited for excellence by the Princeton Industrial Relations
Section and The Library Journal. Professor Bernstein has been a consultant
on pension problems to the Treasury and Labor Departments and HEW, 9s well
as the Twentieth Century Fund. In the 86th Congress he was counsel to the
Senate Subcommittee on Railroad Retirement.

Mr. BERNSTEIi. I think it is important to emphasize the setting in
which your bill takes place, the importance of the associated problems,
so that a fuller appreciation of the importance and the feasibility of
your bill will be appreciated.

It is a cliche now to point out the growing ranks of the aged in this
country, but we do have today and have had now since the close of
World War II a new problem, the problem of vast numbers of elderly
people who are being declared surplus to the economy, who need an
income substitute. That is a new problem, and old methods will not
meet tlit problem.
Senator HARTHE. You mean we are not going to send them over the

hill to the poorhouse any longer.
Mr. BFRNSTmiN. That is right., and yet this leads exactly to the next

point, that despite the Social Security Act and despite the vast re-
sources that private pensions now command, the demotion, the finan-
cial demotion of the elderly in this country, approaches a national
scandal, because millions of people who have been used to supporting
themselves are no longer able to do so because the main means are
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denied tUheM, nallley P, current job. $Wolgsecurity efisr da.fully inadequate to self-suppor-t- t a -A0fdeeo udiweeduwhich f think ought to b) ojur, ai.-t , I
ritePension 1 wjlan , but as t qy are, presently structured w illAlot provide a oilpp. cinoent, o o cl oa osv Ji le'yformierly self-suppocwt-ing, from the degradation to which they am'preseitly commnittedl.

Trisj comittieean theo Con),gre in' die 1ih".Xt st$(io. ilWill Wvihptl('1 amsur, wth he wo~ms f te iiadquacies 'f social security.But we always deal, fr'om- what we have, and a.s a, nisult, the amount, ofprogress fliMt canU be mladeO onl iy one progrftm is limited.'I would expedL that thle sojn4~ secure t Lulx , whon Cqngress 1)asworked its 'Will, will prove to be t.Voo ,9~ a Obtios for those "who wouldassiggn a, limited role to it, and inadequate tol those lyho are concernedabbut a decent standard of living for the elderly.I2 would oxJ)Cet also that the. role of pivato peonsions will, comeunder closer and closer scrutiny aq h ndqucc of tho publ)1ic pro.gram lbexomel more generally ftppreiated. ktis4-ma very populartpro-grai, bt th megernless of it~benefita arie notl'nIlly appreciate.It is (xT-miln to(lay toD heair that, tlier are 2o ilu participants iiil~rvat pesion plans. A,5 yom aid offers haxe pointed OUt today,htowvr the k~ey question il ow many of those' patilpnt lA1
Itikwhen11 you auiA &cretary 'Wirtz 'thi6 Arning e-ame to anagreement thlat roughly 40 to ,50 percent -of plan lpariicipanfs willachieve benefits, this fts a1 r Ough'dunlensioni y- Wrbeing optimistic.I know of nto pellFioni expert. who would set the ffigu above 0)rceutSY'self would place it necessarily onl a, fairly impesoisi aiwell b~elow. pesoitc ai

Under the assaInnptiois, of one of my critics, a nationally knowniactuary, using his figuremi~th16 rate 1df 4 chieveMnent could be ats iow as20 percent, of plin, pa~miclpants. Somle, of, the examples iii the JointE-C~onmic, Comrnitte'F hearings of this spring showed that even' in abroatd-scale inult istal e numliem'Poye pan the expected rate of benefitachie vement'woulId be 40 percent, and this under,- a stem Which isdesigned to assure a .continuity of building nlatieligibility. A multi-Omployet plan of thatscale, is quite rare,it isgeneraily argued -that ar plai of tha6t: 8ort Ihas th 6 equivakont ofvesting., But if thiat is what wecan ~expettfrom-a 13- State plan, withinthousands of employers ail in the same industry, this wits the WesternOonferenc 6 of T nmtr .Plan, if 40 percent is Whlit the plan, actuariesan dinsrtosep~t nc ht saWealthy Pla n" what can weeet from plains which have' 0a 91 1igh e-ilomayepler,e1*nWoY, ba se,' given (he, inor-
Seha~jr Hmcu.I ;ight point b)ut thq't tiAi is tmrue,) 25 Millioncovered,(l thaft would be on a 40-percent basis, it just'nean~s 10 Millionwould ;ictfilly reive benlefit.s of 11i0 toht"l em nlo5'enlt, of what I qit -74 million a the present fime,

Afro BE'RNSTEIN, Well in (l; coreo jer inexeess of 80 mill jon
S iiato m*,rt~pJj.ji' Inecs f8 nlinpol-so onlly I out -ofevery 8 working today has any chaise of rereving'aiiY real catsh. bene-fits from the peilsiona plan430s, is thatt dorrwct,:ir? I'
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Mr. 13hrnk., I think that that is &-very likely estimat,'and an
etinIWi&t.t tkat errs on the consertive side; that given the rate of change
in this country today, the level of -erformiance could be quite' different.
And I think the najor difficulty is that we are dealing with plans that
are becoming outmod ed.

I Jrcogie that all insiitips have their hitorical explanation,
but that doc),'t nieAn that they continue to be justified iii their his-
toricad form' Individual plans still opera to on. the assumption that
longterm employuees will achieve benefits under it, and hat.no others
wvil And yet we have a highly mobile work force which, as several
have pointed out, is one of the strengths of our economic system. We

want elIployees to go wh re the aditon is, where they are needed.. They
are not to be chaied to outmoded kinds of Work, which don't fully
utilize their skills.

Moreover, . think although the stabilizing effect of private plans
has been much emphasized idence there is indicates that
private plans at thLwe-collar level and- tITmalaried worker levels is
not operated gn l to ihhibit mobility.

It may ver 'll to the pensin-cons-cous ecu t be a terribly im-
portant fac r, but by hid largrbtius hidicate s, far that most
rank-and- eemployees~lut placo muc- i -tporance, s hat they may
quite im ovidential eil 0b an th by sacrifice .eir accumu-

ltted Sion e d o y w they were not oresightedhtto~i ion c , and on may ay)
enou . But the os'haf ta s~ar-,:a t nat lial social

pri~~ibTi, ve olveto eTcon qeh of~actiwns 6 this sort.l)robl, weiave to deaI' ~on v~ o fatm 0~hss

Pr *ate plans then are on, a ssznptin of wor conduct
that os not larg rof I i u.it Vto ay. The forces of

chan e tat I e trene ()US. Wry often he. hand
that strikes' do n ain e l jo -iY Ih and. TInolog-
ical (spaceme t does, t ne An the bare face of am achiie
shovi g aside worli t the !%6 a uon th same pr net. It

my fact PA0 If D W X eas petition. t ayhe
shocki to us ,let there are'sme Ares in which, overSe"q producers
arc, Mo highly automated-thmif nieric n produptrs.

ft is a o a fact tha rt~e and ore o the oyrseas ma et of Amer-
ic ,n com ies is beogrerved omo Oie'as plantS ich take the

1lce of d estic plants t-at-a& shut own, when . eir machinery
,comes out e a6nd then you 'have an automob plant or a farm.

ir-achinery plan 'a rubber plant overseas whi kis the last word that
has in la taken t'ce 6f somethig in iip te eW York or Evans-
ville, Ind., Which for som i unity aam and again
Ond again dur'Ag the fifties by Plait shutdown.

Plant rmovals are pait ofthis.' When a new ant comes into
operationn in a multiplant company, usually it is not at the old site, for
any number of reasons. The original reasons for location may no
longer be operative. IRav niateritisniay be elsewhere. The skilled
work force may not be any longer located there. Markets have shifted.
Population profiles are changing radically, so that the markets of today
are not the markets of tomorrow.

Demand ebbs and flow . And certainly one of the greatest a teas
of change is that in different operations. During the fifties aircraft
manufacturers were tremendous employers. You need only walk out
t Lpng Isl~nd or tho Seattle area or southern Califomiato say noth-
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ing of Wichita, Kans,, to find the debris, not literally but figratively
speaking, of former aircraft operations, where thousands ot employees
,ave been separated from their jOlS, and this, of course, is one of the
ironies of present pension structure.

Their vesting requires long service. Tremendous numbers of em.ployees are separated, from their jobs,'wholly involuntarily forces
that are completely imperso)l.... They have no choice. study
which is only sugstive, it is not definitive,' by the -Bureau of Eco.
nomic Security, [or a 2-year period ending in uly- 1965, just, beforethe Vietnam buildup, showed that there was a minimum of mass lay-offs involving 180,000 people heavily concentrated in defense industry.
The layoffs--this was not'a pension study-were very heavily con-
centrated in the areas where private group pension plans, are common.

This study did not attempt to show, to determine- underreporting.
It was limited to layoffs which, at their inception, were known to be
permanent, which is something of a rarity. It was limited to layoffs
that involved at least 100000 employees, which also is rather large
scale, so that the dimensions, of imylunhtry job separation can
expected to be many times that figure of 180,000.

Now I might say that plan termination, which has been the emphasis
of much of this hearing, is only part of the problem. It-may sound
ironic, but Ofttimes employees may be victimized on a large scale so
far as their pension expectations are concerned, because the plan does
not terminate.

One case that was litigated in court arose in Evansville, Ind., where
a plant which ft one time had employed as many as 10,000 people
shut down. It haippened to be th6 one planit'of a multiplant 6'orpora-
tio4. That plant did not have vesting, aid the te-rminating vesting
provisions of the Internal RevenUe Code aXid the regulations did not
apply, and therefore thousands of employees were separated from
their jobs, wholly involuntarily, and had nothing to show for having
been under the 4lan for many, many years. The plant was put back
in operation by a different employer making different products.

This is a phenomenon that can be expected to be repeated again and
again. Some preliminary estimates of plans was given this morning,
the figure was given of 180,000 workers affected as to plan termina-
tion. Now I don't know what "affected" means in those circumn-
stances. It could mean those employees who were on board when
the ship sank.

It does not account for the possibly much larger group that was
separated while the ship was taking on water. The Studebaker em-
ployees, many, many hundreds, in fact many'thousands were sepa-
rated before the plant shut down. This was also true of the Packard
shutdown in 1958.

It is typical that plants die slowly and separate lots of employees
before the termination vesting provisions of the . code set in. And so
a very common problem I would like to emphasize. is when plans do
not terminate because of the limited reach'of the code, and the Internal
Revenue regulations, because upon plailt'termination, all credits are
supposed to vest, and unless there is plained termination,'that vesting
byvirtue of law does not take place and, thiq may very well be a
larger scale problem than that of plans which do come to an end.

Little has been said here today about benefiM but 9ey A intimately
related to the problems that we hhve beei' discussing, because ukider
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the great majority of group plans, benefits vary in accordance with
-length of service. Therefore in the 'number of years during a man's
working life that results in effective pension savings are a crucial
determinant of his retirement income. A man may achievee benefit
eligibility in his last job, but if he has only been in that last job 16
years, although he has worked in excess 6f140 years, his pension savings
have been effective for: only a minority'of his working life.

I think we ought to try to restructure th: private pension system,
so that. it can result in more effective pension 6.voings over a longer
period of time,'which incidentally voild result in a lower contribt-
tion cost because so much more of the benefit-would be generated from
plan earnings.-

There has been discussion during the day, as there always is when
people talk about vesting and the advantages of pension plans, about
tax subsidy. Eschewing that loaded word, I think it is often over-
,looked that the principal advantage, tax advantage of private pension
plans during periods when there is not an excess profits tax in opera.
tion;is not the deductibility of the employer contribution, but in the
tax-free earnings, and I nght add the tax-free earnings on earnings
of the funds set aside for that purpose, whether a trust or under segre-
gated accounts in insurance. . - . .. ..

This I would agree with Secretary Surrey accounts for tax savings
on the order-of $3 billion a year. And as these funds get larger, the
tax savings would be even greater.

Professor McGill with some assistance from private actuaries, hos
estimated that for the same money 'to generate equal amounts if kept
in the business, in the employer s own business, the rate of return
would have to be double what it is on pension funds. If that isn't an
advantage, I don't know what it is.

All of us would like to save in that way, and I wold say that all of
us should be stimulated to save in that way, if the savings will pay
off, not to just a small minority, but to the generality of employees,
because if it comes to be felt that plans in general are not paying off
except to a favored few the favorable tax treatment which now seems
like such an ordinary picture of life may indeed come uaider question.

I think we need some preventive medicine as well as some curative
medicine, and I would class your proposal under curative medicine.
I would like to suggest that we need some imaginative preventive
medicine to avoid some of the pension problems that will beset us in
the future if we continue business as usual.

It would seem to me we need more extensive coverage of plans
which can be encouraged affirmatively. The large area presently un-
covered is among small companies, fr the very good reason that it is
more. expensive to install and operate a. small company plan, and also
it is probably uneconomic to do so, because of the high mortality of
snmal l companies themselves. Their own life is so brief.

Weadn achieve higher pension benefits, a higher rate of eligibility
with a lower unit cost, if more years of work were to pay off. When
the social, security system was established in 1935, it covered roughly
half the jobs in the country, and as a result, this was one of the reasons
that social securit benefits were unnaturally low or extremely low,
not unnaturally. TIhere isno benchmark, but were extremely low, be-
cause average earnings were kept down by the fact that people moved
in and out of covered employment.
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Now pre isely this. happens tbhuiodreds ,o thousands of, orders.• They can wo0rk under a pension plan and then nrbve out.; This is~par-
.icularly true -for. older,,workers:whou'ure under a pensionpla "I This
was true of the Packard employees the state of6 some 1 thems mod.erately wbll d6oiment;d,: 'A majority' of thorn loved out ito the
service industry. They didii't stay in the Autoinobile iiidustr'y:. They
didn't stay in the nianufactriin# industry,:, ,They nved into ah area
,where private pension coverage e 1 practical 'unknbw. ,

, If we aret to have an effective private system We htave to spread its
coverage just as ve 'found thratunde social security. would operate
effectively only -if it coverage.va Close to uhiversalas it has become.
But we don't have the mechanism today for achievingthit close to
universal coveragetnd .1' would suggest:tha± a proposal tlt I, iade
in .my book" for a national' pension' claiinghoise, night wel;be taken
under consideration. The Cabihet 06mmittee report, did reonmend
that further study be glvenWt the proposal. Snie other groupsshave
-indicated the'rjiterest, inexploring it.Such a national plan' couldprovide basic covered lorsn.all em-
,ployers, and also provide the mechanism for taking small bits and
pieces of private pension' "Vesting, if it :were to bebnom quite common,
and piece them together into one benefit which could pay off. in one:sum ,. - • . , . - ' .. " , " , , , . ii:

More importantly, an important part of plnsi6n plani is' ability,
through the investment of funds, to participate in 'tht -orowth, of the
economy 'and the difflculty is that Ihen plansioest, idi3fwhenben'efits
vest today-they are frozen as'of the time of ,the eapl eo's Isepaation,
'Which may be many years before the benefit becomes 6payabe, 'due to
inflation and Increased productivity, theVialue 'of'tht benefit in cur-
rent terms at the time of retirement is severely eroded, le having ut of
account the erosion that takes place after retiremexit, so that pairtici-
pation in a live fund rather than in a coldstored 'benefit as it is com-
monly referred to today is qute important.

A grave difficulty with the proposals in the Cabinet committee re-
port--a grave shortcoming of th6 (abi net Cmmitt 6eport proposals
-s that (1)they are going to be extremely difficult 'tomahieve, because
'of their compulso nature and, (2) even if they were enacted into law
they would be of little practical effect.. The'vesting proposal is for 50
percent, the vesting of 50 percent of the credits after 15 years of con-
tinuous service.

Now ',his is already a common provision- in plans. Ithasvery little
bite, and comparatively little Utility inpresent-day terms. fI fel that
the Cabinet Committee report is buying a battl'thatis more symbolic
than usual.

Similarly its proposals for funding over a mininium'of funding past
service liability over a 30-year period also would havelittle bite in most
cases. The Studebaker plan had precisely thaf kind'bf.funding, as
did the Packard plan, andyet we kniow the trouble which it raninto.

I would like not to comment in detail about, S. 15, because & great
deal has been said about the techiica1 aspectsbf it already; andI must
say I endorse those, I am with th6se who endorse the goal, and T must
say I share the misgivings of many of 'those who see technicaldifficulties. '' . - " -

I would say this: that many 6f those technical difficulties might be
minimized or greatly reduced, if it Were part of a m ie 66iprehensive
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lan i of penin1,plan regqlatidn. I think that the EHt.tkeibill, which
IS ser *64-the. nportant funotionof focusing these hearings on bring-.

ing attion tOWtherterriblyurgentproblems, cannot be treated apart.
from the problem'of standa;rdsof funding, :of standards of vesting,
of the nature of fund investment.

Strangely enough some bank trustees have jndicated that they
would be etremely, Pleased, to me privately, ,if they were relieved of
the pressures lrom som parties of being asked to investin,tb employ-.
r's-business4' 'Even insurance companies are:not free from presSurMs

of t, hat sort. i "Vdoin't think that hiahky: panky is -the primary problem
of pensions lans today,' but!I do belive that it is an area that cannot.
go untreat. t"" I"" beginin

I look forward to these hearings today as marking a new begitning,
in the private;pensionzfield, , in Which, a more comprehensive treatmentwill b given totheiproblems that haive beendiscussed throughout the

day, ;andt the o erall resolution may, very -,well encompass and.make
more' feasible-the'proposals that y&U: put forward., .

SenatorHAmr. :Thank you, MrBernstein. We are going to move
right alead here. I amlimited on time too.,

Mr., Preston C. Bassett, vice president and actuary, Towers, Perrin,
Forstor &CrosbyIno, Philaddlphia, Pa.

STATEMENT OF -PRESTON 0.- BASSETT, VICE PRESIDENT AND,
AOTUARY, TOWERS, P RRIN, FORSTER & CROSBY, INC., PHILA-
DtjLHIA PA.I AC)A OMPANIED YREEMAN 0. BIEGEL, PARTNER,
LEE, TOHEY & RENT

Mr. B&s ''. Thank YoU, Mr. Chairman. My name is Preston 0.
Bassett.I am vice preidefit and actuary,' Towers, Perrin Forster &
Crosby- i.. Ap"aring with'me is Mr. Herman 0:Biegei, a partner

tin he iasington lawtfrm of Lee Toomey & Kent, and counsel for
our compad. on'tax anid 0thir legal aspects of pension, plans. ' After
my presentation today, Mr. Biegel and I will be happy to'ainswer
any qutAl. ou have.

Ihave bieWdian actuary since 1949 and am a fellow of the Society
of Actuaries a member of the Conference of Actuaries in Public
Practice, and an associate of the British Institute of Actuaries. My
company, Towers, Perrin, Forster:& Crosby, Inc is a firm of con-
sultants ana actuaris' to management. It. has headquarters in Phila-
delpla. -W6 hae been employee benefits and pension planning
sinqe91! Afid thegreafer portion of our 800 client companies through-
out thelfnilted States, Canada, and'Ettrope use our services in these
two. important areas. I have been with this organization for more
than 16iyears.

T( da however; Iam not representing any of our client companies.
Rather iam ' here to express my personal Views based on my own ex-
perience in the field.

Before' 7 himentingY specifically on S. 1575, Senator Hartke's hill
to establish a' Federal, reinsurance program I would like to express
my general observation that, by and large, the private pension' lfd'
prfit-sharin system is working extremely well with the social secu-
rey' system in helping millioisof Aiqdlans attain financial security
in their older years. There are,of course, certaiIdeficencies which
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have been revealed in some of these plans-, bat my experience leads
me to believe that many of these deficiencies are bemg rapidly andsubstantially, alleviated through private, voluntary action.- And the
number of plans in which these alleged deficiencies exist has been
extremely small.

It should be rcogized, Mr. Chairman, that when a company un-
dertakes a pension plan, it is assuming a long-term and fequently
costly obligation that must be met through the years, in lean as well as
in profitable years. First, because they desire to provide their eni-
ployees with retirement security that can be provided at a practical
and realistic cost; and second, because the finanial security- of the
organization must be a consideration when it accepts any, long-term
commitment of this sort.

As companies gain experience, with their plans, however, and as
the trust fuds grow through the years, the plans are usually im-
proved in many wayne-by adopting more rapid vesting provisions,
sounder funding of past service liabilities, more comprehensive bene.
fits, et cetera.' Accordingly, there is widespread evidence that any
major weaknesses in the pension system which were prevalent only a
decade ago are being generally overcome at the present time, particu-
larly with regard to plans which have been in evidence for number
of years. You are not dealing with a static situation. Plans are
continually being altered and improved as companies and-unions gain
added experience in the field.

In my judgment, the true strength and unique value of private
pension and profit-sharing plans lie in this inherent flexibility: their
ability to meet the requirements and the capabilities of widely varying
corporate situations, and to adjust to new ex eriences and new situa-
tions. I believe that the Governmentshould te extremely cautious in
trying to impose on these plans mandatory standards of a type which
will tend to deprive them of this important flexibility-standards
which would tend to convert the private retirement system into some-
thing akin to social security.

Senator HArrKE. Let me interrupt you a moment. The'one thing
that bothers me which you people who oppose this bill never'take into
account is that you are receiving a special tax exemption, a special tax
benefit from the Goverment.

Mr. BAssI-=. I have not said I am opposed to th is yet.
Senator -HawzK. I know you haven't yet, but you are going to..

The point about it is this. AllI am saying t6 you is that I can see that
there is another alternative to this, and that is remove this tax exemp-
tion, and I would be inclined to do tbat, if we can't provide for a pro-
gram of the sort described in my bill.

I don't think that there is any special reason to give one segment of'
society a special tax decrease. Why not give it to everybody? Let's
figure out what this amounts to, and give it to everybody across the
board percentagewise. Why not dothat?

Mr. BAssrr. Senator Hart-ke, maybe I misunderstood the bill. I
thought this bill relates to insuring against certain contingencies that
might happen.

Senator HAIrKE. That is right. That is what I am' talking about.
But I mean you find that now everything is going so wonerously,.
glowingly good, I wonder how good it will go if you take away this spe-
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cial tax benefit., "Isn't there any sine qua non for which we have to give
Some consideration f

Mr. BASS.T. I think the mere fact that the Government has given
this incentive is part and parcel of the wonderful job that has been
done in the past years. _ talk.

Senator HAmTxE. But that is just so much talk.
Mr. BAss-rr. No.Senator HART . A-ll right. You can shake your heads back there

if you want to, but as far as I am concerned, I am not worried about
what it is going to do to an existing operation if you cannot show that
the b" tiefi coming to the general 'society, there is no reason for gen-
era' legislation to be passed for just private groups, and I would say to
my friends from labor this wold mean probably to those people who
are in organized labor, now listen, thatprobably the people who would
suffer first are these people in organized labor.

Maybe this is a thing which we should take away. Maybe we
should eliminate this entirely, because it only innureS to the benefit
primarily of coiporatios w iCh'liave organized labor working with
them, to the exclusion of those people who are not in the unions. This
might be a good thought.,

Mr. G kh l ERO. Senator, I ah certain that it would berevolttionary
in it4 consequences.

Senator 1luriri. Let me say this to you. I ani trying to get some of
you people to start thinking. This is just one thing, I am not advocat-
ing it at, all but when I find people who want to protect special tax
benefits without any reciprocal responsibilities on their part toward
society in general, I start raising serious questions in my mind as to
whether the benefit that is included is permissible in the first place.

If we are going to have to raise taxes, and it looks like the President
is going to come in hereIwith a tax raise, maybe this is a place where
we can save a couple of I-ilion.

Mr. BAssM'r. Senator Hartke, I think that we are all in agree-
ment that we would like to see pension coverage extended to as broad
a group as possible. I think the tax incentives, that were put in year-
ago has extended coverage to many millions of people. I think to eA-
tend it to a larger group, we have to maintain andcontinue a favor-
able atmosphere, in which to develop new plans and improve old
ones.

Senator.' HAwrmk. I don't like to include atmospheres, but I tell
you what, I find that atmosphere doesn't get the job done.

Mr. BAssmr. It has in the past.
Senator HArxa I hear climate and atmosphere all over the place

in all these things, and I am just going to tell you quite honestly that
they don't persuade me much. Now go ahead. You come in here and
brag about the traditional expense and unique values of private
pensioni plans. If, as Mr. Bernstein says, that this applies to less than
10 million, and he indicated it was-

Mr. BAssmi-r. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. On the basis df what we have done so far, with

limited benefits to them, it looks to me like this has been a nice thing
for you people who have been administering the program, and a pretty
expensive proposition for the taxpayers:

Mr. BASSFrr. Let's go back and examine that statistic. I think that
is a good one.
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Senator, HA~rKE. I dqn't knowhether: it is ti;'ew.r not .
Mr. BAssmr. But Iet's examine it. '
Senator HfAwr. All right. : .,....
Mr. BAssY-r. s et' sume that 10 percent ayeall that 'are goiig tobenefit. That means there are 90 percent who do rxt benefitfrovn a

pension program that they are at onetime vovord "der, ''hw how
are we going to extend this so all 100 percent get protection,, that all10Q.perceIt who are in this plaj gqt enf t hen rthey rach 5? Is
this the problem . ieo..

Senator HIARTr, Th is,g0.
Kr. BAssnr. All dghti W ,9;can' cover ihose that are goingt0 die

betweenrAow and 65., This eliinates maybe 10 percent, If we are
onqg to, give it to those whoch'ange job, we must hqve benefit plans

in a companies throughout all of theUnited States, because that is
probably were another 60 or'T, pecegointg to" uncoveed ,occupa-
tions. 3So we must qnco r1g o gie , r!percent ag of employers to
adopt plans., t We m ust buil moj, plans, . more compa ni through.out the country, This means p 9. arlY the sm1l e~plqyers. We
have got to get them to adopt .p-nsiorI pn ,These ar the groups
that we have got to coverif we are going to raise-- -
* Senator HARTKE. Can you tell m.e ho vmny 6iinall employers have
provided systems which' provide any substantial numbers of coverage
for ultimate ,cash benefits in the last couple of years? Dg you have
those static cs V

Mr. BAssm'r. Well, We do know- that there is a tendency f16r mii're
and more small plahs to be qualified for taxpayers. These provide pro.
tection, and w have to encourage them, if we are ever goifig to provide
benefits for everybody when they rtre,

Senator -AiwKE. I don't want.to disqo'rage tllm,4rnt Iwould be
more interested in.finding out just whatlappens as uas the em-
ployees are concerned. Look, quite honestlyv if you have got a pension
plan, if it means anything to anybody at al ,. it should mean something
to that employee.

Mr. BASS'TT. Yes sir.
.Senator HAfnIE.VNot to actuaries. .
Mr. BASSEIT. Right'.
Senator HARTKE. Not to trust companies, not to unions, and not to

management.
Mr. BASsErr. I think we are all in agreement on that.,
Senator HArtTK]F. I am not being cri tcal 'but you want it for that

man who works in that factory. If it doesn't mean anything to
himi-

Mr. BASSfmr. Exactly.
Senator HAUTRE. There is no justification for going ahead with this

type of program. ,
hfr. BASSMT. So we are trying to find out who are these 90 percent

that don't receive protection.
Senator HARTKE. Right.
Mr. BAssETr. And we have got to find out what we can do to give

them protection.. Now I can give you several proposals. I have sug-
gested one.
Senator HAUTRrE. You go right ahead if it is in your prepared state-

ment. ' If you want to give it off the top of your head, it is all right.
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Mr. BASSM-r. You have torn it apart right now. I am off the text.
Senator HARTHE., GO iight'ahead.
Mr. BAssMIVr. Well, the other area in which a lot of people are losing

their benefits, the part of this 80 or 90 percent that don't get them, is
because they leaVe before they have vested rights. This hasbeen pretty
generally talked about today, and I thiik there ought to be more lib-
eral vesting, and I have a suggestion which will help do it.

My stiggestion is that you encourage employee contributions to plans
by making employee contributions tax deductible as they are in Can-
ada. This will cover the cost of vesting, and encourage vesting. With
that kind of a program, companies and employees can afford vesting.
We know for a fact, even without legislation, that contributory plans
have more liberal vesting than noncontributory'plans, and this is the
way I think yoU should approach this problem.

But actually before any of this, you should look into why it is that
90 percent of the employees don't have protection-if this is the right
figure-and when you flindout why, we can consider how to correct it.
Your bill is one possible answer, but there are many other.

Senator HARTKE. Let me Say I am not wedded to the language or
even necessarily to the principle of this bill. I am very definitely
concerned about this problem.

Mr. BAss-r. I think we all are.
Senator HARTEK. And that is the thing I am driving at. Did you

want to say something? Go right ahead.
Mr. GREENBERO. Ihesitate Senator. I would like to comment if I

may after the presentation is finished.
Mr. BAssmTr. Let me go back to my statement.
This is not to say that there may iiot be a need for further legislation

or regulation. Improvements can and should be made in the statutes
and in regulations; and in my judgment, companies with experience
in this field are quite willing to work with the Government toward the
development of such improvements where the need is demonstrated and
where the benefits of such changes clearly outweigh the difficulties. It
is my conviction, however, that some of the alleged weaknesses in pres-
ent statutes and regulations have been overstated and that isolated
examples of deficiencies have beon cited as justification for sweeping
new statutes and regulatioiis affecting all plans-the overwhelming
majority of which are soundly conceived and soundly administered:.

To a certain extent, I believe that this comment applies to the pro-
posal now before this com mittee for a Federal reinsurance system. In
many respects the pending bill would institute a far-reaching, drastic,
and untried approach to a problem which, to date at least, has not
existed to any great degree.

In this regard, I understand from the testimony of Secretary of
Labor Wirtz before the Subcommittee .on Fiscal Policy of the Joint
Economic Committee and before this committee this morning that a
joint study is now underway by the Bfireau of Labor Statistics and the
Internal Revenue Service of 7,000 pension plans that were terminated
between 1953 and 1965. The purpose of this study is to ascertain the
reasons why these plans were terminated. It may also be possible to
find out what effect these terminations had upon the employees. It
would seem that the facts regarding the need for S. 1575 may be forth-
coming, and thus action should be delayed until these facts can be
tudied.

68 --. 4--60 i-"7
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Let me make it clear that I think it, is appropriate for the Gderi.
ment as well as private companies and unions to give serious consider.
atiin to any, and all means for adding greater certainty that pension
plans, will actually fulfilltheir announced Qbligattions, Thus, I be.
lieve t broad objectives of S. 1575,are commed able. But, as I have
mentioned, it is my conviction that these Objectives are being achievedto, an increasing extent through voluntary improvement of retifement
programs and'that further improvement will cie through the years.

-ere again, whilp this ismy belie, f1q6s ill 1* availgble iniregard
to' fle extent of funding itpr vhte penpion Plans,. ThMshasto do withthis Iharton School study. I thin you adrqgoigto lave some value.
able statistics Out of that. : .

The Tinsion lleseaIch Council Uinder the-at '6ices t6 Ayiton
SCleool of Finance &,ComnrcQ at t b Univtersity of pehusylvaia is
m akin 'p' exhaustive :stu'd,:f f dirig in 5,000 private pension pins.
Co~n~pIbl fi s and .impaiies 'are vihrtipntlng in' fur-

ishri 'i 'data. ~'Thi~i~id is bln :fiianced bytle Social'Security Ad-
in l nistraton, private foundatins, nd br private .sources. The study
will probably cost in excess ofa, half million dollars. It holds promise
of providih , i definitive clue as to whether there is any necessity for
further governmental action in the funding, area. I amconvinceldthat
this study, as well as other studies now being conducted by the"ov-
ernment and by piivate sources, will lead to a better"underkttinding
of precisely which aspects of private retirement programs may be de-
ficient, and which aspects could be 'benefited by new statutes and
regulations.

SThe question is whether S. 1575 is a practical and the most ap-
p private approach in meeting these proposed objectives more rapidly.
It is my opinion that the reinsui'ance program recommended by the
bill is not a feasible approach for a number of reasons.

The purpose of insurance is to spread a risk over a large group in
order to protect individual participants against the loss resulting from
some uncontrolled event. The cost of the insurance to be equitable
should be borne by the participants in proportion to their exposure to
the hazards insured against. As presently written, S. 1575 fails in a
number of areas to meet these requirements.

(1) In this situation, the risk insured against is not beyond the con-
trol of the insured. The insured determines, to a large extent, whether
or not a certain facility or business operation Will go out of existence.
An analogy would be to issue fire insurance on a home and agree to
pay the owner for the loss if he has the right to burn the home down.
The risk insured against in S. 15765 is largely within the control of the
purchaser.

(2) Such a program, I believe, may encourage minimum funding
by employers, since the security of pensions will no longer be a corn-
,polling reason for funding. It maybe cheaper to pav the "premniuni"
than to fund adequately the pension plan, thus stimulating the wrong
kind of pension planning.

(3) As stated above, the cost of the insurance should be borne by the
participantsin proportion to the risk involved. Under the proposal,
the cost of the insurance is to be a fundion of the unfundel cost of the
benefit. expectations. This is only one Small factor in the measure of
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the risk. The risk also involves the probability of discontinuing the
pan for business reasons. For example, three companies: a utility
company in a metropolitan area, a manufacturer of hoola hoops and
skate boards, and a large subcontractor supplying a very special item
necessary for the operation in Vietnam might all have the same un-
funded pension cost. It is evident, the risk of each of these. enter-
prises going out of business is radically different., the probability of
which would bedifficult to determine. BUt certainly, some of them
would be more likely to prpihe insured benefits than another. Yet,
the proposed bill would -carge each, company. the same premium.
Thus, the reinsurahce progrna would serimisly discriininate against
pension p.ans established by stable organizations which ave ,likely to
continue im existence for many years. The program, would operate
against our oldest ad soundest corporations, in favor of companies
which may overreach themselv' in assuming pension obligations, and
other. companies, which do not expect to exist except for a relatively
short, tim e. . , . ... . . . f,

(4) The problem of measuring the risk also applies to' the second
part of the insurance proposal--namely, covering losses on the liq-
uidation of assets. In order to properly assess the premium it is
necessary to determine some measure of tjie risk involved indifferent
investments made by the pension fund. I do not believe that it is
possible to insure that the stock market will not go down in future
years or that poor investments will not be made by pension trustees.

(5) If a reinsurance program were undertaken, I believe the Gov-
ernment would quickly find itself in the business of establishing a
wide variety of investment standards, payment standards, funding
standards, and other criteria for pension plans which would result
in placing all such programs under a governmental straitjacket and
thus depriving these plans of the inherent flexibility which, I believe,
lies at the root of their success and value.
• Earlier, I mentioned the studies going on by the Pension Research
Council and the joint study by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and
Internal Revenue Service. I understand that the SEC is making
a study examining the financial data of trusteed pension plans. In
addition to their regular annual report, it is stepping up their studies
to include both book and market values of assets, and the purchase and
sales of common stocks. I believe it intends to issue quarterly reports
on transactions in these funds. Perhaps, this information will be
of additional vale and give more facts on which to determine the
appropriateness of'any legislation.

Until these studies are completed, Mr. Chairman, and until sub-
stantial consideration and evaluation have been given to them, I would
urge the Congress not to take action on legislation such as S. 1575.
Private retirement programs adopted by corporations for the benefit
of their employees constitute a unique and constructive American de-
velopment whicb, 'on the whole, is serving the 'Nat ion extremely well.
In the light of the long-range nature of these programs, and their past
success, the Government has an obligation to move deliberately and
cautiously in changing th6 ground rules under which they operate.
Certainly, to date there has been no clear demonstration either of the
needs for or constructive results that would result from a program of
Federal reinsurance for unfunded pension benefits.
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I want to-thank the members of the committee for this opportunity
to express my views on this important subject.

Senator HaROKE. I am not going to ask you any further questions.
Mr. Greenberg, I am going to withhold your statement until I get

through with Mr. Bert Roberts, Pension & Profit-Sharing Services,
Austin, Tex.

STATEMENT OF BERT ROBERTS, DIRECTOR, ROBERTS PENSION
& PROFIT SHARING SERVICES, AUSTIN, TEX.; ACCOMPANIED
BY S. ;. MAXWELL, ATTORNEY, AUSTIN, TEX.

MNfr. ROBRT5. Senator; we too have come at our own expense. We
don't represent anybody but us, and before this is through, I believe
you and I are going to wake the whole bunch up.

Senator HARTIE. Let me say something to you'and to all par-
ticipants here--that we are not going to change tihe world today. For
any of you people who are fearful there is going to be action in this
session of Congress, just go on home. If that is all you are worried
about, there is certainly nothing going to happen in this session of
Congress on this bill.

Tat I know. Without. me pushing it, I don't know of anyone else
who is going to push this bill at this moment, so you can go home and
have a good Christmas. Go right ahead.

Mr. R OBERTS. This is our first trip up here, and we tried to get
reservations on the planes, and they weren't running, so wehad to get
private conveyance, but we are happy to appear before this group.

I would like to say that we are not in any way trying to change the
forces of nature, nor are we against change of any type. However, I
gret from your statements that you are inclined of the socialistic nature,
and we in Texas believe in furnishing the men with what they are able
to work for.
Senator HARTKE. I am not inclined to a socialistic nature at all. I

want you to know that I for one just opposed socialism in regard to
the airlines strike, which the majority of the Congress insisted on
following. I just want you to know that if you want to put a tag on
me, you might-find me putting one on you real fast.

Mr. ROBERTS. All right. I told you we were going to wake them up.
One of the things we asked a moment ago is about the tax deduc-

tion situation. I think one of the things that this group has over-
looked is the fact. that no employer is forced to put in a p an; that if
lie had a plan lie wanted to put in $0;000 a year, he would be $52,000
better off if he was in the maximum bracket, to tell his employees to go
provide their own benefits out of their own income after they paid
taxes on their income, and he would be $52,000 better off hi his own
corporation. I think this is one of the things .we have overlooked
today. .,.Senator HARTKE. I haven't overlooked it. Maybe you have, but I

knew that before we started.
Mr. ROBERS. The way you questioned -
Senator HARTKE. You interpret how I question? You do your own.

You come up here and you want to question me, you get elected Senator
and you can do it.

Mr. ROBERTS. Thank you. I might.
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Senator HAnTE. No, let's have a clear understanding. I am stay-
ing here to accommodate you people. I am not objecting to that. I
could have put this over until tomorrow. Most Senators would have.

I understood you came here at your own expense, but If you want
to ask me questions, you get yourself elected and we will go ahead, but
in the meantime, if you have anything to submit which is of value in
interpreting this, whether favorable or unfavorable, you go right
ahead.

Mr. ROBERTS. Well this bill as a whole requires that there is going
to be some additional expense. This expense is going to have to be
borne by the employer.

In keeping with our national structure of economy, we are trying to
keep inflation down; this in itself makes the economy more expensive
and makes: it go up. There are several things that can be done and
should be considered, that Internal Revenue should consider giving
some additional increases in deductions in order to cover this, and in
many cases this 5-percent increase, which has been projected here today
as the cost- of this coverage,: in many cases this 5 percent is enough to
fund a private pension plan by itself. So anyway this idea which we
have here is in reality a way of job guaranteeing, whether the man
works or not.

Take, for instance, a man who is workinglin a firm and they put in a
computer. He refuses to be retained. He elects to take retirement
and under the provisions of this bill, he could determine himself
whether he wanted to go on retirement.

At present there are three Federal institutions that are involved in
these plans, Labor, Internal Revenue, and now we are asking Health,
Education, and Welfare.

I would like to make a recommendation to this group that-it give
serious consideration to the establishment of one organization which
will have under its jurisdiction the planning, the studies, and the han-
dling of pension profit sharing and all of those types of tax exempt
trusts..

There is another suggestion I would like to make. There is very
little that has been said here today concerning insured plans, but that
the insured plans be made exempt from this bill, because if a. plan is
insured with an insurance company, the insurance company takes the
risks, especially under the investment program, so long as the em-
ployer makes the contributions, the benefits are guaranteed.

I also know that there is another bill being considered which would
make it a crime for not making a contribution, so it might look like we
are trying to choke the goose that provides the eggs that oils the wheels
of the economy.

There is another suggestion I would like to make, and that is that
by outlawing your entry age normal plan, and prior service participa-
tion, you have-no problem.

There are a lot of statements which I could make concerning the bill
itself and its inadequacies, but I realize that this is in its infancy, and
I think those can and will be looked into.

Senator HARTKE. If you have anything specific you would like to
say about them, you are certainly entitled to say them.

'Mr. ROBERTS. A couple of questions.
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Senator IARArE. You don't ask any questions. If you have any
statements about this

Mr. RoBnmrs. I would like to get it in the record.
Senator -L nrKn. If you have any statement to make, that is fine.

If you have any suggestions to make or if these are in the form of
statements.

fr. RoBEn'rs. We will just make them as statements. I see no reason
why this should particularly pertain only to pension plans and exclude
the-self-employed and the profit-sharing plans.

Senator HART E. Would you like t, "ave those covered?
Mr. RoBEnirs. I see no reason why not. If you are going to make it

for one, you should make it for all.
Senator HARTKT;. Would'you advocate having those covered?
Mr. ROBr.RTS. I don't advocate your covering any of them
Senator HARTk1 . That is what I thought. You see, we come right

down to the basic problem, you are just against it, period.
Mr. RoBERws. That is right..
Senator HARTR.E. Well, be against it. There is nothing wrong with

that.. '
Mr. RoBPERTS. I don't have any questions whether I am'for it or

against. it.
Senator HA JTKE. All right, just go ah.ad and be against it, but

don't try to give excuses why you are against it by saying we should
include something else. You don't want to include anything. You
don't want to even include this.

Mr. ROBERTS. Amen, OK, we understand each other.
Senator HARTKE. I am not sure I understand you.
Mr. ROBERTS. New increases, these at present look as if they are

going to be made into an additional plan. This is going to cause
additional expenses to the employers who create them, and the ad-
ministration of this is going to cost some increases in taxes.

One of the things that concerns me most is the formula by which
1 percent is being guaranteed, I mean 50 percent is being guaranteed
of a man's wage, or the lesser of $500. The average plans don't even
have a formula which will allow a 50 percent income at retirement
time with a maximum of $500. I say the average, because there are
many of those which do, but the average plan does not.

The feasibility of being able to determine the risks as set out in
this plan are highly improbable, and to give discretionary powers
to any secretary of any functional body is a great latitude which I
do not endorse.

Tn talking about actuarial soundness, I wish someone would have
been able. to ask Mr. Ball this morning how long social security would
last if all the people stopped paying their contributions to social

security. Everybody seems to be concerned about the actuarial sound-
ness of our pension plans. Yet not too much thought is being given
to the tnial soundness of our social security system.

The point in commercial plans, and in our dealing with the men
who are responsible for the creation of these plans, they are doing so
out of the goodness of their hearts. They are trying to provide
security for their employees, not a deduction from the income tax rolls,
and a corporate owner is not forced to put in plans, and if we are
going to hamstring and curtail this operation of pension plans so
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thiatl he is afraid to stick his head out the door, we are not going to
have any pension plans, and we are not going to have any security
for any of our old people except what social security is going to
provide.

I highly recommend that we have a centralized system who can
make a. thorough study of all of these Eituations and correlate them
in such a way that we can do something constructive, rather than
!egislating things that have to be done, and make it encouraging
to the employers to install plahs so that oor employees can have ade-
quate income.

Now we only heard about this on Friday. It took us 2 days to get
up here with our mode of transportation. I pulled my attorney on of
his vacation, and he is here on a voluntary basis also. I would like
for him to be able to make any comments that he cares to make at this
time.

Senator HAirrKE. Identify yourself'for the record.
Mr. MAXWELL. My name is S. J. Maxwell. I live in Austin, Tex.

I am an attorney, and have been: practicing law in Austin, Tex., for
some 19 years.

I have just.one or two sug estions to make, Senator. I am notgoing to keep us Iong now. 'would like to have the opportunity
though, if I may and I do believe you permit this, to file a brief or
statement of further suggestions and comments for the record within
the deadline that you set.

Senator HARTxE. That is accorded not only you but to anyone
else who wishes to make a statement.

Mr. MAXWELL. Thank you. Basically I believe that a large part
of the problem that we are talking about today can be resolved by re-
A-ising the. Internal Revenue Code as it'now reads, so as to permit the
funding of past service credits in a much less time than is now per-
initted.

I believe the limit today is 10 percent per year. My personal view
is that that ought to be accelerated, allow funding in as little as 3
years of all past service credits, and require that all past service credits
be funded within 10 years, instead of allowing them to drag on and on
and on.

Then these funds will be here that we are talking about. They
are not going to be missing. They will be in the pot. That is what
Mr. Reuther was talking about this morning. The employers have
represented that the funds were there-maybe lie didn't say they were
there, but, he led his employees to believe that they were there. They
were led to believe that these are plans that have funds there. The
employee thought "I am going to get a pension when I am 65."

Well, if the money is in the pot., it will be there when he is 65,
unless there is loss on the value of the assets, and if the trustees are
prudent trustees, and if they follow the laws of the various States
in which they presently reside, the funds will be there in all probabil-
ity, maybe not every penny, if the plan were terminated on a given
date, because there are fluctuations in the stock and the bond market,
but by and large the funds would be there.

Second, I would like to point out particularly that section 4(a) (2Q)
is not needed insofar as insured pension plans are concerned. Where
there is an insurance company holding those funds, those funds are.
.going to be there when tie time comes to pay off.
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Now I spent many years with the State Board of Insurance of
the State Of Texas and 'I am familiar with every insurance company
doing business in the State of Texas, and that includes the New York
companies as well as the Texas companies. .

I am also familiar with practically every insurance company in.
solvency in the last 15 years in the United States, and it is my sincere
belief that there has been not the loss of $1 in insured pension funds
in the United states in the last 15 years, and I doubt seriously if there
has ever been the loss of a, siiigle dollar of them in the history of this
country, insofar as their being available at the time the payment to
the beneficiary-the worker, or his beneficiry-was'due.

So I see no necessity for section 4(a) (2) insofar as insured pins are
concerned, and I think t At insured plans should be exempted from
subsection 24of section 4(a)'of the bill.

Then I would like to emphasize again regarding this 50 percent of
the average monthly wage or $500 , r month, wilchever i lesser,
paybe that is a common den' nfihator in tl6 Wealthy Northeast, but itis not a'common denbmninator i " the'"or South and'Sbuthwest. I
think that that is exorbitant. I think the answer is this, Senator.

I think that this bill should provide that it should 'not exceed 100
percent of the lnefits which the worker or his beneficiary would have
receiVed had the plan remained in effect. Let's don't give him more
than he would have gotten. He is not entitled to a windfall. He is en-
titled to what he would have gotten, but, he is not entitled to another
dollar, that is if we are going to have such a bill'

Personally I am opposed to the bill, but I look at this thing con-
structively and I do realize we have probleins, but as I said, I think
part of the problem and a large measure of it. can be solved by an
amendment to the Internal Revenue Code which I outlined earlier.
Thank you.

Senator HARTKHF. Thank you.
Now Mr. Greenberg.
Mr. GREENBERG. Ar. Bassett-may I talk from here?
Senator IA wr. Yes, go right ahead.
fr. GREENBERG. Mr. Bassett made only one constructive suggestion,

but it flies in the face of a principle now thoroughly established, and
I think that it is a principle that must be kept in mind for all our
deliberations here.

Seventeen years ago the 1949 steel industry factfinding board ap-
pointed by President Truman stated in substance: The responsibility
for taking care of the worn out, and we should not add, discarded em-
ployees of the steel industry, is as much a proper cost of doing busi-
niess as taking care of and replacing worn out equipment and facil-
ities. To establish this principle a long strike ensued in the steel
industry.

Suggesting that employees should be compelled by law to pay for
their own pensions is a step backward which would only encourage
labor disputes. Voluntary savings by all means. Compulsory sharing
of the employer's responsibility by employees, no.

Senator HAUTKE. Thank you.
These hearings are now adjourned. If you wish to submit any addi-

tional statements or any other parties care to, the record will be kept
open until August 31. I want, to thank you for coming.(Whereupon, at 6:10 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.)
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(By direction of the chairman, the following communications arm
made a part of tli-a record:)

STATEMENT OF THE AMERIOAN LimE CONVENTION AND LIFE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA, SUBMITTED BY GLENDON E. JOHNSON, VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL
COUNSEL, AMERIoAN LIFE CONVENTION, AND KENNETIH L. KIMBLE, VICE PRESI-
DENT AND GENERAL COUNSEL, LIFE INSURANCE AssooIATIoN OF AMERICA

The American Life Convention and the Life Insurance Association of America
are two associations of life insurance companies Whose members in 1905 held
$27.3 billion under pension plans, representing 99.,% of the reserves of insured
pension plans In the United States. These plans cover more than seven million
participants or 99.7% of those in insured pension plans.

S. 1575 would establish a comprehensive system of governmental guarantees
for -private pension plans which are qualified under the Internal Revenue Code.
The program is designed to protect against the risk of loss of pension benefits
resulting from declining asset values or from termination of a plan. The
program would be financed by premiums from covered plans. The premiums
would vary according to the unfunded liabilities and the kinds of assets of the
plan.

As a business intimately involved in the development of pensions, we share
the sponsors' interest in a sound private pension system. If that system is to
grow, it is important that all plans be operated soundly and fairly so that
the participants receive the benefits they are led to expect. Accordingly, we
favor any practical improvements in private pensions that will serve these
purposes.

Like the proponents of S. 1575, we recognize that the problem at which this
proposal is aimed cannot be divorced from the other questions raised by the
195 Report of the President's Committee on Corporate Pen.sion Funds. Along
with other groups both inside and outside of the Government, we have for some
time been studying the private pension system to see whether there are steps
which can be taken to assure that all pension plans are soundly der signed and
well administered in the interest of fair treatment for all pensioners. These
considerations range broadly over all aspects of pensions but have centered
primarily on: (1) adequate vesting and portability, (2) honest administration,
(3) sound funding together with related proposals such as S. 1575 to, increase
the security of pension expectations, and (4) expansion of the system to those
who are not now covered by a pension plan.

In this framework we have studied S. 1575 to determine whether it would aid
In the sound development of private pensions. It raises a number of complex
and interrelated problems for which we have found no satisfactory solutions but
which, in the spirit of Senator Hartke's invitation, we are pleased to review
with this Committee.

One aspect of the private pension system which must be kept in mind in
considering suggested changes is that this system is a voluntary one. Thus there
are limits on the extent to which additional costs or regulatory burdens can be
Imposed without slowing or even reversing the desirable groy th of the system.
It does not follow that there should be no changes in the private pension system.
But In any attempt to improve the system, extreme caution should be exercised
in the Imposition of burdens which might lead to a decision against having a
pension plan at all.

The proposed Insurance arrangement of S. 1575 is often compared with that
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, which basically protects depositors
against the risk of declining asset values. S. 1575 would similarly insure against
such risks, although the kinds of assets Involved are more varied and the selec-
tion of investments much less restricted than those of FDIC member banks.
Even more troublesome is the proposed protection against the possibility that
contributions will not be made by an employer in the future because he has gone
out of business. The FDIC guarantees deposits already in being. S. 1575 would
guarantee additionally something which does not yet exist and which is most
Indefinite, a risk which is of a different order of magnitude from that covered
by any existing insurance program-government or private.

It should be recognized that the total risk could be very large, particularly in
times of recession. Moreover, the proposal is designed to be self supporting and
yet has only very broad limits on the pension benefits to be insured. Even if
much more restrictive limits were imposed some sort of governmental guarantee
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would seem to be essential in view of the immense liabliitles that covid develop
in a recession, 

Another basic problem grows out of the fact that the insured w,)uld have a
large measure of control of the risk, which could lead to-abses. Consider, for
example, the temptation for an administrator whose firm is facing inslvency to
increase the pension liabilities by liberalizing benefits ok covering in additional
employees. Perhaps an even more troublesome situation would be presented
where an employer closes down one of several plants, or in a merger, were the
interrelated interests of various groups 'of employees would add anotht.r level
of complexity. While it is conceilvable that some of these difficulties coaid be
controlled, to do so would require extensive regulation that Would tend to in.
hibit the desirable and traditional flexibility in the operation of private pensions.

Another serious concern is Whether S. 1575 would encourage unfunded pensions.
The proposal would condition qualification under the tax code upon participation
in the proposed insurance program. This would exclude unfunded or pay-as.
you-go plans under which an employer receives a tax deduction for benefits when
paid directly to the beneficiaries. In such plans, since there are no reserves,
the participants are even more vulnerable to the potential loss of pension ex.
pectatlons including the risk that their employer will go out of business. Inas-
much as compliance with S. 1575 could be avoided by operating on such a basis,
the' proposal might well cause greater use of such arrangements with a cor-
respondingly increased risk for the' participants. In addition to; the decreased
protection for employees, such a trend would mark an undesirable reversal of
the extraordinary Capital growth provided by the expanding private pension
system. The total investments of pension plans, now nearly $85 billion, have
been an extremely important factor in the economic development of this nation
during the past two decades.

A related'question is whether this proposal would serve to reverse the present
desirable trend toward fuller funding of pension liabilities under qualified plans.
Such 6 development would clearly not serve the best interests of the beneficiaries.
We have considered whether it might be possible to design the premium rate
schedule for the proposed insurance program in such a way as to diwourage any
tendency to avoid adequate funding but have concluded that the disparity is so
great between the large cost of funding and the relatively smaller insurance
premium that this would not be practicable. By way of amplification it should
be explained that most; pension plans when installed accord benefits to current
employees for previous service which are not funded at the outset. These llabili-
ties are so large that even in well-administered plans they cannot ordinarily be
fully funded for 30 years or so. The maximum premium allowed by S. 1575 is
much smaller by comparison.- Thus there would be a natural tendency for
pension administrators to minimize this funding burden, relying on the insurance
program to protect against possible adverse developments. Yet the only complete
security for pension participants is a fully funded plan. Thus, under any pro-
gram such as that of S. 1575, it would be difficult but necessary somehow to
make sure that the program did not encourage pension plan administrators to
make a less determined effort to fund these liabilities promptly.

One final problem area should be noted-the need for precise definition of time
risk to be insured. Tn any pension insurance program it would seem to be neces-
sary to avoid inequities among the various types of pension plans and to avoid
adverse selection by the weaker plans.

In conclusion we reiterate our interest in improving the young and growing
institution of private pensions, and our willingness to assist in any practical
effort to improve the security of employees' pension expectations. At the same
time we urge that careful consideration be given to the need for encouragement
of the expansion of private pensions. Certainly these two base considerations
must be balanced in evaluating any proposal to revise the private pension system.

AusTIN, T".,0 August 25, 1960.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNG,
U.S. Senate, (lommtte on Finance, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SEN.ATOR Loso: The captioned bill now being studied by your Finance
Committee is too serious and has too many far-reaching ramifications to be con-
sidered in a hasty manner.

I urge you to reject this bill if efforts persist for its speedy approval without
further detailed analysis of the problem by competent parties in government and
industry of its cost and need.

Respectfully yours, ALBERT P. MoKiNY, CPA.
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STATEMENT OF ALEXANDER I. STMT; VxoE PRESIDENT AND COMPTROLLER OF
AMKROAN TzLuPHONo & TzLERAPH Co.

I am Alexander L. Stott, Vice President and Comptroller of American Telephone
and Telegraph Company. This statement is made on behalf of the Bell System
companies,. By way of background, I would like to give you a few facts about our companies
and their experience with pension plans.

The Bell System compal .ei consist principally of American Telephone and
Telegraph Company, 21 regional telephone operating companies, Western Electric
and Bell Telephone Laboratories. The Bell System companies have had pension
plans since 1918 and thus have had over 50 years' experience in this field. The
pension plans of the companies now cover approximately 800,000 active employees
and about 90,000 employees retired on service pension.

The plans have always applied to all employees of the company from the first
day of their employment. Retirement is mandatory for all employees at age 65
and there are also provisions for earlier retirement either at the employee's re-
quest or with approval of the Employees' Benefit Committee, depending upon the
employee's age and service. The annual pension to which an employee is entitled
is an amount equal to 1% of his average annual pay during the 5 years next pre-
ceding retirement, multiplied by his number of years of service, subject to adjust-
inent, as provided in the plan, on account of specified minimum pension levels and
Social Security benefits.

The cost of the plans has always been borne by the companies. In 1927 the Bell
,Hystem companies set up trust funds with assets dedicated to the payment of pen-
sions and thus have had about 40 years' experience in the funding of pension
plans. At the present time the companies have 48 irrevocable trust funds held by
30 different banks as trustees. The total assets of all of these trust funds on De-
cember 31, 1905 were more than $5/4 billion. Last year these companies paid
about $500 million into these funds.

Payments Into the funds are made pursuant to the accural programs of the
companies. Under the programs accurals are made over the remaining serv-
ice life of the employees as percentages of payroll, which percentages are re-
determined annually to reflect changes In actuarial assumptions and other factors
affecting costs. In addition, regular uniform payments are being made to tile
funds for service pensions to amortize, in most cases by December' 31, 1968,
the relatively small unfunded amounts under the service pension accural pro-
grams adopted by the companies.

We are certain that the Bell System pension plans are well designed to serve
our employees and our business. They have been modified and amended over
the years to meet the changing requirements of the business and the needs of its
employees. They are soundly and properly, financed. The companies have
an unconditional obligation to pay the pensions under the plans and they are
in a position to do so.

It was possible to adopt the Bell System pension plans and to improve them
over the years because of the freedom which has been afforded industry to adopt
plans meeting their special needs both as to -benefits and financing. We believe
that the present public policy which encourages private companies to adopt pen-
sion plans suitable to their particular requirements and to improve and fund
such plans should continue.

We are sure that most other companies have developed their pension plans
to meet their unique needs just as we have In the Bell System. We are equally
sure that the varied problems and circumstances in different businesses have
brought about the many types of benefits and funding provisions that are now
in existence. These. provisions have undoubtedly been bargained out by labor
and management to fit the economic, financial and other factors with which they
had to deal. The tremendous growth of private pension plans in recent years
Is undoubtedly due to the ability of management and labor to bargain freely
in this area.

We are in-sympathy with the objective of safeguarding employees against the
loss of pension benefits and our efforts in the Bell System have long been di-
rected, and we think successfully directed, to this end. It is our belief, however,
that this bill is not well designed to achieve this objective and that the premi-
um costs assessed against all plans would impose serious burdens on soundly
financed plans and would thereby restrict the growth of private pension plans
generally.
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1 TuE FIRESTONE TiRE & RUBBER CO.,.'
Washington, D.., August 12,1960.

Senator RUSSELL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Corttiettec on Fina'ce,
iCvw 'Scnate Offic 'Bidlding,' WIVashington, D.O.

DEAR MB. CIAIRMAN: Kindly have this letter made a part of the publid hear.
iigs before your Committee beginning oi Monday, 15 ,Aigust 196, QOn S. 1575
which would establish a self-supporting Federal reinsurance program allegedly
to safeguard private pension plans.

Well managed companies ,with soufndly financed plans should not be re.
quired by law to pay a premium for plan fun4 insurance to Insure the risk
of plan terminations or plan deficiencies of non-prudent employers who have
carelessly funded their plains with high risk or reckless investments.

Such a requirement would force companies with soundly financed plans to
contribute to the weaker plans.

For the above reasons, The Firestone Tire & Rubber Company is opposed to
the provisions of the subject bill.

Very truly yours,
HAROLD Rl. WRTJI,
Wa8hington Manager.

STATEMENT PREPARED BY ANDREW A. MELOARD* ON BEHALF OF THE CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America welcomes this
opportunity to present its views on S. 1575, a bill "to establish a self-supporting
federal reinsurance program to protect employees In the enjoyment of certain
rights under private pension plans." Private pension plans are a complex
subject matter. So Is insurance. We are entirely sympathetic with the diffi.
culties facing the Finance Committee in determining whether the insuring of
pension plans is feasible.

The National Chamber cannot support the federal reinsurance program for
private pension plans which Is proposed in S. 1575. The reasons why we do not
support this proposal are:

1. The exact extent of the need for such a program has not been fully
determined.

2. There are grave unanswered questions as to whether the hazards
proposed to be Insured against constitute insurable risks.

3. There has been no reasonable determination of the cost of such an
insurance program, and until such a cost is determined there is no way to
decide whether the money from the funds could better serve to guarantee
employees' rights if used for additional funding.

4. Such an insurance program, where rate feasibility and equity among
the tens of thousands of diverse pension plans is in question, could lead to
disincentives to funding and other possible abuses.

The cwtent of the nced for such a Federal insurance program for private
pmision plan.1 has not bccn fully determined at this time. The December 1,963
edition of the Social Security Bulletin contained a report prepared by Joseph
Krislov, Division of Research and Statistics, Social Security Administration,
on private pension plan terminations. The report was based on the records
of the Office of Labor-Management and Welfare-Pension reports covering all
pension plans, Including deferred profit-sharing plans, that became inactive during
the ten-month period of September, 1061-June, 19062. Two of the conclusions
retched by the researcher from his studies were that (1) relatively few private
pension plans, affecting only a small proportion of all persons covered by pension
plans, are terminated; and (2) most members of plans terminated because of
mergers have their retirement protection continued.

Additional studies and research are being done in this area of determining
why retirement. plans terminate and what loss of benefit rights may be suffered
by participants. The Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Internal Revenue
Service are collecting and analyzing data on tax qualified retirement plans ter-
ninated during a twelve-year period beginning with 1053. The results of ihis
study should give a clearer picture hs to whether there Is need for a system of

*Andrew A. Melgard, cru, CPCU; Senior Associate, Miman Resources Development
Group, Chamber of Commerce of the United States.
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insurance such as is proposed in S. 1575. Whether or not this study will con-
firm theindications found by Krislov remains to be seen.

In the discussions on pension insurance, it is unfortunate that comparisons
have been made with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation plan for bank
deposits. Basically, the FDIC insures against declines in the values of assets
and reserves of banks. However, the risks involved in the Insurance program
under S. 1575 are quite different.

The insurance of money that has been deposited in banks is one thing. The
insurance of unfunded liabilities under pension plans is quite another. Wlien
a pension plan is established, credit may be given for the past service of older
employees back for o period of up to 50 years. It is anticipated that these
liabilities will be funded or deposits made to cover the full liability in the future
during the next 20to,50 years. These future dollars for funding are not in
existence-have not been earned. To insure such a contingency is to insure
business continuance., In fact, it is insurance not only of business continuance
but business continuance at a profit. The insurance would have to cover a level
of future business profitability that would pe'iflit full funding. Neither business
continuance nor the continuance of business at some specific profitable level are
considered insurable risks.

The second form of coverage provided by the Insurance program under S. 1575
would provide guarantees against losses realized upon the sale of investments
from pension funds if the sale was required to provide benefits payable by the
fund. Many funds have large amounts of their assets in common stocks, and
some invest in real estate holdings. It appears that such an insurance fund
would then in effect be insuring the performance of the various security markets
and the level of the markets for various types of real estate.

Insurance of business continuance, insurance of sufficient future profits to fund
past service liabilities in a pension plan, insurance of the performance of the
security markets and of losses realized upon the sale of investments In real
estate are all questionable as insurable risks.

Since insurance seems to be such a logical and appealing method of handling
risks, and there are unquestionably some risks of termination and loss of benefits
under some pension plans, why can't these be handled by an insurance arrange-
vient? The truth Is that in order for insurance to work, the hazards to be covered
must meet certain broad tests.

One of the first requiites of an insurable hazard is that there must be a large
homogeneous group of' exposure units. Unquestionably, there is a sufficient
number of pension plans, but the unique problem is their dissimilarity. Quali-
fied private-pension plnns have been created by every type of corporation from
those with a few employees to those With tens of thousands, for every type of
business activity in every part of the country, for corporations. with every kind
and type of financial structure. Pension plans are established also by non-profit,
charitable, and religious organizations. The plaps vary greatly in their benefit
structures and their funding instruments. Pension plans may be single employer
or multi-employer; Insu~red, non-insured, or partly insured and part trusteed;
contributory or non-ontributory. In addition to retirement benefits, pension
plnns may also include death, disability, or survivor benefits.

Every expert who has ever analyzed the private pension plan system has
remarked on its diversity. Considering the diversity and dissimilarity of the
tens of thousmds of qualified private pension plans, it is questionable whether
they meet the test of a group of similar exposure units.

Another primary requisite of an insurable risk is that the occurrence of loss
must be accidental or fortuitous. Ideally, this would preclude any possibility
that the loss or claim would he under the control of the insured. The liability
Involved in, pension plans avd the extent to which past service liabilities are
funtled are usually within. the direct control of the employer. This poses the
problem of pension insurance causing dishccntives to funding, unrealistic bene-
fits, and other possible abuses.

An optimistic employer whose company was going through hard times might
raise benefit levels more than was prudent on the theory that the plan would be
insured. When better time came, he could do whatever funding was necessary.
Without the insurance fiction to fall back on, he would be more prudent.

During business recessions, many employers might forego any attempt to make
additions to the reserves for unfunded liabilities on the basis that the plan was
insured. When better times came, he could do whatever funding was necessary.
The moral commitments that employers feel so strongly toward pension funding
could be weakened. Insurance would be acting as a disincentive to funding.
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Insurance could then undermine, to some degree, the present prudence exercised
in managing pension funds are the ever-present management desire to increase
the adequacy of reserves which are the soundest bases for protecting employees'
rights in pensions.

Furthermore, In collective bargaining situations, there is presently a hard.
fisted approach; but it is usually based on reasonably conservative acsumptions
of cost and economic realities. An insurance guarantee could distort the free
collective bargaining process. In the desire for higher benefits, unrealistic as.
sumptions could be made of future mortality rates, future interest rates, future
employees' turnover rates, estimated future retirements for age, future employee
contributions and other factors. Such over-optimistic assumptions could play
havoc with negotiated pension funds. One could even imagine a situation where
one union wishing to start an organizing drive to compete for Jurisdiction with
another union would promise higher pension benefit levels which were not quite
realistic but which-after all-would be guaranteed by insurance from the
Federal Government. The magnitude of potential abuses and how they could
he forestalled under S. 1575 is difficult to state.

Another requisite of an insurable risk is that the cost of Insuring must be
economically feasible. No calculations have been 8hown yet to indicate Just
what the exact co8t of insuring would be over a period of time under 8. 1575;
nor has any evidence been produced to indicate the extent of claims that night
be made. It is clear, however, that the money paid for insurance premiums by
pension, funds under S. 1575 would cut down on the amount of money going into
the funding of proper reserves for t.Ne liabilities of various plans.

In connection with the premiums of any "self-supporting" insurance plan, it
A is desirable that there be rate equity among the various classes or types of

Insureds. Under S. 1575, it is difficult to see how different premium rates could
be determined where the basic risk is whether or not a corporation will continue
in business. This brings up the problem of whether the soundly managed pen.
sIon plans would be subdizing the unsound plans under 8. 1575.

The problem of rate feasibility and equity could pose some unusual problems
in contributory pension plans. In these plans, employees take part of their al-
ready taxed take-home pay and contribute to the pension fund to help provide
for their retirement pay. How would such employees feel about an insurance
premium assessed on their contributions to provide coverage for non-contributing
employees in other plans?

It is our understanding that studies are being made presently by various
interested groups to determine if the severe technical difficulties and formidable
problems involved in an Insurance program for pension plans can be overcome.
If a feasible plan can ever be developed, the Chamber would regard this as a
function to be carried on as an Integral part of the private enterprise system and
not as a federal monopoly.

If a federal reinsurance program for private pension plans is not feasible--is
not practical or workable-what are the alternatives? It is the National Cham-
ber's position that maximum encouragement should be given to the continued
growth and expansion of private pension plans. Governmental restrictions
which vould hamper such growth and expansion should be avoided. Employers
and employees should remain free to work out pension plan arrangements best
suited to their own needs and requirements.

We are encouraging all employers who do not have private pension plans to
consider the establishment of such plans. The Chamber pamphlet FOR A BET-
TER TOMORROW-PRIVATE PENSION PLANS, which i a non-technical
discussion of the principles and methods by which private pension benefits can
be developed and maintained through voluntary action by American employers
and employees, has been given widespread distribution.

The National Chamber has been encouraging all employers to adhere to cer-
tain basic principles applicable to the establishment and administration of pri-
vate pension plans. These include:

1. A clear explanation to employees of the pension plan provisions, the
employee's pension rights, and the extent of employer obligations and
responsibilities;

2. A program of funding which can reasonably be expected to provide for
the plan benefits;

3. The appropriate use of qualified actuaries, lawyers, accountants, and
others competent to advise on such plans; and

4. The appropriate use of services and facilities of qualified trustees or
insurance companies.
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We also support liberalizing legislation to provide more incentive for the
self-employed to establish pension plans. All individuals should be encouraged
during their working lives to build private retirement income out of earnings,
either on an individual or a group basis. It is unfortunate that preoccupation
with tax matters has continued to obscure the fact that need for retirement
income is as great for the self-employed business or professional man or woman
1nd their employees as it is for the corporate executive and factory employee.
Recent Treasury studies based on 1964 tax returns have indicated that less than
40 thousand individuals out of the over 15 million in the self-employed field are
)articipating in qualified pension plans under the 1962 Self-Employed Indi-
viduals Tax Retirement Act. The present bill H.R. 10, which is before this
Committee, contains provisions which would encourage more pensions in the
self-employed field and guarantee to employees pensions and pension rights not
now in existence.

In his appearance before the Fiscal Policy Subcommittee of the Joint Economic
Committee on May 9, 1066, Secretary of Labor W. Willard Wirtz commented on
the fact that private pension plans provide an extremely valuable supplement
to the public retirement system, and that "Essentially, they have been conceived,
established and administered without Government involvement." Secretary
Wirtz, who has been Chairman of the President's Committee on Corporate
Pension Funds and Other Private Retirement and Welfare Programs, said of
the report of his Committee, entitled "Public Policy and Private Pension
Programs":

"Essentally, the report represents a strong vote of confidence in the operation
of the private pension system and the way it has functioned. The Committee
specifically rejected any proposal under which the public system should some-
how 'take over' the funds or the operation of private pension plans."

Our American private pension plan system is a flourishing, growing, robust
institution. It has had its major growth only during the last 25 years. As an
institution, it has not fully matured. It has grown through the voluntary
actions of employers, unions and employees. Employers, for humanitarian,
public relations and economic reasons, have enthusiastically supported the year-
by-year progress being made in our private retirement systems. The history of
almost every pension plan shows a consistent trend to liberalization every few
years and improved vesting and funding. It Is inconceivable that an activity
of such magnitude involving tens of thousands of corporate employers'and over
25 million employees would not develop some problems that require solving and
some complaints from the dissatisfied. It is easy to focus attention on the
"growing pains" and forget the phenomenal progress. However, the entire
picture is one of steady progress, liberalization, greater funding and vesting,
and equitable solutions to the problems which develop. It scarcely needs to be
pointed out to this Committee that all of this is in the public interest and that
our entire citizenry is infinitely better off because of this private voluntary
system of retirement income.

Despite the enormous healthy growth of private pension plans, there is begin.
ning to develop to day a climate of uncertainty. There is a growing fear that
the Federal Government, in one form or another, may start to move into the
private pension field with restrictive legislation. In such a climate, healthy
growth is slowed, decisions are delayed, and those workers not covered-who
could benefit from new plans--suffer. This atmosphere of anxiety disserves the
public interest in our private pension plan system. Any unfounded fears about
restrictive legislation being enacted in this area should be relieved. The National
Chamber asks the Senate Finance Committee to help dispel this climate of
uncertainty about a federal "take over" of the voluntary private pension plan
system.

We believe that the objective of extending effective pension plaL coverage to
additional employees can best be served by:

1. A government climate, free from hampering restrictions, which encour-
ages the establishment of new plans, especially by smaller employers, and the
improvement of existing plans.

2. Voluntary private pension plan action programs of the National Cham-
ber and other organizations.

3. Freedom for the collective bargaining process.
4. 'More effective utilization of authority presently existing under federal

iind state laws, decisions and regulations.
The Subcommittee on Employment and Retirement Incomes to the Special

Committee on Aging, United States Senate, in its report of June 1965 entitled
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"EIxtending Private Pension Coverage," states, "The Federal Onvernment is not
doing all it can do and should doto encourage and stimulate the extension of
private pension coverage."

The National Chamber recommends to the Senate Finance Committee that it
support the extension of private pension coverage to the maximum number
of employees In both the corporate and non-corporate fields. We think tlis
Committee should avoid any legislation which would inhibit or restrict the
growth and expansion of the voluntary private pension plan system.

AUSTIN TEXAS, A ugu8t 26, 1966.
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
New Senate Office Building, VahlIngton, D.C.
(Attention: Toni Vail).

GENTLEMEN: As an attorney and citizen I am strongly opposed to the enact.
ment of the captioned Act. I realize that It is a genuine disappointment to
employees who have been led to believe they would get a pension and suddenly
the plan Is terminated. I am not opposed to granting appropriate relief, but this
Act does not grant appropriate relief. I offer the following suggestions:

1. Section 404(a) (1) (C) of the Internal Revenue Code should be amended to
read as follows:

"(C) in lieu of the amounts allowable under subparagraphs (A) and (B)
above, an amount equal to the normal cost of the plan, as determined under regula.
tions prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, plus, If past service or other
supplementary pension or annuity credits are provided by the plan, an amount
not less than 10 per cent nor more than 331/3 per cent of the cost which would
be required to completely fund or purchase such pension or annuity credits as of
the date when they are included In the plan. as determined under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, except that it no case shall a deduc-
tion be allowed for any amount (other than the normal cost) paid In after such
pension or annuity credits are completely funded or purchased.".

Such amendment would tend to encourage the various employers having
pension plans to fund past service or other supplementary credits much earlier
than is now permittel by the Code. Funding of these supplemnenatry benefits
would be completed in 3 or 4 years under many. plans. Under all plans such
funding would be completed in 10 years. Time chances of loss through unfunded
benefits would thereby be reduced greatly.

2. It is entirely unreasonable to expect any type of insurance program to
guarantee against loss In value of assets of a pension plan. It has been pointed
out that we have Federal insurance of bank deposits. The proposed plan to
reinsure pension plans can not be likened to the F.D.I.C. program, for the
F.D.I.C. does not guarantee the value of the bank's assets. There are stringent
capital, surplus and reserve requirements which banks must follow and the
capital and surplus are a cushion of protection for the depositor. Pension plans
do not have such a cushion of protection.

State Insurance departments have had ti:'s same problem for generations. No
scheme of reinsurance of the ability of an Insurance company to pay its policy-
holders is practical. A remedy has been afforded, however. State Insurance
codes are rather specific as to the types of assets !n which reserve funds of
insurance companies may be invested. Since pension funds are, in effect, reserve
funds (as they are to cover specific liabilities), perhaps the Internal Revenue
Code should spell out the classes of assets In which pension funds may be Invested.
There is no need to extend such regulation to profit-sharing plans, however, as em-
ployees are not depending on benefits from profit-sharing plans to survive in their
later years. This Is not a complete answer, however, as the most blue chip
investments will fluctuate greatly in value. For example, United States Treasury
Bonds which only a few years ago were selling at par or above are selling for
considerably less than par today, some as low as 80% of par value.

Perhaps an additional remedy that is needed here is t6 require pension funds
to accumulate a surplus'over and above the actual reserve liability. This could
be done by an additional amendment to Section 404(a) (1) (C) which would
permit or require an additional contribution by both the employer and the
participants of the pension plans each year equivalent to one-tenth of 1% of the
funded liability up to a maximum accumulation in this surplus fund of not more
than 1% of the funded portion of such pension plan. One per cent Is not a very
high cushion, but it Is better than nothing. The Irternal Revenue Code should
further provide that In the event of termination of the plan at any time under
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such circumstances that such surplus funds were not needed to provide the
pension obligations, then such surplus funds would be returned to the contributor
thereof.

Such arrangements should solve the problem which Section 4 (a) (2) of S. 1575
is designed to resolve and in a much more equitable manner.

3. As pointed out by Mr. Preston C. Bassett in his testimony before the Com-
mittee August 14, the proposed reinsurance program Is not a proper subject of
insurance or reinsurance due to the fact that the "risk insured against is not
beyond the control of" one of the Insureds. This makes such a program subject
to innumerable inequities and even fraud.

4. In the event such a program as set forth in S. 1575 were adopted, it would
be gross error to provide in such program for benefits greater than would have
been received had the pension plan performed as contemplated. Section 4(b) (1)
of S. 1575 would provide a windfall of much greater benefit than is provided in
a large portion of the pension plans in this country. If this Act is to become
law, a provision should be included to provide that the bemeflilary would re-
ceive not only the lesser of 50% of his average monthly wage or $500 a month,
but should go on to provide that in no case, however, shall such beneficiary
receive any greater benefits than would have been received had the pension
plan been completely funded and sustained no loss in the value of assets.

5. In the event this Act is given further consideration by your Committee, it is
respectfully suggested that an exemption be included, probably in Section 4,
for any pension funds which are funded through life insurance or annuities.
I am familiar with practically all insolvencies of insurance companies in the
United States in recent years and I know of no case where $1 of pension funds
was lost by virtue of the insolvency of any life insurance company. Life in-
surance companies are closely regulated by the various states and l)ension plans
are funded through life Insurance which have substantial financial resources
and which have been in business for many years. There Is absolutely no need
for double insurance or insured pension plans.

I appreciate this opportunity to offer additional remarks and if I may be of
further assistance regarding the problem before your Committee, please let me
know.

Respectfully yours,
SILAS J. MAXWELL.

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL

ORGANIzATIONs, PRESENTED BY ANDREW J. BIEMILLER, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT
OF LEGISLATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee, ,the AFL-CIO
appreciates the opportunity of submnitting its views in regard to Senate Bill 1575
which was introduced by Senator Hartke in this C congress.

The AFL-CIO supports 'this legislation and a copy of the resolution on "Re-
insurance for Private Pension Plans" which was adopted at our last convention
in 1965 Is attached to this statement as part of the record.

Arrangements in the United States to provide income security for retirees re.
fleet a typical American approach to the problem-an approach characterized by a
combination of government and private efforts. The government program.
OASDI, provides a basic protection to virtually all of the American people.
Social Security has -the advantage that coverage is so broad, it is now or will be
almost impossible for those now covered not to meet the eligibility conditions
established under the law. For those few who, through force of circumstances,
fail to qualify, we have the back-up Old-Age Assistance Title. Moreover, social
security credits are portable as between different employers and funding arrange-
ments can be far more flexible than for a private pension plan because the OASDI
system has an assured number of new entrants each year as the graduates from
our public and private schools enter the labor market. The OASDI program is
also supported by the credit of the United States.

The disadvantage, of course, of the public system is that benefit provisions are
statutory and therefore equally applicable to widely varying conditions. Private
pension plans, on the other hand, can tailor their programs to meet diverse needs
of employees and employers in a wide variety of circumstances.

The spectacular Increase in the coverage provided by private pension plans
since Wrld War II has been primarily the result of collective bargaining-
either directly or indirectly. The AFL-CIO and its affiliates are, and quite
justifiably, proud of their achievements. however, as stated In our 195 conven-

68-241-668----
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tion resolution on "Pensions," these accomplishments "have not blinded us to
the limitations of private pension plans." One problem Is "the loss of penslonl
credits when plants shut down or when there are company mergers or acqus1.
tios . ..

Witnesses who appeared before the Committee have testified about the number
of pension plan terminations and have cited examples of the hardship that has
resulted from some of these terminations. Testimony has also been presented on
the lack of basic data concerning the gross amount of the unfunded liability of
terminated plans as well as lack of information regarding what happened to the
affected beneficiaries. The AFL-CIO does not wish to burden the record with
repetition of facts. The AFL-OIO will therefore confine its statement to the
following points:

1. The feasibility of providing some form of insurance or re-insarance of
the unfunded liability of terminatedplans.

2. The feasibility of providing some form of insurance or re-insurance for
losses realized on investments where the sale of such investments may be re-
quired to provide benefits.

In regard to (1), above, we believe such a program is not only feasible, but the
protection could be provided for a very modest premium. • A study on "Private
Pension Plan Terminations" which appeared in the December 1963 issue of the
Social Security Bulletin, Indicated that: 1) relatively few private pension plans
are terminated, 2) most of the beneficiaries terminated as a result of acquisitions
an d mergers h ave their retirement protection continued.

The study covered 168 pension plans that were judged to have terminated In
the 10-month period September 1931-June 1962. Of these, some membership and
financial data was available from the D-2's filed with tie. Office of Labor-Man-
agement and Welfare-Pension Reports of the U.S. Department of Labor on 137
terminated plans. Retirement protection was continued for about 70'.000 bene-
ficlaries of 80 of the terminated plans. but 6,700 pension plan members of 51
plans had their retirement protection discontinued.

Data on the amount of assets in the pension trust and on the total membership
of the plan were available for only 29 terminated plans. The assets available
for distribution to the members was as follows:

Assets per member Number
of plans

$1 to $499 ---------------------------------------------------- 7
$50 to $99 --------------------------------------------------- 9
$1,000 to $1,499 ------------------------------------------------ 4
$1,500 to $1,999 ------------------------------------------------ 2
$2,000 to $2,499 ------------------------------------------------ 4
$2,500 or more ------------------------------------------------ 3

The table, above, would strongly indicate that most of these 29 plans could not
have met their accrued obligations to those who may have been eligible for
retirement or who may have had a vested right to a benefit.

In regard to (2) above, S. 1575 would also provide protection beneficiaries
where pension trust funds suffered investment losses. We 'recognize that the
Implementation of Section 4(a) (2) may require some standards of fiduciary
conduct on the part of the trustees of pension plans, but those retiring under
private pension plans have every right to expect fulfillment of their pension
expectations.

We do not believe a program to insure against such losses would require a
substantial premium because if an employer goes bankrupt it does not necessarily
mean the pension trust must cease as an entity. If market conditions are very
poor so that the immediate liquidation of the trust (normally accomplished
through the purchase of annuities, deferred annuities and cash payments) would
result in loss, the trust could defer liquidation and continue to pay benefits as
they accrue until market conditions improved. In short, the timing of the sale
of the assets of a trust chn, to a subsantial extent, be controlled.

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL OROANIZATiONS

POLICY RESOLUTION ON REINSURANCE FOR PRIVATE PENSION PLANS, ADOPTED,
DECEMBER 1965

REINSURANCE FOR PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

Private pension plans have become a major element in providing an adequate
income to workers during their retirement years.
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Yet because of the many years required for full funding of past service
liabilities, too many workers of companies who go out of business may find that
they are denied the pension benefits on which they had relied. As more rapid
technological change results in the moving of plants, the disappearance of
employers from the Industrial scene and even the decline of some industries,
more and more workers will lose the retirement security they thought had been
accumulated through their years of service.

Other workers face interrupt of, or a cutback In retirement benefits when
pension fund resources are diluted through declines in the value of investments.
A recent disclosure of a sharp drop in the investment equity of a major pension
plan underlines the need to protect workers who would be the victims of fluctua-
tions in the value of pension fund investments.

To prevent such tragedies the IUD and the AFL,-CIO have urged a system of
government reinsurance for private pension plans similar ini principal to the
reinsurance of bank deposits through the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
At the cost of a very small premium payable by each pension fund, reinsurance
could fully guarantee the security promised workers; Therefore, be it

Resolved, We renew our demand for the enactment of pension reinsurance
legislation. We call upon the appropriate congressional committee to begin
hearings and to report a measure to afford full protection to workers against
the catastrophe of the loss of accumulated pension credits.

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS SUBMITrED BY EUGENE
J. HARDY, ASSISTANT 'VICE PRESIDENT

This statement on the proposed Federal Reinsurance of Private Pension Plans
Act is submitted by the National Association of Manufacturers, a voluntary
association whose members eompanes-large, medium and small in size-
account for about 75 per cent of the nation's production of manufactured goods
and about the same percentage of employment in manufacturing.

American industry takes pride in the tremendous progress that has been made
in providing expanding retirement security programs for all classes of em-
ployees. Industry's Initiative in providing such coverage on a voluntary basis
over the past half century has been one of the marvels of our complex industrial
soc-iety.

In his testimony before this Committee on August 15, labor Secretary Wirtz
underscored the importance of this coverage when he said: "We recognize full
well the key role which -the private pension system is playing in assuring retire-
ment security to millions of employees. In general, this system has operated
effectively, efficiently and honestly." Secretary Wlrtz was Chairman of the
President's Committee on Corporate Pension Funds and Other Private Retire-
ment and Welfare Programs which, In January 1905, reported that private
retirement plans at that time covered about 25 million workers, or about half
the employees in private non-farm establishments. The report estimated that
by 1980 the number of employees covered will increase to 42 million, or three
out of five employees then expected to be employed in non-farm establishments.

NAM has played and will continue to play its part, as spokesman for Amer-
ican industry, in assuring the growth of a flexible, healthy private pension plan
system designed to meet the widely ranging needs of employee and employer
alike. We will support those measures which we believe encourage this growth
and will oppose those which would serve to retard it.

NAM has consistently emphasized In all forums available, public and private,
its willingness to support measures which would eliminate abuses and strengthen
the private pension system. We continue to reiterate our belief that continued
management, employee and public faith in the utility and soundness of volun-
tary pension plans, Is essential. The reasons for any relatively minor abuses or
imperfections must be sought and remedied but they must be kept In proper
perspective as being a minor part of an overwhelmingly useful and thoroughly
dependable Institution.

S. 1575 purports to be aimed at curing an alleged Imperfection In private pen-
sion plans, but if there is such an Imperfection, it is not inherent in well-managed
plans--rather, it is the obvious fact that under our free competitive system.
there is no way to insure that all businesses will survive. S. 1575 would provide
insurance against Insufficient funds to pay pension benefits In the case of busi-
ness failure, a portion of the problem that occurs when a business Is forced to
cease operations. While the feasibility of either government or private insur-
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ance against the risk of bankruptcy and business failure continues to be the
subject of the most careful scrutiny-as it should be--all present conclusions are
that this is not an insurable risk.

Viewed in this context, and for reasons outlined in the remainder of this
statement, NAM believes that enactment of S. 1575 is unnecessary and would be
undesirable, because of the rigidities it would introduce, from the viewpoint of
those It is ostensibly designed to protect-all present and future retired persons
who have the major stake in sound and steadily improving private pension plans.

NAM' shares the concern of those seeking 'to avoid' the 'disappointment' and
serious social and economic hardship that can flow from a failure to receive
anticipated pension benefits. We will continue to be In the forefront in expand.
ing and in supporting all reasonable procedures, measures and practices which
can guard against such failure. We cannot, however, subscribe to a remexly
which, while having some surface appeal, cannot help but aggravate and ult-
mately frustrate reasonable private pension plan expectations on the part of
many employees. Benefits payable under a pension plan are, part of the cost
of doing business. Any increase in these costs resulting from unwarranted
Federal regulation, including the proposed reinsurance, must ultimately be re-
flected in lesser pensions than would' otherwise be available. Such increased
costs, plus the complexity of additional regulation, also would inhibit the start
of new plans, thereby depriving many employees of pension coverage.

CURRENT REVIEW OF PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

The sponsor of S. 1575 is to be commended for his interest and role in encourag-
ing the current review of the feasibility of reinsurance of private pension benefit
expectations and for urging a more general review of all aspects of private
pension plans. Such a general review has been under way for some time under
both private and government auspices.

This review was set in motion largely by the release of the President's
Committee Report and encompasses all public and private pension. programs.
The President's Committee has established an Interagency Task Force to study
further all phases of private pension plans, including reinsurance proposals.
This group has been meeting with representatives of business, labor, insurance
and other priv*;te groups, interested in the subject. Representatives of NA.
met with the Interagency Task Force on August 17, 1966.

Secretary Wirtz in his August 15 testimony pointed out that "The Department
of Labor, in cooperation with the Internal Revenue Service, has undertaken a
special study of plan terminations aimed at identifying more closely the reasons
for termination and their prevalence." He had earlier emphasized "Such a
study is a necessary part of any examination of the desirability of a system of
insurance of participants' pension rights as suggested by bills currently before
Congress."

The Socia Security Administration is alsohelping to finance a current study
by the Pension Research Council of the Wharton School of the University of
Pennsylvania on the funding of private pension plans.

The Fiscai Pollcy Subdommittee of the Joint Economic Committee held public
hearings on private pension plans in the Spring of this year and we understand
plans full-scale hearings on the subject for early 1967.

S. 1575 is only one of the many focal points being examined carefully in all
of these efforts to improve the private pension system. We urge this Coi.
mittee to defer any further consideration of S. 1575 at least until the results of
these many studies are known.

THE STUDEBAKER PLAN

Before commenting on the details of S. 1575, we believe It may be useful to
review the factual background of 'the Studebaker pension plan, since termina-
tion of this plan is consistently cited as the major Justification for enactment
of thls legislation.

The Studebaker pension plan was based upon a collectively bargained contract
entered into in 1050, which inittally provided pension benefits based on years of
service (maximum 30 years) and retirement at age 65 or later. By subsequent
agreements, these benefits were Improved in 1955, 1958 and 1961. Pensions were
based on years of service which initially, and under each subsequent agreement,
Included an employee's service prior to 1950. Thus, each agreement created
substantial unfunded obligations which were to be funded after 30 years.
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Studebaker's obligation to fund the pension plan terminated after 14 years,
due to Its inability to remain in business. In accordance with the negotiated
termination agreement, life annuities were purchased from an insurance company
for those already retired and for those age ,EO or over. The remaining fmids
were dispersed in c ash payments to those employees who met the' vesting require-
ments.

A fact of great ImportanCe and which seems to have been Ignored in this case,
as in most other pension plahs, Which are newly installed or improved over the
years, is that the years of service to be counted in computing the employee's
pension included past service or service prior to the inception or improvement of
the plan. Thus, a contingent right is immediately created for the employee with
past service, and a corresponding contingent liability arises for the employer.

Such contingent liabilities cannot In all cases be satisfied except over a sub-
stantial period of years and under the Studebaker plan this funding process was
to take place over a period of 30 years. Until a pension plan is fully funded, it
is obvious that the employees' rights cannot be fully protected. It is for this
reason that some younger and shorter-service Studebaker employees will not
receive pension benefits.

It is interesting to note that the Studebaker pension plan, at the time the
company's contributions were terminated, was approximately 50 per cent funded,
which is much better than might have been expected after only 14 years of opera-
tion and several improvements in benefits. The Studebaker pension plan fully
covered the contingency of termination a fact which must have been understood
by the union representatives and which could also have been understood by any
employee who reviewed the terms of the plan. The pension plan did, in effect,
meet all of its contractual obligations.

Where a pension plan is the subject of collective bargaining, it must be under-
stood that the parties make certain choices in determining the measure of benefits.
For example, the number of years over which the funding of prior service can
be spread by the company clearly affects the level of benefits that can be pro-
vided to the employees. By the same token, the number of years over which a
liberalization in benefits can be spread affects the extent to which the benefits
can be liberalized.

The actual facts in the Studebaker case do not Indicate that the basic prob-
lem could be solved by any presently suggested reinsurance program, such as Is
provided in S. 1575. The real issue in the Studebaker situation was the need for
understanding that funding original pension plan promises or increased promises
brought about by a liberalization of the plan must be done over a period of time
and further-the need for understanding that if the plan terminates before these
promises have been fully funded that the benefits may not be paid In full. These
are matters of simple arithmetic.

S. 1575 would not improve this need for better understanding of private pension
plans; in fact, ils enactment would serve to obscure the need for such under-
standing.

ANALOGY WITI[ FDIC

Proponents of S. 1575 and similar reinsurance proposals point to the FDIC as
an analogous situation . The analogy is incorrect as Professor Merton C. Bern-
stein said in his book, "The Future of Private Pension Plans":

"Nor does the claimed analogy with Federal Deposit Insurance stand up be-
cause the deposit is paid in full by the depositor and owed in full by the bank,
whereas the pension benefit due under the plan has not been paid for (not di-
rectly, and not indirectly, in the case of past service credits)."

In other words, FDIC Insures actual, clearly ascertainable assets in being, not
contingent past or future promises.

ACTUARIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND FURTHER FEDERAL CONTROL

Implicit in S. 1575 and other reinsurance suggestions is that standard actuarial
assumptions could be developed which would be suitable to determine the liabil-
ities under any pension plan for the purpose of ascertaining the necessary
premium. Any such actuarial assumptions, in order to work, would have to take
into account a large number if variables such as employee turnover and other
characteristics of the group covered. In addition, other "actuarial assuniptionq"
would need to be developed relating to the expected degree, number and fre-
quency of business failures. Of course, to make the "actuarial assumptions" work,
government would need ultimately to attempt to impose the most rigid and re-
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strictive regulations to insure that businesses did not fall and that all investments
were sound.

Secretary Wirtz in his testimony before this Committee, made it clear that if
the Federal Government were to undertake insurance of private pension funds,
"compliance with certain minimum operating standards would appear to be
required." Without such Federal standards with regard to such things as fund.
Ing and investment practices, he emphasized that "a reinsurance program would
have the effect of subsidizing imprudent procedures and Inadequate funding."
The NAM agrees that this is exactly what would occur. The imposition of
Federal standards to guard against such occurrence would seriously inhibit the
flexibility which has served so well the needs of all concerned.

LOSS ON INVESTMENTS

With regard to Investments, S. 1575 would insure against loss on sales from the
holdings of pension funds. While again this proposal has superficial appeal, a
more thorough study indicates that it could lead to the very kind of shaky and
impudent investment which should be discouraged. Since those responsible for
investments in pension funds would be protected against loss from unwise in-
vestments, they would be able to show a profit from the "killings" from the few
that might be successful. The cost of this would have to be paid for by the
provident In other words, knowing that his failure would be made up by
"reinsurance", the improvident plan administrator would be tempted to embark
on the riskiest ventures.

UNIFORM PREMIUM RATE

With a uniform premium rate, under S. 1575, for all pension funds for the
"investment loss" risk, the primary burden would be placed on the well-admin-
istered funds. There would be no effective deterrent to excessive risk taking.
Secretary Wirtz pointed out "There is little information available indicating
how the risk of loss varies (regarding loss in investments and business failures)
for these perils among types of employers and types of plants." These comments
underscore precisely the shortcomings of a uniform premium rate and reinsurance
proposals in general. The inequities are obvious.

TAX CONSEQUENCES

Finally, we must emphasize the serious tax consequences to be encountered if
S. 1575 is enacted. The legislation would restrict the reinsurance of pension
benefits to pension funds "qualified" under the appropriate provisions of the In-
ternal Revenue Code and would require funds to carry such Insurance in order
to maintain their qualified status. To impose such a requirement on the well.
funded, soundly-financed pension plans would be inequitable in the extreme. Re-
inoval of the tax qualification of such plans, whose administrators might deem
Federal insurance undesirable for adequate reasons, would be patently unfair
and would penalize those whom S. 1575 purports to protect.

In commenting on the termination of insurance protection provided by 5. 1575.
Secretary Wirtz emphasized that the "consequences of any such termination
would, of course, fall most heavily on the beneficiaries." We submit that the
consequences of loss of tax qualification would, In the long run, have the most
serious effect on the same "beneficiaries".

During the public hearings on S. 1575, there was substantial discussion of the
existing tax treatment of private penison plans. In the current dialogue, there
is obviously much misunderstanding as to what this treatment actually involves :
how it came into being; and its relation to the tax treatment of other types
of income and compensation. In the hope that it will help to complete the
record on this important subject, we are including. ap part of this statement
on S. 1575. a report of the NAM Taxation Committee entitled "Tax Treatment
of Private Pension Plans", and ask that it be made part of the hearing record.

CONCLU SION

NAM will continue to support the development and improvement of private
pension plans to provide adequate benefits for retired workers, as well as to
encourage the establishment and expansion of new plans. S. 1575 would act as
a deterrent to these objectives and we urge Its rejection.
S. 1575 would lead, to additIonal Federal regulation covering all major areas

of private pension plan administration. gring well beyond Federal in.suranee.
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thereby. Impairing the twxibllity of the present system, which has been the
primary 'factor enabling the system to meet the needs of widely varying
employee groups and their employers.

TAx TREATMENT OF PRIVATE PENSION PLANS-A REPORT OF TIE NAM TAXATION
COMMITiEE PREPARED BY ITS SUBOOM31IITT}E ON GENERAL TAX REvISION

On February 8 and again on August 17, 1905, the NAM Subcommittee on
General Tax Revision considered the report on "Public Policy and Private
Pension Programs" submitted to the President early this year by a committee
headed by the Honorable Willard W. Wirtz, Secretary of Labor.* Because
the Penison Report deals with matters beyond the scope of tax policy, as well
as matters of mutual interest in the tax aspects of the report, representatives
of the Association's Employee Benefits Committee participated In both meetings.
The Employee Benefits group has prepared a more comprehensive report dealing
with all facets of the public interest In the private pension) system. This report
ig limited to an evaluation of the Pension Report in light of the Association's
existing tax policy in the areas as follows:

"Tax law in respect to employee benefit plans should permit the exercise of
managerial discretion in determining, types, coverage, conditions of eligibility,
contributions, and investments, with such safeguards as may be needed to prevent
improper discrimination in favor of any special group of employe" ."

The Pension Report contains conclusions and recommendations for major
contraction in the voluntary nature of the private pension system contrary to
the objective of our policy. These conclusions and recommendations are largely
hinged on the assumption that the tax treatment of private pension plans con-
stitutes a tax subsidy involving a substantial loss of revenue. The implication
throughout is that the alleged subsidy Justifies greater government involvement
and policy determination over the form, scope and other features of the private
plans. Other reasons for greater involvement are stated, but the dominant
thought seems to be the inter-relation between tax subsidy and control. Regard-
less of all other aspects of public policy involved, it has seemed to the Subcom-
mittee that its special responsibility is to take a fresh look at the philosophic
implications of the tax treatment of private pensions.

Re-examination of the history and nature of the tax treatment of private
pensions does not give support to the subsidy concept. Instead, the reasonable
conclusion is that the tax law provisions are reasonable and practical in light
of the nature of the transactions Involved in private pensions, and do not in
themselves confer special advantage. Those provisions have tended to impose
limitations and restrictions on the development of private pension plans. a far
different matter than providing a subsidy to encourage their development.

Actually, this tendency towards limitation is indicated in the Pension Re-
port's discussion of legislative history, as summarized on pages 12-13.

"Payments to retirement funds for current costs were allowed as dedutctible
expenses for tax purposes before specific legislation was enacted, provided the
amounts represented reasonable compensation. However, in the 1920's statutory
action made contributions to such funds for past service costs tax deductible
if they were in reasonable amounts and tax exemption was also granted on in-
come of qualified pension trusts.

"Limits on this tax treatment were enacted as problems appeared. Thus, the
Revenue Act of 1928 stipulated that contributions for funding past service
liabilities had to be apportioned over a period of not less than 10 years. Simi-
larly, to prevent tax abuse, the Revenue Act of 1938 established the so-called
non-diversion rule which provided that a pension trust had to be irrevocable
and the funds had to be tLd for the benefit of the employees.

"With the impetus to pension plans resulting from the Increases in tax rates
during the World War II period, the Revenue Act of 1942 set forth more stringent
conditions for plans receiving special tax status. The immediate purpose of
these conditions was to assure that plans operate for the benefit of a wider group
of employees and to prevent pension plans from becoming a wartime tax avoid-

*"Piibllc Policy and Private Pension Programs: A Report to the President on Private
Employee Retirement Plans" by President's Committee on Corporate Penction Fiunds and
Other Private Retirement and Velfare Programs. January 1965. Hereinafter this report
Is referred to as the Peisflot Report.
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once device. This Act required that pension funds be irrevocably committed to
the retirement benefits, that the system not discriminate In favor of highly
compensated employees, and that the annual tax deduction for contributions not
exceed stated limits. These requirements with subsequent amendments, re.
enacted in 1954, today constitute the basic provisions which govern the qualifica.
tion of pension plans." [ Italic supplied.]

We must expect the government from time to time to re-examine all pro-
visions of tax law to consider such abuses or problems as may be alleged or
simply to determine whether there are abuses or problems. But the Pension
Report does not either point to such factors, or allege their probable existence.
Instead, as a whole it attests to the successful operation of the private pension
system under tax law and regulation as they exist. With the subsidy allegation
being basic to the case made for greater government intervention, an over-all
description of the Pension Report is that it embodies a new set of value-
Judgments of what the private pension system should be. Inevitably, many of the
ideas expressed will be examined in other forums, but it seems to us that greater
objectivity in viewing such Ideas will be achieved If there is an absence of bias
regarding the tax treatment of private pensions.

In Its assumption of a tax subsidy, sometimes ds rlbed as a tax Incentive.
a tax advantage or favored tax treatment or status, there is some implication
In the Pension Report that the deduction by the employer of contributions to
the retirement fund may be a tax incentive. It Is true that the power to allow
or disallow such a deduction gives the government Its primary control over pen.
sion plans.

However. the employer contribution Is an irrevocable payment solely for the
benefit of employees. In determining the employer's net income subject to tax,
it is immaterial to him whether the amount is paid as a pension contribution
or as wages. It is an ordinary and nece-,ary business expense, clearly deduc-
tible under the income tax law before any special pension rules were enacted.
Such deduction clearly is no more a tax incentive than Is a tax deduction allowed
for a wage payment.

The unqualified claim of subsidy !n the Pension Report arises from two facts,
first, that the employee does not pay tax until he retires and receives his
pension and. second, that the taxation of Income earned by pensX*n trusts
similarly is deferred until the income Is disbursed as pensions.

The attribution of subsidy to these situations apparently derives from a
comparison with the tax treatment of other types of income. In regard to
wages, for example, it is true that the employers payments are deductible and
the employee's income taxable at the same time. But the fact. that this is
true with respect to wage or other income does not establish that it should
be true with respect to pension income.

In the case of wage compensation, the employee receives immediate spend.
able Income In cash. But the employee has no right to income at the time
the employer makes a pension contribution. Even with Immediate vesting, the
employee generally cannot withdraw the vested portion until retirement. Thus.
no current tax paying capacity is created; the employee only has a right to
future benefits If and when lie becomes eligible to receive them. Under rnany
plans. no Pimployer financed benefit accrues to his estate if an employee dies
before retirement.

The situation is the same with respect to income from a penslon trust. Thp
employee does not immediately receive Income, and even if his rights are vested,
le has no claim to income until he Is actually retired. Even If it were feasible
to make alloeations. of trust income to all the members of every pension plap,
would a nieniber be expected to pay a current rate of tax on income which
might be taxed to him at a much lower rate. if nt all, after lie retired? To
our knowledge, no one has suggested that there Is an equitable means by which
income in a pension trust could be taxed as accumulated.

Instead of special privilege, we thus have a situation in which pension in.
come Is taxed in accordance with the nature of the transactions involved.
These transactions are different from the current receipt of wage payments
and other types of income. A tax law which did not take cognizance of the
differences would be unrealistic and Inequitable.
The recognition in tax law of an established practice, condition, contractual

arrangement, or what have you. is far different from use of the tax law to in-
duce or suppress a particular activity. Such recognition merely permits the
taxpayer to continue to do that which lie had been doing, or that which lie
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would do except for inhibiting taxation. It is not accurate to describe such
priissiveness as constituting an incentive or involving a subsidy.

The fact that the tax treatment of private pensions Is consistent with the
nature of the pension arrangement is confirmed by tax policy elsewhere. The
government's own civil service pension system does not tax employees currently
on the employer's contributions. This is also true with respect to tile various
state retirement systems. Trust fund income likewise is not taxed under these
plans until disbursed as pension Income.

The social security and railroad retirement systems go further than these
plans, and exempt from tax not only employer's contributions and trust fund
income, but all retirement payments as well. However, some measifir of equality
with the social security and railroad beheficiarles is achieved for pensioners
under the other plans by use of the retirement income credit.

Another area of similarity in tax treatment is the deferral of tax on interest
accumulated on government savings bonds.

Taken together, all of these situations add up to a consistent rule of taxation,
instead of a departure justifying an allegation of special privilege. The rule
is that the natural time to apply a tax is when income is received, just as the
time to deduct an expense Is when the expense is incurred. The forebearance
of tax until incrtno is eeved C? a matter of tar tinUig and not of taxr exemption.
It simply is not realistic to consider that any kind of a subsidy results because
a tax is not incurred until income is received.

A full evaluation of all the conclusions and recommendations in the Pension
Report Is more within the competence of the Employee lienefits Committee than
our group, and will not be attempted in these pages. However, when the assump-
tion of a tax subsidy Is eliminated and the maintenance of the voluntary nature
of private pensions is considered an important objective of public policy, a prima
face case is made against many of the judgments reflected in the Pension Report.
While leaving the door open to greater in-depth discussion by the Employee
Benefits group, we will briefly analyze some of the specific proposals of the
Report in light of these considerations.

INTEGRATION WITH SOCIAL SECURITY

The Pension Report would change the rule for integration of private jxnslons
with social security benefits. The present rule measures the potential of dis-
crimination from the value of social security benefits over and above the value
financed by the employee contribution, In practical effect, this means that a
plan is not discriminatory if a higher-paid employee receives no more in pension
value, as a percentage of working income, than a lower-paid employee-elimi nat-
Ing in both cases the value of the pension attributable to his own contributions
to the private and social security funds. Because employee contributions are
now estimated to account for only 22 percent I of the value of social security
benefits, a private plan is considered non-discriminatory when emuployer-financed
benefits under the plan do not produce a higher pension-to-compensation rela-
tionship than 78 percent of social security benefits. The Pension Report would
disregard the actual value of social security benefits financed by individual
employee contributions, and place the test for non-discrimination on the fact
of equal social security tax rates on employees and employers.

It may be that the 22-78 percent relationship is somewhat out of date. Cer-
tainly it should be changed when and if official estimates indicate that it is out
of line with experience. To switch over to a 50-50 basis, however, would in
effect be to disregard that fact that the average employee under social security
does not and will not in the foreseeable future pay for anything like one-half of
the cost of his benefits rights. The present integration rule provides an outside
limit on allowable freedom for managerial discretion in the development of
private plans.

Where this limit permits, an employer is able to provide somewhat higher
benefits for higher-paid employees under the present rule than he would be
under a 50-50 rule. But, as long as the integration with social security is prac-
tical and realistic in the light of the nature of that system, there should be
no claim of discrimination. It does seeri reasonable to believe that the proposal
to go over to a 50-50 rule would not hare been made except for the assumption
that private plans are tax subsidized.

A In reverse, this means that 78 percent of the value of an Individual's benefits under
social security derives from contributions by younger employees and employer contribu-
tions based on total taxable compensation of afl employees.
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UPPER LIMIT FOR PENSION BENEFITS

The Pension Report recommends a dollar limitation on contributions to quall.
flcd pcf 8ion plans in order to limit resulting benefit payments.

This particular recommendation is specifically related to the alleged "favored
tax treatment". Except for the allegation of tax subsidy, however, and as long
is the pension plan otherwise meets the non-discriminatory tests provided by law
and regulation, there could be no more reason to propose to restrict the size of
contributions and benefits than there is reason to restrict the size of salaries
on which they are based. Such a restriction would constitute a severe restric.
tion on the voluntary nature of private plans. It may be hoped that arbitrary
limitations of this kind will not be advanced in future discussions of public
policy with respect to private pension plans.

COVERAGE OF PLANS

The Pension Report recommends that "the option which qualified retirement
plans now have to cover only salaried or clerical employees should be eliminated,
unless there is a showing of special circumstances," but limits its affirmative ex.
planation to the words:

"The Committee, however, finds no Justification for expanding special tax treat-
ment of plans to employers who offer retirrylent benefit coverage to only a
favored group of employees."

However, the'Report then "recognizes that there are many situations where
it would be wholly impractical but not Impossible to avoid differential treatment
among groups of employees."

Present rules prohibit discrimination In favor of stockholders, executives or
hiher paid employees. Except for the sentence associating "special tax treat-
ment" with "a favored group of employees," there is no claim that this rule
does not provide adequate protection against favoritism. There is no suggestion
of evidence of any trend of discrimination against any class of employees in the
development of the private pension system.

The Employee Benefits Committee will deal with the positive advantages of
maintaining flexibility with respect to coverage of pension plans, subject to the
present rule against discrimination. For the purposes of our report, it seems
all too clear that the only basis for the recommendation is the assumption that
the alleged "special tax treatment" would justify substituting government judg-
ment for private Judgment in determining whether "special circumstances"
Justified the limited coverage of each affected plan.

LUMP-SUM1 DISTRIBUTION OF RETIREMENT PLAN BENEFITS

The Pension Report would change the rule with respect to lump-sum dis-
tributions under a qualified pension plan. At present, a qualified plan can pro-
vide for retirement benefits in a lump-sum payment which would be taxed as
long-term capital gains rather than as ordinary income. The Pension Report
would substitute income averaging for the capital gains treatment; that Is, the
income would in effect be spread over a series of years and taxed at applicable
income tax rates in those years. However, the Justification for special treat-
ment is itself spelled out in the Report:

"... the Committee recognizes that a lump-sum distribution may sometimes
be advisable. Moreover, the Committee recognizes that the taxation of a lump.
sum distribution at regular rates can Impose a considerably greater tax burden
than the taxation of the same amount of benefits received over a number of
years."

There Is a little more to add. The Pension Report recognizes these types of
distributions need special tax treatment, and this treatment is already outlined
by the Internal Revenue Code for all forms of capital gains. Alteration of the
capital gains tax was not the subject under investigation by the President's
Committee.

VESTINO

The Pension Report recommends that the tax law be amended to require that
a private pension plan. "in order to qualify for favored tax treatment." must
provide e sme reasonable measure of vesting for the protection of affected em-
ployee.4.
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Vesting means that participants ill a pension plan whose employment Is ter-
hiiiiiated before reaching retirement age retain rights to accrued lenslon biinefit.

when that ago is reached.
As the Pension Report recognizes, the practice of vesting has rapidly expanhld

in recent year.q, and Is now provided in two out of three private pension plans.
Tit Report also recognizes that all arbitrary requirement for vesting would i1-
pinge on the voluntary character of the private pension system.

The cost of vesting must be met by higher employer contributions, or lower
benefits. Where a new plan Is under consideration, a requirenient for vesting
ilght be the factor which tipped the -scales against going ahead.

It seems to is unlikely that vesting would have been recommended except for
the Implication that such a requirement is justified because of the alleged favored
tax treatment.

FUNDING

Tihe present tax law provides limited standards for funding. Without produc-
tion of evidence of the absence of sound funding practices, the Pension Report
concludes the present provisions are not adequate. It therefore recommends cer-
tain "minimum" funding standards.

The Irrelevance of the clalni of favored tax treatment for private pension plans
is best illustrated in the funding area. In the absence of any funding, a pension
plan would be on a pay-as-you-go basis. Under basic tax law, the employer's con-
tribution would be deductible, and the employee's pension income taxable In the
une year--just as In the ease of wage compensation. However, we believe the

proposal in the Pension Report should be considered on Its merits, and in its rela-
tion to its impingement on the flexibility and voluntary nature of private pension
plans, and not disregarded because it could not be founded on a notion of tax
subsidy.

It does not seen to us that the Pension Report makes a convincing case for more
stringent requirements on funding, but this Is an area in which it more conclusive
chewpoint will be found In the report of Employee Benefits Committee.

SUM.MA11Y ANI) CONCLUSIONS

In this- report, we have attempted to evaluate the nature of the tax treatment of
private pension plans, and draw on that evaluation to appraise Ywme of'the spe-
cific proposals in tine Pension Report. We have not attempted to appraise all
puiblie policy aspects of these proposals, nor to examine all of the proposals in
the Pension Report involving tax treatment. As a whole, our purpose has been
limited to proving the inappropriateness of resting public policy concerning pri-
vAte pension plans on the assumption that the tax treatment afforded involves
a subsidy putting the government in the position of lie who pays the piper.

With due respect to able and sympathetic discussion of various facets of the
private pension system in the Pension Report, we most strongly feel that any
ftier studies or policy deliberations in the area should be conducted without re-
course to the tax subsidy argument.

Approved by the NAM Taxation Committee, September 9. 1965.

AMERICAN FOUNDERS LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
Austin, Tcx., Auiust 26, 1966.

HOn. RUSSELL B. LONG,
U.S. Senate,
Vashington, D.C.
SIR: Senate Bill (S. 1575) is one which provides increasing benefits which I

don't believe is to the advantage of employees, or employers to provide. I am
against insurance being financed from pension funds to provide benefits lost by

M1) "cessation of one or more operations carried on by an Employer," (2) "losses
realized on the sale of Investments of a fund if a sale is necessary to permit
benefits."

Section 4(B) (1) states that "beneficiaries shall receive a monthly retirement
or disability benefit, the lesser 50% of his average monthly wage for five years
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or $500.00."-this is if a company goes broke. This means that every employee
is American would start trying to work for as many companies as possible
and trying to break every company for which they worked in order to accumulate
benefits under the government insurance program.

I have followed your career closely over the years, and I feel'that you want
to do what is best for the individual. Senator, I strongly urge you to vote against
this Bill.

Very truly yours,
MELVxN D. JONES, C.L.U.,

Executive Vice Presidcnt.

GRAND RAPIDS, Micii., August 30, 19G6.
DEAR CHAIRMAN Loxo: As a senior citizen 70 years of age I would very much

like to see a bill like S. 1575 passed to protect my pension from Gallmeyer &
Livingston Co.

Not too many years back a firm known as Hayes-Ionia Co., went out of
existence in our city endangering the pensions of their employes, some were lost!

I certainly believe a pension earned by a working man should have the same
protection given a Federal Reserve Bank!

So I'm asking you to do What you can to further passage of this bill and so
protect the Working man's pension,

Your truly,
JosEpit A. BRUSKY.

FORD MOTOR Co.,
MANAGING DIRECTOR, WASITINOTON OFFICE,

W1ashfngton, D.C., A ugust 31, 1966.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chah'nan, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Wa8hngton, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This statement is being submitted for the record of the
Senate Finance Committee In connection with its recent hearing on Bill S. 1575,
calling for a Federal program to Insure beneficiaries of covered pension funds
against loss of benefits resulting from termination of a' business operation of an
employer or ;'rom a decline in the value of the investment In the fund.

Our Compn'ny recognizes the need for a sound private pension plan system.
We believe tbiat significant progress Is being made toward reaching this goal,
both through unployer actions and as a result of labor-management negotiations.

We question the advisability of further Federal Involvement In the private
pension plan area, as Is contemplated in the proposed legislation, without care-
fill study of the Implications of such action, The proposed reinsurance program
raises some serious questions, among them: (1) Can insurance principles be made
to apply to such unpredictable risks as a business failure or a decline in the
asset value of a pension fund? (2) Would a reinsurance program encourage
risky investment and minimum funding since any deficiencies upon plan termina-
tion would be covered by insurance? (3) Should well-managed, stable companies
and plans in effect be charged with deficiencies created by inept operators who
have overreached themselves? (4) most important, would such a reinsurance pro-
gram discourage the improvement in existing pension plans or the establishment
of new pension plans?

During the hearing frequent reference was made to the need for introducing
Federal standards in the pension field, most prominently in the areas of vesting,
funding, investments and actuarial costs methods. In our judgment, extreme
care should be exercised before introducing new requirements in these areas.
As was clear at the hearing, there are simply not enough facts at hand to reach
a sound judgment on reinsurance and these other matters at the present time.
The potential for damage Is great, and the need for thorough study and considera-
tion before changes are made in ground rules seems evident.

Sincerely,
R. W. MARKLEY, Jr.
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UNITED AIR LINES,
lVashlngton, D.C., August 31, 1966.

Re: S. 1575
lion. RUSSE.L B. LONG,
Cliairman, Senate Committee on Finaice,
Nc'ci Senate Off e Buiding, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONO: Any proposal for insurance of benefits from private pen-
sion plans raises so many questions regarding establishment of standards for
participating employers, procedures for enforcement of standards, proper meas-
urements of risk and equitable assessment of premiums that legislative action on
S. 1575 should not be undertaken until answers have been found for problems
inherent in such a program.

Sincerely,
CurRs BARGES,

Exeeutive Vice President, Finance and Property.

INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL WORKERS UNION,
Akron, Ohio, Septcntber 2, 1966.

Honorable RussELL B. LONG,
Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: As President of the International Chemical Workers
Union, which represents more than 90,000 workers In the chemical and allied
products Industries In the United States, I respectfully urge you as a member of
the Senate Finance Committee to support Senate Bill 1575 or similar legislation.
As you know, this bill would require the participation of private pension plans in
a federal re-insurance program to cover loss of employee retirement benefits
under two contingencies: cessation of one or more operations carried on by the
employer, or losses realized on the sale of Investments of a fund if the sale is
necessary to provide benefits. Such a measure Is of special importance to all
of our members who must depend upon the financial soundness of their negoti-
ated private pension plans to guarantee an adequate level of income upon
retirement.

As an international union, we are very concerned about the alarming number
of business failures and plant shutdowns which result in the termination of a
significant number of pension plans involving funds with unfunded liabilities.
In such situations, not only do the pension plan participants lose their assurance
of retirement income, but our society loses as well. The loss of such expected
benefits creates new economic needs on the part of the worker, which must be
responded to by the public sector of the economy. Furthermore, tfi,- loss of
such benefits may in many cases be correlated with disfunctional changes in the
mental health of the affected worker, thereby creating the necessity of additional
expensive responses by the public sector.

Collective bargaining demands for an adequate pension plan are symbolic of
workers' desires to provide in advance for their income needs during retirement
By deferring a significant portion of their potential current income, they hope
to achieve an adequate retirement income. In the language of collective bar-
gaining, the workers are "charged" an amount in cents per hour which the ac-
tuaries assume as the cost of providing pension benefits. Were there no pension
plan, the worker's hourly wage could be expected to be that much higher during
his working years.

We believe that such personal responsibility should be encouraged; therefore,
one of the major goals of this International Union has been the attainment of
adequate private pension plan coverage for all of our members. We have, in turn,
concluded that the most economical manner in which adequate retirement income
can be provided for most large groups of employees Is through the mechanism
of a funded pension plan, administered by a non-profit board of trustees. How-
ever, such an approach almost invariably entails the acceptance, at lenst for a
time, of an unfunded liability for past service cost.

In a perfectly stable economy, the existence of such an unfunded liability in
any particular plan would not be cause for great concern. But such stability
Is not the case. In fact, the forces of change In our economy constantly chal-
lenge the stability of all business enterprises. This dynamic nature of our econ-
omy has benefited all who live in our society by being the impetus for the crea-
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tion of the highest standard of living in the world. However, at the same timne
it can have very significant disadvantageous effects on the employees of nu.
merous enterprises which cannot meet the functional requisites of existence in
such an economy. In this case, we find the highly inequitable condition of a
minority being adveresly affected by a situation which produces substantial
benefits for the many. Thus during the period when unfunded liabilities exist,
soia,d provision must be made to protect workers' interests.

You have before you the opportunity to deal ot least partially with this
situaton with respect to the lops of pension benefits. In a very real sense you
have the opportunity to strengthen our economy. And you have the, opportunity
to encourage the assumption of personal responsibility for the provision of re-
tirement income needs.

Furthermore, the re-insurance mechanism called for by Senate Bill 1575 would
actually be pald for by the beneficiaries of this legislation, in that the cost of
such protection will be borne by participating plans. Thus we are simply asking
for a self-insured program of protection, which because of the necessity of the
pooling of the experience of many plans, can only be administered at a national
level. We feel that the economic, social and psychological benefits of such pro-
tection will be well worth the cost which we as plan participants must bear out of
our deferred wages.

Sincerely yours,
WALTER L. MITOMELL, President.

0


